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he Financial and Fiscal Commission (the Commission) derives its mandate from the 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act No. 108 of 1996 as amended. 
Sections 220, 221, 222 of the South African Constitution (as amended) and related Sections 
214(2), 219(5), 228(2)(b), 229(5), 230(2), 230A(2) provide, among others, that the Commission 
is an independent and impartial advisory institution, which the Government has to consult 
with regard to the division of revenue among the three spheres of government and in the 

enactment	 of	 legislation	 pertaining	 to	 provincial	 taxes,	municipal	 fiscal	 powers	 and	 functions,	 and	
provincial and municipal loans.

The mandate of the Commission is enabled through the Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations 
Act No. 97 of 1997 as amended, the Financial and Fiscal Commission Act No. 99 of 1997 
as amended, the Money Bills Amendment Procedures and Related Matters Act No. 9 of 
2009, the Municipal Systems Act No. 32 of 2000 as amended, the Provincial Tax Regulation 
Process Act No. 53 of 2001 as amended, the Municipal Finance Management Act No. 56 
of 2003 as amended, the Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act No. 13 of 2005 as 
amended, and the Municipal Fiscal Powers and Functions Act No. 12 of 2007 as amended.
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013/14 marked the third year of my position as Acting Chairperson/CE of the Financial and 
Fiscal Commission. It also marked the end of term for three other Commissioners, namely, 
Commissioners Nelisiwe Shezi, Tania Ajam and Luci Abrahams. It is my view that together 
with the three other Commissioners who were appointed in the month of September 
2013, we managed to achieve a lot of what we set out to do in terms of the key strategic 

objectives	and	goals	 that	had	been	 identified	 in	20013	when	we	adopted	 the	Annual	Performance	
Plan	which	marked	the	end	of	the	five	year	plan	that	we	had	adopted	in	2008.		It	is	also	gratifying	to	
note	that	the	Financial	and	Fiscal	Commission	has	been	moved	onto	a	significantly	higher	plane	both	
in terms of its operations and its relationships with its stakeholders in and outside of the state organs, 
objectives that were key in terms of responding to and addressing the perceptions that came out of 
our commissioned survey. It is my view that Commissioners have acquitted themselves very well in 
terms of carrying out the responsibility entrusted upon them by the President and the South African 
taxpayers	 by	 utilising	 the	 resources	 allocated	 to	 them	 in	 a	 transparent,	 efficient	 and	 accountable	
manner. 

Against	the	backdrop	of	these	achievements,	however,	significant	challenges	also	arose	that	had	to	
be dealt with in the process of moving the Commission to a higher plane. The Commission has been 
running with a high vacancy rate which has been a challenge not only for the year under review but 
the	last	five	years.	The	legislated	governance	structure	of	a	conflated	position	for	the	Chairperson	and	
Accounting	Officer	has	been	a	challenge	 that	was	exacerbated	by	 the	non-filling	of	 the	position	of	
Chairperson following the expiry of Dr Bethuel Setai’s term back in 2010. This has meant enormous 
responsibility	on	the	Deputy	Chairperson	and	resulted	in	insufficient	checks	and	balances	as	the	rest	
of the Commissioners are non-executive and generally do not always have time to devote to the work 
of the Commission. In this regard, I would like to thank in particular outgoing Commissioner Tania 
Ajam	for	the	time	that	she	selflessly	dedicated	to	the	Commission	at	no	concomitant	compensation	
to assisting me in running the Commission’s business. This in no way is meant to undermine the con-
tribution of the other Commissioners who also dedicated more than is otherwise expected of them in 
terms of their appointment. 

Bongani Khumalo (Mr.)

Acting Chairperson / Chief Executive
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3.1 Approach

The	strategic	direction	of	the	Commission	is	reflected	in	its	Corporate	Strategic	Plan	and	in	the	Estimates	
of National Expenditure. It is informed by, among others, the Commission’s strategic outcomes-oriented 
goals	of	a	sustainable	and	equitable	system	of	inter-governmental	fiscal	relations	(IGFR);	a	“No	surprises”	
and	future-oriented	approach	to	 its	endeavours;	the	making	of	evidence-based	recommendations	on	
effective	policies;	comprehensive	and	value-added	engagement	with	stakeholders;	creating	knowledge	
that is relevant and enhances the developmental impact of public resources, through mobilising a 
balance of internal and external specialist talent that is commensurate with the needs of the Commis-
sion;	creating	and	nurturing	a	dynamic,	productive	organisational	culture;	and	balancing	present	and	
future demands so that effective performance ensues within the constraints of available resources.

3.2 Key Developments

The theme for the Commission’s efforts for the year under review was Fiscal Levers for National Develop-
ment, and the primary aim was to identify a set of fiscal levers that could be used to spur economic and 
social development over the next two decades. All spheres of government are empowered with fiscal 
levers and play important roles in economic development. As powers are increasingly devolved to the 
sub-national governments, some central questions remain: To what extent do the IGFR systems support 
poverty eradication? What can public and private interests do about the marginalisation of the poor? 
Can innovative investments, scaled-up successful projects and new institutions be designed to ensure 
inclusion and help manage the negative consequences of disparity and deprivation? The carefully coor-
dinated role of the different spheres of government will be vital for attaining the National Development 
Plan (NDP) objective to eliminate poverty by 2030. However, achieving the NDP goals will not be possible 
without a greater understanding of the impact on the poor of emerging trends in intergovernmental 
relations and Government’s fiscal policy stance in an increasingly uncertain global economic environ-
ment.

APPROACH, ACHIEVEMENTS,  
CHALLENGES AND WAY 

FORWARD
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3.3 Achievements

Mandate

With respect to its mandate, the Commission successfully and timeously tabled, briefed, advised and 
participated in the following among others:

Subject Parliament Provincial 
Legislatures

Local 
Government

Other 
Organs of 

State

2013/ 2014 Submission for the Division of Revenue
Tabled and 

briefed
Tabled and 

briefed
Tabled and 

briefed

2013 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement
Tabled and 

briefed

Submission on the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill
Tabled and 

briefed
Tabled and 

briefed

2014 Fiscal Frameworks and Revenue Proposals
Tabled and 

briefed

2014 Appropriations Bill
Tabled and 

briefed

Readiness of Metropolitan Municipalities to implement 
the Human Settlements Development Grant

Department of 
Cooperative 

Governance and 
Traditional Affairs 
(CoGTA) Advisory

Urban Settlement Development Grant Briefing

Rural Households Infrastructure Grant Briefing

Backlogs in the issuing of title deeds and fast-tracking of 
process

Briefing

Restructuring of the electricity distribution industry Briefing

The funding strategy and model for the maintenance, up-
grading and rehabilitation of the electricity infrastructure, 
with	specific	reference	to	its	impact	on	municipalities,	on	
the practice of cross-subsidising municipal services and 
on the agentisation of electricity distribution services

Briefing

Progress in the attainment of the Millennium Develop-
ment Goals

Briefing

Governance arrangements of public entities Briefing

The	financing	of	housing Briefing

The strategic plans, annual performance plans, budgets 
and audit outcomes of various national departments

Briefings

Ministerial Task Teams on the review of the demarcation 
process

CoGTA Task Team
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Research

The	financial	year	2013/14	witnessed	major	achievements	towards	generating	and	disseminating	rigorous	
evidence based recommendations aimed at strengthening a sustainable and equitable system of inter-
governmental	fiscal	relations	that	Research	is	responsible	for.	This	enabled	the	Commission	to	adhere	very	
strictly to its constitutional mandate and obligations and managed to make all legally required submissions 
on the Annual Submission for the Division of Revenue, Medium Term Budget Policy Statement, Division of 
Revenue Bill, Fiscal Frameworks and Revenue Proposals and Appropriations Bill. The Commission’s subse-
quent submissions were informed by in-depth and empirical research conducted in terms of the Commis-
sion’s approved 2013/2014 Research Cycle Project Portfolio.

In addition to this, Research continued to engage with and build capacity among stakeholders. Over and 
above the research deliverables the unit has made numerous rapid responses and submissions particularly 
on the shifting of the housing function and further education and training functions.  In terms of section 
2 (a) of the FFC Act and section (9) of the Municipal Systems Act the Commission is required to carry 
out	an	assessment	of	 the	financial	and	fiscal	 implications	of	 function	shift.	 	Against	 these	requirements	
the division undertook thorough analysis of the housing function shift and further education and training 
functions	to	facilitate	re-assignment	of	the	functions.	Workshops	on	intergovernmental	fiscal	relations	were	
held for Parliamentary researchers and two provincial legislatures (Eastern Cape and Gauteng), while two 
municipal councils were trained in council oversight tools. We held a second round of public hearings on 
the	local	government	fiscal	framework	(LGFF)	and	on	housing	finance,	both	of	which	attracted	numerous	
stakeholders	 from	 the	public,	 private	and	non-profit	 sectors.	The	final	 report	on	 the	 LGFF	was	 received	

Subject Parliament Provincial 
Legislatures

Local 
Government

Other 
Organs of 

State

Ministerial Task Teams on the development of municipal 
staff regulations

CoGTA Task Team

Ministerial Task Teams on the development of regulations 
for the appointment and conditions of service of senior 
managers in local government

CoGTA Task Team

Reference Group on the review of the Local Government 
Equitable Share Formula

National Treasury 
Task Team

In-year changes to budgets
Nama Koi Munici-

pality Advisory

The assignment of the administration of national housing 
programmes to six Metropolitan Municipalities by MECs

Department of 
Human Settle-

ments Advisory

eNaTIS fees

Road	Traffic	
Management 

Corporation Advi-
sory

Implementation of the Administrative Adjudication of 
Road	Traffic	Offences	Act,	2008

South African 
Local Govern-

ment Association 
(SALGA)

Local Government Equitable Share
the Xhariep and 
Western District 
Municipalities

December 2011 National Government intervention in the 
administration	of	financially	distressed	Provincial	Govern-
ment Departments

Parliament
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with great interest by stakeholders both in and outside government. Parliament, South African Local 
Government Association (SALGA) and the Department of Cooperative Governance Technical and Political 
MINMECs have been briefed on the report. The Division has held bilaterals with key stakeholders to solicit 
their	inputs	on	the	housing	finance	options	analysis,	and	the	report	has	been	finalised	and	tabled	with	
parliament. The passion for the provision and funding of child welfare services was evident at the public 
hearings organised by the Commission on this issue. All stakeholders – from the private, public and non-
profit	sectors	–	agreed	that	child	welfare	services	are	crucial	to	the	future	of	the	country.	The	Commission	
has met with key stakeholders to solicit additional inputs on the draft report. The report is now being 
processed by Parliament. Increased exposure of outputs both online and in the mainstream media such 
as newspapers has been witnessed in several newspaper articles and citations of the Commission‘s 
work. We continued to pilot partnerships, networks and collaboration with other, similar institutions. In 
this regard, the Commission has concluded Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with a number of 
institutions reported on below. 

One of the most gratifying aspects of the research function for the year under review has been the 
opportunity it has afforded researchers to interact with stakeholders. Research staff have been invited 
to serve on a number of Policy Task Force Teams, invited to make submissions on various aspects of 
the work cycle to stakeholders and have contributed immensely to the public hearings launched by the 
Commission. This has no doubt increased not only the range and quality of research in the directorate, 
but also deepened and improved the policy relevance of our work. Beyond its strong focus on research 
and	dissemination,	Research	has	started	to	engage	more	directly	in	“joint	research	initiatives”	on	various	
themes. 

Capacity Building

As part of a stakeholder outreach programme, the Commission has sought to build capacity among stake-
holders by providing training in IGFR to:
•	 Parliamentary	researchers	(on	budget	analysis,	policy	costing	and	the	Millennium	Development	Goals);
•	 the	Eastern	Cape	Provincial	Legislature	(on	budget	analysis);	
•	 the	Gauteng	Provincial	Legislature	(on	the	fiscal	framework,	the	division	of	revenue,	and	the	Budget	

Review and Recommendations reports).

Further, and at the instance of Parliament, the Bushbuckridge and Nama Koi Municipal Councils were 
trained	and	certificated	on	council	oversight	tools.	

Stakeholder Engagement

Governance

In the pursuit of good governance, the Commission conducted its regular comprehensive review of its 
governance structures and its Corporate Governance Code that is informed by the 2009 King Code on 
Corporate Governance Principles for South Africa. The Code of Ethics which was also reviewed at the 
beginning of the current calendar year. 

The Commission also conducted a comprehensive review of its Secretariat governance structures, 
policies	and	practises;	developed	and	institutionalised	coherent	corporate	strategy	formulation,	imple-
mentation,	monitoring	and	review	processes;	and	developed	and	institutionalised	coherent	planning	and	
budget formulation, implementation, monitoring and review processes. With regards to audit issues, the 
Audit Committee is supplied with an action plan that is monitored on a monthly basis by the Accounting 
Officer	to	ensure	progress	in	addressing	findings.

Stakeholder Management

The Commission has strengthened the engagement with Parliament, provincial legislatures, local gov-
ernment, national and provincial executives, Institutions Supporting Democracy, as well as a variety of 
non-state	and	non-government	organisations.	Engagements	with	stake	holders	included	the	briefing	of	
all nine (9) provincial legislatures on annual submission of division of revenue, as well as other compatible 
but	non-state	and/or	non-government	institutions;	and	research	seminars	on	a	variety	of	subjects	and	
for a variety of stakeholders. 
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Because of its commitment to legal and ethical standards, and doing the right thing, the Commission has 
met all its constitutionally and legally mandated obligations. The Commission has also responded timeously 
to all requests from stakeholders in line with the requirements of the Financial and Fiscal Commission Act 
and other applicable pieces of legislation.

Collaboration

Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) have been concluded with a variety of institutions. This is in response 
to the scarcity of skills and the general move to extensive networking in research. MOUs are already op-
erational with the Human Sciences Research Council of South Africa (HSRCSA), the Municipal Demarcation 
Board (MDB), Public Service Commission and the Food, Agriculture and Natural Resources Policy Analysis 
Network (FANRPAN). Work on child support grants and integrated spatial planning and development is 
ongoing	with	 the	HSRCSA;	collaborative	 research	on	household	vulnerability	 to	climate	change	 in	South	
Africa	is	planned	with	FANRPAN,	using	a	Household	Vulnerability	Index	(HVI)	developed	by	FANRPAN;	and	
work with the MDB on the impact of the demarcation process on municipal viability took place. 

Finally, the Commission continues to be a member and participate in the affairs of the Forum for Institutions 
Supporting Democracy, as recommended by the 2007 Report of the Parliamentary Ad Hoc Committee on the 
Review of Chapter 9 and Associated Institutions.

Corporate Services

•	 Organisational Development - With the addition of new Commissioners in 2009 changes to the Com-
mission’s	delivery	model	were	proposed	and	these	were	finally	agreed	to	in	2010	and	implementa-
tion	 in	phases	began	 in	2010	and	 is	continuing	and	envisaged	 to	be	finalised	at	 the	end	of	2015. 
 
Part of the new delivery model imperatives entails building capacity in the Research and Recommen-
dations Program, Finance and Corporate Services (with special emphasis on the Human Resources 
function). This will also be coupled with implementation of a succession plan and also a retention 
policy. Major efforts also focused on reprioritisation due to budget constraints that necessitated an 
assessment	of	office	space	and	the	outcome	was	a	reduction	in	office	space	by	approximately	50	
percent	for	both	the	Midrand	and	Cape	Town	offices.

Finance

•	 Finance and Risk 

In the past year the commission faced the following challenges and successes which are summarised in 
the paragraphs below:

•	 The main strategic focus area in the Finances of the Commission was reducing the accumulated 
deficit	 and	 entrenching	 cost	 containment	 measures	 prescribed	 by	 the	 National	 Treasury	 and	
also implementing own measures that were adopted in 2008. The revenue allocated for 2013/14 
financial	year	from	the	National	Treasury	amounted	to	R38	676	000;	this	has	grown	4%	compara-
tively	and	is	less	2%	from	the	original	allocation.		Alternative	sources	of	funding	have	been	encour-
aged and in 2013/14, a partnership for the amount of R627 000, with the IDRC for the Human 
Vulnerability Assessment project, assisted the Commission in achieving its objectives. 

•	 Towards	the	end	of	the	financial	year	for	2013/14,	the	Commission	began	preparations	for	the	20th	An-
niversary IGFR conference. Due to constraints in its baseline allocation, the Commission submitted requests 
to National Treasury during the MTEF adjustment period to assist with funding of this event. A total once-off 
amount	of	R5.8	million	has	since	been	allocated	specifically	to	meet	costs	related	to	the	conference.

•	 Audit outcomes 

The Commission continues to pursue its set objective of achieving clean audit reports. The Action plan 
set	at	the	beginning	of	the	financial	year,	was	vigorously	implemented	throughout	the	financial	year.	As	
a	 result	 the	Commission	 achieved	another	 unqualified	 audit	 opinion	 for	 the	 financial	 year	 2013/14.	A	
reduction	in	the	number	of	Audit	findings	by	the	Auditor	General	reflects	positive	outcomes	of	prudent	
management of the Commission’s resources.
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3.4 Challenges

Governance

Vacant	position	still	not	filled	within	the	Commission	are	for	the	Chairperson/CE	position.

Research

The Commission has limited resources to discharge its broad mandate. As a consequence, the Commis-
sion’s research team is operating below capacity. This situation has been exacerbated by a skills shortage 
and	the	highly	competitive	market	for	financial	and	economic	analysts,	who	are	central	to	the	delivery	of	
quality and relevant products by the Commission.

Stakeholder Engagement

Increased requests for advice from legislatures, government and other organs of state continue to exert 
pressure on the Commission’s limited resources. There are not enough Commissioners and researchers 
to	deal	with	an	onerous	stakeholder	engagement	workload;	travelling	and	accommodation	requirements	
are	substantial;	and	funds	dedicated	to	this	function	are	insufficient.

Corporate Services

•	 Performance Management – Overall performance in the Commission is a challenge due to various 
factors related to a lack of resources playing a major role. Training and developmental gaps have been 
identified,	specifically	 regarding	HR	related	 functions	 for	Senior	Managers	and	 is	being	addressed	
through	identified	Management	Development	Programs.

•	 Recruitment and Gender balance - The Commission struggles to attract suitable female candidates 
to	fill	critical	positions	identified,	specifically	at	higher	levels	in	the	Research	and	Recommendation	
Program. This has an impact on the achievement of Equity targets over this period. People with dis-
abilities	have	also	proven	to	be	very	difficult	to	get	even	though	we	have	also	tried	in	the	last	year	to	
use specialised placement agencies.

•	 Asset Management - Most of the Commission’s moveable assets have been fully depreciated but 
remain serviceable. This carries with it a considerable burden in terms of time and money spent on 
the valuations that are required for accounting purposes.

•	 ICT - The Commission’s conferencing facilities are inadequate which has meant transport, accom-
modation and related costs have been incurred in circumstances where engagement using current 
communication technologies would have been appropriate and more cost effective. 

Finance

The	revenue	allocated	for	2013/14	financial	year	was	R38	767	000.	This	represents	a	growth	of	four	per	cent	
from the previous year and is one per cent less than the original allocation, a decline that will continue over 
the Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) because of National Treasury’s cuts to all baseline alloca-
tions.	The	Commission	will	therefore	have	to	continue	to	implement	and	improve	on	its	fiscal	discipline	during	
2013/2014 and over the MTEF.
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4.1 Introduction: Commission Operating Environment

4.1.1 Internal Dynamics

The Commission’s key competences remain its knowledge of the South African IGFR system, its 
position as one of the premier IGFR research institutions in the world and its ability to draw on the 
intergovernmental body of knowledge on international and local good practice. It also maintains strong 
links with the Executive, the legislatures, academia and other relevant stakeholders. 

Furthermore, the Commission has a nuanced understanding of relevant policy matters. As Govern-
ment moves towards its developmental agenda, espoused in the National Development Plan, a key 
concern of the Commission is how to make recommendations that enable the IGFR system to evolve in 
a	manner	that	supports	constitutional	and	developmental	goals	in	a	financially	and	fiscally	sustainable	
manner. 

As previously reported, the value for money and impact of the Commission’s work continues to be 
evaluated, and the Commission’s delivery model continues to be reviewed in the light of ongoing 
severe	budget	constraints.	There	is	a	need	for	a	“leaner	and	meaner”	and	more	efficient	organisation.	
The review process is still unfolding, and an organisation development exercise and a risk assessment 
are work in progress. 

In a knowledge-intensive domain, the Commission remains critically dependent on its key staff. 
Suitable	research	expertise	is	difficult	to	retain,	and	the	specialist	technical	skills	required	mean	that	
the pool from which to recruit talent is small. The Commission still struggles to develop a critical mass 
of research experience. Therefore, a priority of the Commission is to attract, manage and retain talent. 

An	important	concern	remains	the	unfilled	position	of	Chairperson/CE	of	the	Commission.	This	is	an	
area that requires the intervention of the President of the Republic, and the Commission will continue 
to engage through the Minister of Finance in order to address this challenge.

Another	concern	is	the	continued	conflation	of	the	directing	(Chairperson)	and	executive	(Accounting	
Officer)	authorities	of	the	Commission	in	the	Financial	and	Fiscal	Commission	Act.	This	is	antithetical	to	
good governance and requires an amendment to the Financial and Fiscal Commission Act. The separa-
tion of these roles will advance the good governance of the Commission enormously. 

4.1.2 External Dynamics

During most of the 1990s and until 2007, South Africa’s economy and government revenue grew 
steadily,	thereby	increasing	the	volume	of	financing	for	sub-national	government.	The	higher	govern-
ment	spending	did	not	cause	fiscal	problems	thanks,	in	part,	to	the	thorough	overhaul	of	tax	adminis-
tration and collection in the second half of the 1990s and to sustained positive economic growth from 
1994 until 2008. In the late 1990s, rapid growth in tax revenues enabled the Government to expand 
spending	steadily	and	to	reduce	(and	thereafter	keep	at	manageable	levels)	budget	deficits	and	the	
public debt burden. 

The	recent	global	economic	and	financial	crisis	dramatically	changed	the	fiscal	situation	in	the	country.	
The sharp slowdown in economic activity and fears of a second recession led to reduced national 
government tax revenue. Yet government expenditures have increased, boosted by countercyclical 
outlays and the capitalisation of Eskom, among others. As a result, the national government’s budget 
balance has deteriorated sharply, from a surplus of 0.9 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP) in 
2007/08	to	a	deficit	of	5.2	per	cent	in	2012/131. Today the economy remains vulnerable to slow global 
recovery (slowdown in China’s economic growth and decreased demand for South African exports by 
the European Union, South Africa’s largest trading partner) and to domestic factors, such as the recent 
labour unrest.

Real	 GDP	 growth	 is	 projected	 to	 improve	moderately,	 from	 the	 expected	 2.7%	 in	 2014	 to	 3.5%	 in	
2016. Although the economy is growing and expected to recover slowly in the medium term, 
economic forecasts fall below the 5.4 per cent growth rate cited by Government as necessary to 
achieve its job-creation and poverty-reduction goals by 2030. Against this backdrop of slower-than-
anticipated	economic	growth,	a	subsequent	decline	in	revenue	collection	and	a	widening	of	the	deficit,	 

<<
1Government budget is 
an itemised accounting 
of the payments received 
by government (taxes 
and other fees) and 
the payments made by 
government (purchases 
and transfer payments). 
A	 budget	 deficit	 occurs	
when the government 
spends more money than 
it receives.
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Government ‘s non interest spending will amount to R1.1 trillion in 2014/15 and rising to R1.3 trillion 
in 2016/2017. 

4.1.3 Organisational Environment

Demand from stakeholders for the Commission’s services has increased, placing a great deal of 
pressure	on	the	already	oversubscribed	time	of	Commissioners	and	the	Commission’s	limited	financial	
and human resources (HR).

Following the 2009 national and provincial elections, new legislative and executive government struc-
tures,	 such	as	 the	Parliamentary	Budget	Office	and	 the	National	 Planning	Commission,	 have	been	
created, while the mandates of certain existing structures, such as the Department of Education, 
have been altered. The role of these entities and their relationship with the Commission is subject of 
ongoing work.

4.2 Composition

The Commission comprises the following nine persons:

1. A	Chairperson	and	Deputy	Chairperson;	

2. Three persons, appointed after consultation with the provincial premiers, from a list compiled in 
accordance	with	a	process	prescribed	by	national	legislation;	

3. Two persons, appointed after consultation with organised local government, from a list compiled 
in	accordance	with	a	process	prescribed	by	national	legislation;	and	

4. Two other persons. 

Commissioners are appointed in terms of the Constitution and the Financial and Fiscal Commission 
Act as amended.

All appointments are made by the President of the Republic of South Africa.

Appointments	may	not	exceed	a	period	of	five	years,	but	Commissioners	are	eligible	for	reappoint-
ment. Neither the Constitution nor the Financial and Fiscal Commission Act state whether and to what 
extent the appointments are full- or part-time. The Chairperson and Deputy Chairperson are in the 
full-time employment of the Commission.

Commissioners embody the corporate values and principles underlying the identity of the Commission 
and its role in the IGFR system. The Commission’s shared values include empowerment, pro-activity, 
communication, teamwork, creativity, cooperation, integrity, objectivity, innovation and leadership ex-
cellence.
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4.3 Commissioners

Deputy Chairperson, Acting Chairperson/CE

Bongani Khumalo 

Bongani Khumalo is the Acting Chairperson/CE of the Financial and Fiscal Commission. He was pre-
viously the Program Manager for Fiscal Policy in the Secretariat of the Commission. He has worked 
in	a	variety	of	areas	within	 the	South	African	 intergovernmental	fiscal	 relations	system,	 including	 the	
design	of	revenue	sharing	formulae,	the	financing	of	education,	health	care	and	social	assistance,	and	
sub national borrowing and taxation issues and on the design of conditional grants. Upon completing a 
Master of Science (Economics) degree from the University of Zimbabwe, Bongani Khumalo lectured at 
the same University in the areas of International Trade and Development and Public Finance. He then 
moved to Rhodes University in Grahamstown in 1994 where he lectured Public Policy, International Trade 
Policy and Development Economics until 1999 when he joined the Financial and Fiscal Commission 
as a Researcher. He has published articles and contributed book chapters on Intergovernmental Fiscal 
Relations	and	on	Public	Finance.	His	term	of	office	expired	on	28	February	2013	but	he	was	reappointed	
effective 01 March 2013 and will now serve on the Commission until 28 February 2015.

Commissioner

Tania Ajam

Tania Ajam	 is	a	public	finance	economist	with	broad	experience	 in	 the	design,	analysis	and	 imple-
mentation	of	fiscal	policy,	sectoral	public	budget	management	and	government-wide	monitoring	and	
evaluation	systems.	Her	principal	areas	of	interest	and	expertise	are	IGFR,	fiscal	decentralisation,	budget	
and	public	expenditure	management	reform,	the	restructuring	of	fiscal	institutions	and	processes,	moni-
toring and evaluation, and the role of information technology in enhancing performance orientation, 
accountability and public oversight. While lecturing at the School of Economics, University of Cape Town, 
in 1999 she set up the Applied Fiscal Research Centre (Pty) Ltd, a research-based training and consult-
ing	company	affiliated	to	the	University	of	Cape	Town,	and	was	its	CEO	until	2011.	During	that	period	
she was also the Managing Director of PBS (Pty) Ltd, a company that designs performance information 
systems. Tania currently serves on the Financial and Fiscal Commission as a part-time Commissioner and 
is the chairperson of its Research Committee. She is also a non-executive director of the Reserve Bank 
of South Africa. Tania serves on the Financial and Fiscal Commission as a provincial nominee. She was 
reappointed	as	a	Commissioner	as	of	1	July	2009	and	her	extended	term	of	office	ends	on	30	June	2014.	

Commissioner

Nelisiwe Shezi

Neli Shezi holds a Master’s in Social Science (Economics) from the University of Natal (Pietermaritzburg). 
She is currently the Divisional Manager for Performance Reporting and Monitoring at Ithala Develop-
ment Finance Corporation Limited. She was previously an economics tutor and Research Assistant at the 
University of Natal, Research Assistant at the Financial and Fiscal Commission and co-author of the Com-
mission’s work on Public Expenditure on Basic Social Services in South Africa, Manager of the Budget 
Office	at	KwaZulu-Natal’s	Provincial	Treasury,	and	Process	Manager:	Entrepreneurial	Development	and	
Black Economic Empowerment at Msunduzi Municipality. She was reappointed as a Commissioner as of 
1	July	2009	and	her	term	of	office	expired	on	30	June	2014.	
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Commissioner

Krish Kumar

Krish Kumar commenced work as a Trainee Accountant with the erstwhile Durban City Council in 
1981 and progressed through the ranks to become City Treasurer of the North and South Central Local 
Councils in 1997. In addition, in 1999 he was appointed City Treasurer of the Durban Metropolitan Council 
and in 2001 Deputy City Manager: Treasury. Krish is a member of the South African Local Government As-
sociation’s	(SALGA)	Finance	Working	Group,	Fellow	of	the	Institute	of	Municipal	Finance	Officers	(IMFO),	
Chairperson	of	the	Municipal	Chief	Financial	Officers	(CFO)	Forum,	past	President	of	IMFO,	and	member	
of the Accounting Standards Board, and has completed all 21 modules of National Treasury minimum 
competency training for CFOs. He is also chair of the eThekwini Risk and Managing the Municipality 
Committee. He was appointed as a Commissioner commencing on 1 March 2008 and his initial term 
ended	on	28	February	2011.	He	was	reappointed	on	1	March	2011	and	his	term	of	office	expired	on	28	
February	2013.	He	has	been	reappointed	for	a	second	five-year	term	until	28	February	2018.	

Commissioner

Lucienne (Luci) Abrahams

Luci Abrahams is Director of the LINK Centre of the University of the Witwatersrand (Johannesburg), 
a public interest research centre, focusing on themes of social and economic change in an emerging 
paradigm of ‘network knowledge economies’. She teaches public policy, strategy, innovation theory, 
knowledge management and e-government, all incorporating an ICT focus. She conducts research on 
‘institutions and economic sectors in the network knowledge economy’. Luci is on the Council on Higher 
Education and also served in various other capacities. These include council member of the National 
Advisory	Council	on	Innovation;	board	member	of	the	National	Research	Foundation,	the	State	Informa-
tion	Technology	Agency	and	the	Development	Bank	of	Southern	Africa;	Commissioner	in	the	Gauteng	
Provincial	Government;	and	Director-General	of	the	Department	of	Welfare	and	Population	Development	
(now Social Development). She was appointed as a Commissioner commencing on 1 July 2009 and her 
term	of	office	expired	on	30	June	2014.	

Commissioner

Prof. Nico Steytler

Nico Steytler (BA LL B (University of Stellenbosch), LL M (University of London), Ph D (University of 
Natal, Dr h.c. University of Fribourg)) is a professor of public law and the South African Research Chair in 
Multilevel Government, Law and Policy at the Community Law Centre of the University of the Western 
Cape. Formerly he was the Director of the Community Law Centre, a research and advocacy institute 
that	works	for	the	realisation	of	the	democratic	values	and	human	rights.	His	main	field	of	research	is	
comparative multilevel government, including local government. He has writing extensive on the subject, 
including co-authoring Local Government Law of South Africa. He has advised governments at all levels 
on constitutional and statutory design and implementation of multilevel governance. He was a technical 
advisor to the Constitutional Assembly drafting the 1996 Constitution as well as a technical advisor to 
the Western Cape Provincial Legislature on the drafting of a provincial constitution (1996-1997). He was 
a member of the Municipal Demarcation Board for the past ten years (2004-2014). He is the president of 
the International Association of Centres for Federal Studies (2010-2016). Most recently, as a UN-appointed 
expert, he advised the Yemen’s Constitutional Drafting Committee on the design of a federal constitution.
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Commissioner

Prof. Daniel Plaatjies

Daniel Plaatjies has a PhD in the study of Governance, Public Policy and Public Finance from the 
University of the Witwatersrand. He is Executive Director at the Human Science Research Council (HSRC) 
responsible for Democracy, Governance and Service Delivery. He is also a Commissioner of the Financial 
and Fiscal Commission. Daniel has been a Visiting Professor at the University of Free State and served 
as	Head	of	Performance	Monitoring	and	Evaluation	within	the	Office	of	the	Premier,	Free	State	Provincial	
Government. He has also served on secondment as an adviser to the Minister of Public Service and 
Administrator. Daniel is the Editor and Author of two books: 2011 Future Inheritance- State Capacity 
in Democratic South Africa and 2013 Protecting the Future - Governance and Public Accountability in 
Democratic South Africa.

Commissioner

Kenny Fihla

Kenny Fihla was the Branch Secretary of the Paper, Printing, Wood and Allied Workers Union between 
1988 and 1990. He was the Chairperson of a Committee established by Ministerial Proclamation to turn 
around the Greater Johannesburg Transitional Metropolitan Council from 1997 to 2000.  As Chairman of 
the Transformation Lekgotla he led the implementation of the City’s restructuring plan that resulted in 
the	financial	turnaround	of	the	Johannesburg	Councils.	In	2003,	he	joined	Business	Against	Crime	South	
Africa	as	its	Chief	Executive	Officer.	Kenny	joined	Standard	Bank	as	Head	of	Investor	Services	business	
in 2006.  In April 2008, he became the South Africa Head of Transactional Products and Services.  In 
recognition of his clients’ impact, he was appointed Head of Client Coverage in July 2012.  In this role he 
is responsible for corporate relationship management and business origination across the geographies 
where Standard Bank’s Corporate and Investment Banking Division has a presence.  In January 2014 he 
was also appointed the Franchise Head for CIB in South Africa. Kenny studied Mechanical Engineering at 
the Harare Polytechnic. He has an Msc in Financial Economics from the University of London and an MBA 
from the University of Witwatersrand. 
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4.4 Structure

4.5 Corporate Governance

Since its inception, the Commission has put in place sound corporate governance structures and 
processes. These are constantly reviewed and adapted to accommodate internal corporate develop-
ments	and	reflect	national	and	international	good	practice	

The Commission endorses the principles of the South African Code of Corporate Practices and Conduct 
as recommended by the King Committee on Corporate Governance.  The Commission also considers 
corporate governance to be a priority that requires more attention than merely establishing the steps 
to be taken to demonstrate compliance with legal and regulatory requirements. 

In the following year, governance issues will continue to receive the Commission’s and its committees’ 
consideration and attention.

4.6 Commission Committees

Members of the Committee are either independent non-Commissioners or part-time Com-
missioners.

4.6.1 Audit Committee

Membership

Jerry Sithole  Independent Chairperson of Committee

Tania Ajam  Commissioner (until July 2013)

Krish Kumar  Commissioner (commencing July 2013)

Mkuseli Bashe  Independent Member 

Mmathabo Sukati  Independent Member 

Duncan Ntuli  Independent Member 

All Audit Committee members have extensive audit committee experience. 

Commission

Deputy  
Chairperson

Commission 
Secretary/Administration

Stakeholder Liaison

Corporate ServicesFinance
Research and 

Recommendations 
Programme (RRP)

Chairperson and 
Chief Executive 

Officer
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The Audit Committee was established primarily to assist the Commission in overseeing the quality and 
integrity	of	the	Commission’s	financial	statements,	and	public	disclosures	thereof;	the	scope	and	ef-
fectiveness	of	the	external	audit	function;	and	the	effectiveness	of	the	Commission’s	internal	controls	
and internal audit function.

The mandate of the Committee also includes oversight of the Commission’s performance against 
predetermined	objectives	and	the	Commission’s	non-financial	risk	management	and	fraud	prevention	
efforts.

4.6.2 Remuneration and Performance Review Committee (REMCO)

Membership

Nelisiwe Shezi  Commissioner and Chairperson

Krish Kumar Commissioner (until July 2013)

Andrè Michaux Independent Member

Caleb Mabaso Independent Member

Nontobeko Scheppers Independent Member

The role of REMCO is to provide human resource (HR) guidance to the Commission. The REMCO fa-
cilitates and promotes communication regarding HR-related matters. It also receives, processes and 
interprets inputs, reports and advice from Commissioners, the Commission’s committees or the Chair-
person/CE, and undertakes any other activity as may be required by the Commission or Chairperson/
CE in the pursuance of its mandate

4.6.3 Research Committee

Membership

Tania Ajam  Commissioner and Committee Chairperson

Nelisiwe Shezi  Commissioner

Krish Kumar Commissioner

Prof. Nico Steytler Commissioner

Lucienne Abrahams Commissioner

Prof. Daniel Plaatjies Commissioner

The mandate of the Committee is to provide strategic support and oversight for the research work 
of its Research and Recommendations Programme. Meetings are held on a quarterly basis, or more 
frequently if needed. Activities involve monitoring research plans, resources, outputs and external 
inputs, accepting and reviewing research proposals, and providing strategic direction and guidance 
during the research process. Equally critical is the Research Committee’s role in managing the policy 
impact of the Commission’s recommendations.
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4.7 Attendance of Meetings

Commissioners Commission Research Audit REMCO Strategy Parliamentary 
Briefing

Number of Meeting 
Days 4 3 4 3 1 38

Bongani Khumalo 4 3 4 2 2 32

Tania Ajam 4 3 3 2

Nelisiwe Shezi 4 1 2 2

Krish Kumar 3 1 3 1 1

Lucienne Abrahams 3 1 2

Nico Steytler 3 2

Daniel Plaatjies 4 2

Kenny Fihla 1 1

Non-Commissioners Commission Research Audit REMCO Strategy Parliamentary 
Briefing

Jerry Sithole - - 4 2 -

Mkuseli Bashe - - 3 - - -

Duncan Ntuli - - 3 - - -

Caleb Mabaso 2

Andre Michaux 3

Nontobeko Scheepers 2

Mandla Dhadhla 1

Gustav Mahlhare 1

Mmathabo Sukati 1

Phillip Madhumera 2

4.8 Remuneration of Commissioners

Section 221(3) of the Constitution and Section 8 of the Financial and Fiscal Commission Act deal with 
the	 tenure	 of	 office	 of	 Commissioners.	 Section	 9	 of	 the	 Financial	 and	 Fiscal	 Commission	Act	 and	
Section	219(5)	of	the	Constitution	covers	the	remuneration,	allowances	and	other	benefits	of	the	Com-
missioners, although the provisions of Section 219(5) have not been used. 
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4.9 Sustainability 

4.9.1 Funding

The funds of the Financial and Fiscal Commission consist of money appropriated by Parliament for 
the purpose of the Commission, money earned on bank savings, money received from donors, money 
obtained by the disposal movable or immovable property, money accruing to the Commission from any 
other source, and money otherwise becoming available to the Commission.

4.9.2 Risk Management

The Commission has developed a comprehensive Risk Management Framework and a comprehensive 
Risk	Management	Plan	 that	were	 reviewed	during	 the	financial	 year,	and	are	being	 implemented.	The	
Commission conducts an annual Enterprise Risk Assessment.

4.9.3 Fraud Prevention 

The Commission has developed and is implementing a comprehensive Fraud Prevention Plan, which is 
reviewed annually. 

4.9.4 Performance Budgeting and Management

The Commission has customised and adopted the National Treasury Framework for Managing Programme 
Performance Information and the National Treasury Framework for Strategic Plans and Annual Perfor-
mance Plans.

4.9.5 Balanced Scorecard Business Planning 

The Commission has adopted and implemented the Balanced Scorecard Approach for strategic and 
business planning purposes.

4.9.6 Code of Ethics

The	Commission	has	developed	and	adopted	a	Code	of	Ethics	which	was	reviewed	during	this	financial	year.	

4.9.7 Internal Controls

The Commission has developed and implemented a comprehensive system of internal controls. 

4.9.8 Commission Secretary

The responsibility of the Commission Secretary function is to translate and implement the strategic 
direction of the Commission for Communication/Stakeholder Management and Compliance.

4.9.9 Research Programme

The responsibility of the research function is to translate and implement the strategic direction of the 
Commission for research and dissemination.

4.9.10 Corporate Services

The responsibility of the corporate services function is to translate and implement the strategic direction 
of the Commission for HR management, information and communication technology (ICT) and facilities 
management

4.9.11 Finance

The	responsibility	of	the	finance	function	is	to	assist	the	Accounting	Officer	in	the	effective,	efficient	and	
transparent	financial	management	of	the	resources	of	the	Commission,	including	the	exercise	of	sound	
budgeting and budgetary control practices, the operation of internal controls and the timely production 
of	financial	reports.
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5.1 Statement of Responsibility for Performance Information

The Chief Executive is responsible for the preparation of the public entity’s performance information 
and for the judgments made in this information.

The Chief Executive is responsible for establishing, and implementing a system of internal control 
designed to provide reasonable assurance as to the integrity and reliability of performance informa-
tion.

In	my	opinion,	the	performance	information	fairly	reflects	the	operations	of	the	public	entity	for	the	
financial	year	ended	31	March	2014.

Bongani Khumalo (Mr.)

Acting Chairperson/Chief Executive

31 May 2014
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5.2 Introduction

This chapter describes the achievements of the Commission in relation to the measurable strategic 
objectives outlined in the Commission’s Strategic Plan:

1. To	profile	 the	Commission	with	a	special	 focus	on	 the	Commission’s	Mandate,	Vision,	Mission	
and	Role,	the	Commission’s	Short-	and	Long-Term	Strategy,	the	Commission’s	position	on	specific	
issues, the Commission’s Challenges and Achievements (objective 5.1.1).

2. To ensure that Commission research is converted to policy advice and recommendations written 
in a language that is accessible to policy makers (objective 5.1.2).

3. To ensure that policy advice and recommendations respond to the needs of stakeholders 
(objective 5.1.3).

4. To ensure the generation of quality, innovative, pioneering research that informs key IGFR strategic 
debates and choices (objective 5.1.4).

5. To produce evidence-based results (objective 5.1.5).

6. To ensure the progressive and innovative management of human resources that attracts, develops 
and retains key talent, and leverages external expertise (objective 5.2.1).

7. To ensure the coordinated, coherent, high-quality, innovative and cost-effective approach to ICT 
that meets the needs of the Commission, the Commission Secretariat and stakeholders (objective 
5.2.2).

8. To ensure the coordinated, cost-effective and innovative management of Commission assets in 
support of delivery on the Commission’s mandate (objective 5.2.3).

9. To ensure compliance with legislation and adherence to relevant corporate governance best 
practice (objective 5.2.4).

10. To	ensure	effective	and	responsible	leadership	with	specific	focus	on	integrity,	transparency	and	
accountability, as well as on the development a positive organisational culture (objective 5.2.5).

11. To ensure the creation of new knowledge, the institutionalisation of such knowledge and its 
transfer	to	other	role	players	within	the	intergovernmental	fiscal	relations	system	(objective	5.3.1).

12. To ensure the coordinated, cost-effective and innovative acquisition and management of Com-
mission data, information and knowledge resources in support of delivery on the Commission’s 
mandate (objective 5.3.2).

13. To	ensure	prudent	and	transparent	management	of	 the	financial	 resources	of	 the	Commission	
(objective 5.4.1).

14. To ensure access to alternative sources of funding (objective 5.4.2).

The	detailed	performance	information	provided	below	indicates	that	the	Commission	has	made	signifi-
cant progress in relation to its medium-term goals, while at the same time showing improvement in its 
financial	condition,	as	reflected	in	the	audited	annual	financial	statements.
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 Project/Activities  
(Input)

Output  
(Deliverable)

Key Performance  
Measure/Indica-

tor

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014 
Annual Target

2013/2014 
Actual Variance

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.1.1: Profile the Commission with a special focus on the Commission’s Mandate, Vision, Mission and Role; 
the Commission’s Short- and Long-Term Strategy; the Commission’s position on specific issues; and the Commission’s Challenges and 
Achievements

Legislature and 
Government Plan

Dissemination of 
Commission prof-
fering, engagement 
with stakeholders 
and issues manage-
ment

Number of Q2 to 
Q3	briefings	on	
2014/2015 Recom-
mendations for the 
Division of Revenue

5
Parliament

2
Parliament

2
Parliament

9 
Provincial Legisla-

tures

9 
Provincial Legisla-

tures

9
Achieved

1 SALGA 1 SALGA 1 Achieved

1 Government 1 Government 1 Achieved

Number of Q3 brief-
ings on 2013 Me-
dium Term Budget 
Policy Statement

1 Parliament 1 Parliament 1 Achieved

Number of Q4 
briefings	on	Com-
mission Submission 
to 2014 Division of 
Revenue Bill

2 Parliament 2 Parliament 2 Achieved

1 Provincial legis-
latures

Number of Q4 
briefings	to	Fiscal	
Framework and 
Revenue Proposals

2 Parliament 2 Parliament 2 Achieved

Number of Q4 
Briefings	on	2013	
Appropriations Bill

1 Parliament 2 Parliament Not Achieved
Deferred by 4th for 
5th Parliament

Number of Q3 
briefings	on	Com-
mission 2012/2013 
Annual Report

Parliament 1 Parliament Not achieved
Not invited by 
Parliament

Number of TCF2  
Meetings by year 
end

6 4 4 Achieved

Number of Budget 
Council Meetings 
by year end

2 4 3 Partially Achieved.
One meeting not 

convened by Minis-
ter of Finance

Number of IGFR 
Workshops by year 
end

2 2 Not achieved. 
Offers not taken up 

by stakeholders

Number of other 
(ad hoc3) Legislature 
and Government 
briefings	by	year	
end 

8	briefings	@	
2	briefings	per	
Quarter

8	briefings	@	
2	briefings	per	
Quarter

44	briefings.	
Achieved and 
exceeded. 

Indeterminate 
stakeholder 
demand

Number of Public 
Hearings by year 
end

2 1 1
Offers not taken up 

by stakeholders

5.3 Performance Information 2013 - 2014

2 Technical Committee on Finance
3 Section 3(2)(b)(ii) of Financial and Fiscal Commission Act
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 Project/Activities  
(Input)

Output  
(Deliverable)

Key Performance  
Measure/Indica-

tor

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014 
Annual Target

2013/2014 
Actual Variance

Number of Media 
briefings	by	March

3	Media	Briefings	by	
March 

3	Media	Briefings	by	
March 

4 Achieved

Number of website 
updates by March

Updated Website 
every 7 days

Updated Website 
every 7 days

Achieved

Revised Communi-
cation and Stake-
holder Manage-
ment Strategy and 
Policy by year end

Revised Strategy, 
Policies and Pro-
cedures Document 
by Q4

Revised Strategy, 
Policies and Pro-
cedures Document 
by Q4

Achieved

Stakeholder Infor-
mation Manual by 
year end

Not achieved Stakeholder 
Information Manual 
by Q4

Achieved

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.1.2: To ensure that Commission research is converted to policy advice and recommendations written in 
language that policy makers can understand

Plain Language 
Editing

Accessible Commis-
sion profferings

Number of clear 
language edited 
Submissions, Re-
ports and Policy 
Briefs by year end

1 2013/2014 
Submission for the 
Division of Revenue 
in Q1

1 2014/2015 
Submission for the 
Division of Revenue 
in Q1

Achieved

1 2013/2014 
Submission for the 
Division of Revenue 
Technical Report 
in Q2

1 2014/2015 
Submission for the 
Division of Revenue 
Technical Report 
in Q2

Achieved

9 2013/2014 
Submission for the 
Division of Revenue 
Chapter Policy 
Briefs in Q2

9 2013/2014 
Submission for the 
Division of Revenue 
Policy Briefs in Q2

Achieved

1 2013/2014 Annual 
Report in Q2

1 2012/2013 Annual 
Report in Q2

Achieved

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.1.3: To ensure that policy advice and recommendations respond to the needs of stakeholders

Environmental 
Scan and Issues 
Management

Research, policy 
advice and recom-
mendations that 
deal with IGFR 
issues that are rel-
evant and topical

Number of State 
and Government 
fora attended by 
March 2013

Medium Term 
Budget Policy State-
ment in Q3

Medium Term 
Budget Policy State-
ment in Q3

Achieved

State of the Nation 
Address in Q4

State of the Nation 
Address in Q4

Achieved 

Budget Speech 
in Q4

Budget Speech 
in Q4

Achieved
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 Project/Activities  
(Input)

Output  
(Deliverable)

Key Performance  
Measure/Indica-

tor

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014 
Annual Target

2013/2014 
Actual Variance

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.1.4: To ensure the generation of quality, innovative, pioneering research that informs key IGFR strategic 
debates and choices

Research and 
Recommenda-
tions Programme

Advancement of 
IGFR Knowledge-
generation and 
dissemination

Number of 
peer-reviewed 
publications in an 
accredited journals 
by March 2013

11.6 10.6
10.6 

Achieved

Number of 
recognised book 
chapters or working 
papers or Technical 
Reports published 
by March 2013

22 16
16 

Achieved

Better stewardship 
of public funds/
Value for Money

Annual Submis-
sion for Division of 
Revenue in Q4 1 1

1
Achieved

Medium Term Budg-
et Policy Statement 
Submission in Q3 1 1

1 
Achieved

Division of Revenue 
Bill Submission 
in Q4 1 1

1 
Achieved

2013 Fiscal Frame-
works and Tax Pro-
posals Submission 
by March 2013

1 1 Achieved

2014 Appropriations 
Bill Submission 
in Q4

1 1
-

Not achieved

Deferred by 4th for 
5th Parliament

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.1.5: To produce evidence-based results

Research and 
Recommenda-
tions Programme

Policy advice based 
on reliable and veri-
fiable	information

Technical Report 
published in Q2

2013/2014 
Technical Report 
published in Q2

2014/2015 
Technical Report 
published in Q2

Achieved

Number of Policy 
Briefs published by 
March 2013

9 Policy briefs in Q2

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.2.1:To ensure the progressive and innovative management of human resources that attracts, develops 
and retains key talent, and leverages external expertise

Human Resource 
Management

People organised 
effectively for 
performance

Number of Organisa-
tional Development 
Components com-
pleted by year end

Phase 1  by Q4 Partly Achieved People organised 
effectively for 
performance

Human Resource 
Strategy Review 
in Q4

Approved Revision 
by Executive Com-
mittee by Q4

Achieved
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 Project/Activities  
(Input)

Output  
(Deliverable)

Key Performance  
Measure/Indica-

tor

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014 
Annual Target

2013/2014 
Actual Variance

Human Resource 
Management
cont...

People organised 
effectively for 
performance

Number of reviewed 
Human Resource 
Management Poli-
cies and Procedures 
by year end

Revised Disciplinary 
Policies and Proce-
dures by Q4

Disciplinary and 
Counselling Proce-
dures by Q4

Not achieved Review of Perfor-
mance Manage-
ment, Leave and 
Remuneration 
Policies prioritised 
and achievedRevised Perfor-

mance Manage-
ment Policies and 
Procedures by Q4

Recruitment and 
Selection Policy 
by Q4

Achieved

Retention Policy 
by Q4

Partially achieved. 

Job Evaluation 
by Q4

Achieved

Promotions by Q4 Achieved

Employment Equity 
by Q4

Partially achieved. 

Remuneration 
of staff at rates 
not below DPSA 
published rates by 
year end

Achieved per DPSA 
rates

Remuneration of 
non-SMS staff at 
rates not below 
rates published by 
DPSA by Q1

Achieved

Remuneration 
of staff at rates 
not below DPSA 
published rates by 
year end

Achieved per DPSA 
rates commencing 
April 2013

Remuneration of 
SMS staff at rates 
not below DPSA 
published rates 
by Q1

Achieved

Recognition and 
reward of staff per 
normal distribution 
curve in Q1

SMS	28.6%	in	Q1	
Non	SMS	78.3%	
in Q1

SMS	20%	in	Q1	Non	
SMS	25%	in	Q1

Achieved

Number of employ-
ees  that meet com-
petence standards 
set in  Commission 
Policy by year end

Achieved	100% No	less	than	80%	
of total number of 
employees by Q4

Achieved

Number of unoccu-
pied but budgeted 
posts by year end

3% No	more	than	15%	
of total number of 
budgeted positions 
by end of March 
2014

5.9%

Number of days 
in  training per or-
ganisational training 
and development 
plan per employee 
by year end

21% <	3%	by	March	
2013

Achieved
1.1%

Partially achieved. 
Management Devel-
opment Programme 
prioritised.

Rate of absentee-
ism4 by year end

2.27% <5%	by	March	2014 2.4%.	Achieved

Number of employ-
ees disciplined for 
unacceptable levels 
of misconduct5 by 
year end

1.1% <3%	by	March	2014 2.3%.	Achieved

4	Total	Days	Absent/Total	Working	Days	%
5	Incidents/Total	Staff	Compliment%
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 Project/Activities  
(Input)

Output  
(Deliverable)

Key Performance  
Measure/Indica-

tor

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014 
Annual Target

2013/2014 
Actual Variance

Human Resource 
Management
cont...

People organised 
effectively for 
performance

Ratio of male to 
female staff by year 
end

SMS	88.9%/11.1%
SMS 

60/40
88.9%	/	11.1%

Scarcity of 
qualifying female 

candidates
Professional 
30.8%/69.2%

Professional 
60/40

34.5%	/	65.5%

Non-SMS 
12.5%/87.5%

Non- SMS 
60/40

20.5%	/	79.5%

Organisation 
3.3%/56.7%

Organisation 
60/40 

46.4%	/	53.6%

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.2.2: To ensure the coordinated, coherent, high-quality, innovative and cost-effective approach to ICT that 
meets the needs of the Commission, the Commission Secretariat and stakeholders

ICT Management ICT organised 
effectively for 
performance

Revised ICT Strat-
egy by year end

Revised Strategy 
Document in Q4

Revised Strategy 
Document in Q4

Achieved

Revised ICT Policies 
and Procedures by 
year end

Policies and Pro-
cedures by March 
2012

Revised Policies 
and Procedures 
Document in Q4

Achieved

Number of new 
and/or upgraded 
hardware and 
software units by 
year end

Upgrade and 
replacement of 
infrastructure and 
software as per ap-
proved plan by Q4

Achieved
20 Hardware
6 Software

Integrated business 
solutions

Appointment of ICT 
Network and Con-
nectivity Provider 
by March 2013

Appointed ICT 
Network and Con-
nectivity Provider 
in Q2

Video conferencing 
facilities by year 
end

Pilot video confer-
encing capability 
by Q4

Not more than 90 
per quarter (30 per 
month) by March 
2013

Achieved
19 per month

Number of inci-
dents reported by 
desktop users by 
year end

19 per month Not more than 90 
per quarter (30 per 
month)

59 Achieved.

Duration of down-
time per incident by 
year end

1 hour 45 minutes 
per incident

Not more than 
three (3) hours per 
incident for desktop 
support

2 hours 45 minutes 
Achieved

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.2.3: To ensure the coordinated, cost-effective and innovative management of Commission assets in sup-
port of delivery on the Commission’s mandate

Facilities  
Management

Space, infrastruc-
ture, people and 
organisation effec-
tively coordinated 
for performance

Office	space	com-
mensurate with 
requirements by 
Commission by 
March 2013

Achieved	42%	
reduction	in	office	
space in Midrand 
office

Achieved	50%	
reduction	in	Office	
space in Cape Town 
office

Revised Facilities 
Strategy by year 
end

Revised Facilities 
Strategy document 
by Q4

Achieved

Revised Facilities 
Policies by year end

6 Revised Facilities 
Policies by March 
2014

6 Achieved

Alternative	office	
space for Head Of-
fice	of	Commission	
by year end

Signed Contract 
by Q4

Not achieved Funding constraints 
postponed to next 
year
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 Project/Activities  
(Input)

Output  
(Deliverable)

Key Performance  
Measure/Indica-

tor

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014 
Annual Target

2013/2014 
Actual Variance

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.2.4: Compliance with legislation and adherence to relevant corporate governance best practise

 Compliance Commitment to 
legal and ethical 
standards, and do-
ing the right thing

Strategic Plan to NT 
by due date

Draft 1 in Q2 Draft 1 in Q2 Achieved

Draft 2 in Q3 Draft 2 in Q3 Achieved

Final Strategic Plan 
to NT in Q4

Final Strategic Plan 
to NT in Q4

Achieved

Final Strategic Plan 
to Parliament in Q4

Final Strategic Plan 
to Parliament in Q4

Final Strategic Plan 
to Parliament in Q4

Achieved

Tabling of Submis-
sion for the Division 
of Revenue per 
IGFR Act6 

Tabling of Submis-
sion by May 2012

Tabling of Submis-
sion by May 2013

Achieved

Submission on 
Quarterly Financial 
and Non-Financial 
Performance 
Information to NT 
by due date

Q4 2011/2012 
Reports to NT by 
April 2012

Q4 2012/2013 
Reports to NT by 
April 2013

Achieved

Q1 2012/2013 
Reports to NT by 31 
July 2012

Q1 2013/2014 
Reports to NT by 31 
July 2013

Achieved

Q2 2012/2013 
Report to NT by 31 
October 2012

Q2 2013/2014 
Report to NT by 31 
October 2013

Achieved

Submission on 
Quarterly Financial 
and Non-Financial 
Performance 
Information to NT 
by due date

Q3 2012/2013 
Report to NT by 31 
January 2014

Q3 2013/2014 
Report to NT by 31 
January 2014

Achieved

Submission on 
Financial and Non-
Financial Perfor-
mance Information 
to AG by due date

Unaudited 
2012/2013 AFS 
and Performance 
Information to AG 
by 31 May 2013

Unaudited 
2013/2014 AFS 
and Performance 
Information to AG 
by 31 May 2014

Achieved

MTEF Submission to 
NT by due date

MTEF Submission to 
NT in Q2

MTEF Submission to 
NT in Q2

Achieved

Submission and 
tabling of Annual 
Report before Par-
liament, Provincial 
Legislatures, 
Organised Local 
Government and NT 
by due date

Submission of Draft 
2011/2012 Annual 
Report to AG in Q2

Submission of Draft 
2012/2013 Annual 
Report to AG in Q2

Achieved

Annual Report to NT 
by 15 September 
2012

Annual Report to NT 
by 15 September 
2013

Achieved

6 Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act No 97 of 1997
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 Project/Activities  
(Input)

Output  
(Deliverable)

Key Performance  
Measure/Indica-

tor

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014 
Annual Target

2013/2014 
Actual Variance

Compliance 
cont …

Commitment to 
legal and ethical 
standards, and  
doing the right thing

Submission and 
tabling of Annual 
Report before Par-
liament, Provincial 
Legislatures, 
Organised Local 
Government and NT 
by due date

Tabling of Annual 
Report by Septem-
ber 30 2012

Tabling of Annual 
Report by Septem-
ber 30 2013

Achieved

Budget Adjustment 
Estimates Submis-
sion to NT by due 
date

Budget Adjustment 
Estimates to NT 
in Q2

Budget Adjustment 
Estimates to NT 
in Q2

Achieved

Enterprise Risk As-
sessment by March 
2013

Revised Risk and 
Fraud Register and 
Profile	in	Q4

Revised Risk and 
Fraud Register and 
Profile	in	Q4

Achieved

Estimates of Na-
tional Expenditure 
(ENE) Submission to 
NT by due date

ENE Submission to 
NT in Q3

ENE Submission to 
NT in Q3

Achieved

Commission 
Governance as 
prescribed by 
the Financial and 
Fiscal Commission 
Act and approved 
Terms of Reference

5 Commission 
Meetings7 as per 
Schedule

5 Commission 
Meetings8 as per 
Schedule

Achieved

10 Commis-
sion Committee 
Meetings as per 
Schedule

10 Commis-
sion Committee 
Meetings as per 
Schedule

Achieved

12 EXCO9 Meetings 12 EXCO10 Meetings Achieved

12 MANCO11 Meet-
ings

12 MANCO12 Meet-
ings

Achieved

Stakeholder advi-
sories in terms of 
Section 3(2)(i)(b) of 
the Financial and 
Fiscal Commission 
Act and other ap-
plicable legislation

Xhariep advisory Stakeholder advi-
sories in terms of 
Section 3(2)(i)(b) of 
the Financial and 
Fiscal Commission 
Act and other ap-
plicable legislation 
by year end

GPL Financial Man-
agement Bill, 2013

Work in Progress
Public Administra-
tion Management 
Bill,	2013	finalised

eNatis RTMS 
advisory

Stakeholder advi-
sories in terms of 
Section 3(2)(i)(b) of 
the Financial and 
Fiscal Commission 
Act and other ap-
plicable legislation 
by year end

Function shift of 
Further Education 
and Training and 
Adult Education and 
Training from Prov-
inces to DoHET13  
finalised

Work in progress
SALGA/AARTO 
Advisory

SALGA Municipal 
Health Services 
Advisory Work in 
progress

WDM Advisory NT Standard Chart 
of Accounts Com-
ment14	finalised

7	April,	July,	and	November	2013;	January	and	March	2014
8	April,	July,	and	November	2013;	January	and	March	2014
9 Monthly Executive Committee
10 Monthly Executive Committee

11 Monthly Management Committee
12 Monthly Management Committee
13 Finalised in Q3
14 Finalised in Q3
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 Project/Activities  
(Input)

Output  
(Deliverable)

Key Performance  
Measure/Indica-

tor

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014 
Annual Target

2013/2014 
Actual Variance

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.2.5: Effective and responsible leadership with specific focus on integrity, transparency and accountabil-
ity, as well as on the development a positive organisational culture

Performance 
Management

Consistent attain-
ment of organisa-
tional goals

Number of Perfor-
mance Reviews 
in terms of Com-
mission Policy by 
March 2013

June and December  
Touchbase Reviews 
held

June and December 
2013 Touchbase 
Reviews

Achieved

September and 
March Performance 
Assessments held 

September 2013 
and March 2014 
Performance As-
sessments

Achieved

Level of employee 
satisfaction twice 
annually by March 
2013

Not achieved 
pending Organisa-
tional Development 
exercise

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.3.1: To ensure the creation of new knowledge, the institutionalisation of such knowledge and its transfer 
to other role players within the intergovernmental fiscal relations system

Information 
Management, En-
terprise Content 
Management, 
and Knowledge 
Management

Identification,	crea-
tion, representation, 
distribution and 
adoption of insights 
and experiences

File Plan for elec-
tronic and paper-
based documents 
by March 2013

Not achieved Re-
source constraints

Procurement of 
Service Provider 
by Q2

Not achieved. Implementation  
deferred to April 
2014 for lack of 
resources

Review of Records 
Management Policy 
by year end

Exco approved 
revised policies 
in  Q2

Revised Records 
Management Policy 
document in Q4

Digitisation of docu-
ments by March 
2013 Digitisation 
of documents by 
March 2013

OCR scanner pro-
cured by year end.

OCR Scanner  Train-
ing by Q4

August 2014 20th 
Anniversary IGFR 
Conference

Draft Conference 
Papers in Q4

Partially achieved. None submission 
of Draft Conference 
Papers by authors 
by due date

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.3.2: To ensure the coordinated, cost-effective and innovative acquisition and management of Commis-
sion data, information and knowledge resources in support of delivery on the Commission’s mandate

Library Unrestricted access 
to information in 
many formats from 
a variety of sources

Revised Strategy 
document by March 
2013

Exco approved 
Revised Strategy 
in Q2

Number of success-
ful Library transac-
tions by March 2013

12 995 12 000 13 404

Number of 
reference works 
acquired by March 
2013

13 4 13 

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.3.2: To ensure the coordinated, cost-effective and innovative acquisition and management of Commis-
sion data, information and knowledge resources in support of delivery on the Commission’s mandate

Financial Man-
agement

Organisational 
agility through the 
allocation of scarce 
resources amongst 
competing interests 
and opportunities

Revised Policies 
and procedures 
document	for	finan-
cial management 
by March 2013

Revised Financial 
Policies document 
by Q4

Revised Financial 
Policies document 
by Q4

Achieved

Revised Supply 
Chain Policy docu-
ment by Q4

Revised Supply 
Chain Policy docu-
ment by Q4

Achieved

AG Audit Report 
with no matters of 
emphasis as per 
PFMA and Financial 
and Fiscal Commis-
sion Act

2011/2012 AG Audit 
Report with no mat-
ters of emphasis 
in Q2

2012/2013 AG Audit 
Report with no mat-
ters of emphasis 
in Q2

Achieved
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 Project/Activities  
(Input)

Output  
(Deliverable)

Key Performance  
Measure/Indica-

tor

2012/2013
Actual

2013/2014 
Annual Target

2013/2014 
Actual Variance

Financial Man-
agement

Organisational 
agility through the 
allocation of scarce 
resources amongst 
competing interests 
and opportunities

Percentage de-
viation from budget 
allocation by year 
end

6.28%	surplus No more and no 
less	than	5%	of	
allocation by Q4

3%	surplus	
Achieved. 

Targeted reduction 
of	 legacy	 deficit	
through bidding for 
allocations, budget 
adjustments and 
implementation of 
financial	 discipline	
by year end

Achieved	 62%	 re-
duction	in	deficit

25%	 reduction	 of	
balance	 of	 deficit	
by Q4

79	 %	 reduction	 of	
accumulated	 deficit	
from 2012/13

Stringent cost con-
tainment measures 
to effect reduction 
in	deficit.

Measurable Strategic Objective 5.4.2: To ensure access to alternative sources of funding

Collaboration and 
Partnerships

Cooperating to cre-
ate and/or acquire 
knowledge

Number of partner-
ships, sponsor-
ships, collaboration 
agreements or 
special projects by 
year end

2 partnerships, 
sponsorships, 
collaboration agree-
ments or special 
projects by March 
2013

2 partnerships, 
sponsorships, 
collaboration agree-
ments or special 
projects by March 
2014

IDRC sponsored 
Collaboration with  
FANRPAN on HVI

Human Rights 
Commission Col-
laboration on Food 
Security and Right 
to Food

Public Service 
Commission Col-
laboration on the 
Economics of Cor-
ruption and Public 
Sector Wage Bill

Division
Budget Actual  

Expenditure
Over (Under) 
Expenditure Budget Actual  

Expenditure
Over (Under) 
Expenditure

2012/2013 2012/2013 2012/2013 2013/2014 2013/2014 2013/2014

Research and Recommendations 
Programme

15,894,688 11,455,458 4,439,230 17,330,476 13,487,452 3,843,024

Corporate Services 7,897,407 8,522,778 (625,371) 8,221,583 10,169,958 (1,948,375)

Finance 4,436,124 4,891,338 (455,214) 4,613,569 6,034,974 (1,421,405)

Commission Secretary 9,039,781 10,493,729 (1,453,948) 9,401,372 9,220,531 180,841

Total 37,268,000 35,363,303 1,904,697 39,567,000 38,912,915 654,085

Summary of Divisional Budgets and Expenditure
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>>
15 Government budget is an 
itemised accounting of the 
payments received by gov-
ernment (taxes and other 
fees) and the payments 
made by government 
(purchases and transfer 
payments). A budget deficit 
occurs when the govern-
ment spends more money 
than it receives.
16 The Gini coefficient is a 
number between zero and 
one that is a measure of 
income inequality.
17 National Planning Com-
mission (2011), Diagnostic 
Review, Presidency, Pretoria.
18 SALDRU data

5.4 2013 Commission Submission for the 2014/2015 Division of Revenue

The Commission made this submission in terms of Section 214(1) of the Constitution of the Republic of 
South Africa 1996, Section 9 of the Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act of 1999 and  Section 4(4)(c) of the 
Money Bills Amendment Procedure and Related Matters Act of 2009 and the background was as follows:

Through much of the 1990s until 2007, South Africa witnessed a steady growth of economic activity 
and	increased	government	revenue,	which	were	instrumental	in	increasing	the	volume	of	financing	for	
sub-national	government.	The	growing	government	spending	did	not	cause	fiscal	problems,	thanks	in	
part to the thorough overhaul of tax administration and collection in the second half of the 1990s and 
to sustained positive economic growth from 1994 until 2008. Rapid growth in tax revenues in the late 
1990s	enabled	the	government	to	steadily	expand	spending	while	reducing	budget	deficits	and	the	
public debt burden, and thereafter keep them at manageable levels. 

The	recent	global	economic	and	financial	crisis	has	dramatically	changed	the	fiscal	situation	 in	 the	
country. The sharp slowdown in economic activity has led to reduced national government tax revenue. 
Yet government expenditures (boosted by countercyclical outlays and the capitalisation of Eskom, 
among others) have increased. As a result, the national government’s budget balance has deteriorated 
sharply,	from	a	surplus	of	0.9	percent	of	gross	domestic	product	(GDP)	in	2007/08	to	a	deficit	of	6.9	
percent in 2009/101515 Today the economy remains vulnerable to slow global recovery (slowdown in 
China’s economic growth and decreased demand for South African exports by the European Union, 
South Africa’s largest trading partner) and to domestic factors such as the recent labour unrest.

Economic growth (in real terms) decreased from 2.8 percent in 2010 to 2.5 percent in 2012. Although 
the economy is growing and expected to recover slowly in the medium term, economic forecasts fall 
below the 5.4 per cent growth rate cited by Government as necessary to achieve its job-creation and 
poverty-reduction goals by 2030. Against this backdrop of slower than anticipated economic growth, 
a	subsequent	decline	 in	 revenue	collection	and	a	widening	of	 the	deficit,	Government	 tabled	a	 total	
national budget of R1.2 trillion, to be spent between the three spheres in 2013, growing to R1.3 trillion in 
2015/2016. 

Five years have passed since the onset of the 2008/09 global crisis. Although some believe that another 
global economic recession may be coming soon, attention has shifted from talking about the crisis to 
looking at ways to prevent or manage a recurrence. Despite Government’s substantial efforts to reduce 
poverty and inequality has risen and poverty has fallen only marginally since 2000. Indeed, South Africa’s 
Gini	coefficient16 currently hovers around 0.7017, one of the highest in the world, having risen from 0.66 
in 199318. Moreover, child poverty may be on the decline but is still at very high levels – and much higher 
than poverty among adults and the general population. Disappointment at the increasing inequality 
amidst positive economic growth, heightened by the 2008/09 global crisis, has led to renewed interest 
in the relationship between macro (growth) and micro (poverty and distribution) issues. Government 
economic programmes and policies are emphasising more strongly than before the dual objective of 
accelerating	economic	growth	and	fighting	poverty	and	unequal	access	to	opportunities.	Government	
adopted the National Development Plan (NDP), whose principal objective is to eliminate poverty and 
reduce inequality by 2030. Given the high poverty incidence and depth for various groups, this Submis-
sion seeks to contribute to ongoing efforts to implement the NDP Vision 2030. 

The Submission addresses one of the critical issues that deserve urgent attention in South Africa 
today:	the	role	that	the	intergovernmental	fiscal	relations	(IGFR)	system	can	play	by	putting	inequal-
ity reduction and poverty eradication at the heart of the 2014/15 Division of Revenue. South Africa’s 
national development agenda could in effect be held up by the existing system of decentralised 
finance.	The	Commission	introduces	perspectives	on	the	role	of	IGFR	in	helping	the	country	meet	its	
social and economic challenges. The overriding theme of the submission is

Fiscal Levers for National Development

The	Submission	identifies	a	set	of	fiscal	levers	that	can	be	used	to	spur	economic	and	social	develop-
ment	over	the	next	two	decades.	All	spheres	of	government	are	empowered	with	fiscal	levers	and	play	
important roles in economic development. As powers are increasingly devolved to the sub-national 
governments, some central questions remain:
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To what extent do the IGFR systems support poverty eradication?

What can public and private interests do about the marginalisation of the poor? 

Can innovative investments, scaled-up successful projects and new institutions be designed to 
ensure inclusion and help manage the negative consequences of disparity and deprivation? 

The carefully coordinated role of the different spheres of government will be vital for attaining the NDP 
objective to eliminate poverty by 2030. However, achieving the NDP goals will not be possible without 
a greater understanding of the impact on the poor of emerging trends in intergovernmental relations 
and	Government’s	fiscal	policy	stance	in	an	increasingly	uncertain	global	economic	environment.

In	 order	 to	 illustrate	 the	 kind	 of	 finance-related	 issues	 and	 problems	 that	may	 exist	 at	 national	 and	
sectoral level, Part 1: National Levers for Inclusive Growth in a Post-Crisis Fiscal Response examines the 
issues	of	fiscal	consolidation,	social	welfare,	higher	education	expenditures	and	conditional	grants	prolif-
eration.	Chapter	1	looks	at	growth-friendly	fiscal	consolidation19.	In	the	short	to	medium	term,	fiscal	con-
solidation	has	become	unavoidable	for	South	Africa.	High	budget	deficits	will	add	large	(and	potentially	
unsustainable) amounts to the public debt, put upward pressure on interest rates and discourage private 
investment– especially in the context of the large infrastructure investment programmes that various 
public corporations will be undertaking in the next few years20. Furthermore, increased interest payments 
resulting from a rapidly growing debt burden could crowd out public spending on priority functions. 

Economic recovery in South Africa has been slow and exacerbated by the inability of the economy to 
create	jobs	as	well	as	recent	labour	unrest	and	credit	downgrades.	The	risk	is	that	longer-term	fiscal	
imperatives could be used as reasons to limit the necessary future growth in social services spending, 
in particular child support grants. Chapter 2 tackles this issue and addresses how high poverty levels 
among	children	can	be	resolved,	or	at	 least	managed	 in	the	prevailing	fiscally	constrained	environ-
ment. Still on the subject of children, perhaps one of the most important issues facing families today is 
education. With drastically high unemployment and economic instability, South Africa’s school leavers 
are	about	to	enter	a	world	that	is	racked	with	uncertainty	and	fragility;	a	world	where	they	will	need	
every opportunity to get ahead. For this, further and higher education is crucial. It gives young people a 
chance to continue their studies at tertiary level and opens the door to all kinds of jobs and opportuni-
ties, gaining the skills and knowledge that many employers want. Therefore, Chapters 3 and 4 focus on 
further education and training, and research funding in higher education.

Chapter 5 relooks at the challenge of managing the conditional grant system, an issue that the Com-
mission had raised as far back as 2001. The Commission has previously made recommendations on 
principles for the use of conditional grants (which Government accepted) but is concerned by the 
continued poor design, planning and monitoring and evaluation of conditional grants, as well as their 
recent proliferation.

Part 2 of the Submission is on Provincial Fiscal Levers: State Capability and Performance. It covers 
issues	 pertaining	 to	 the	 fiscal	 performance	 of	 provinces,	 personnel	 budgets,	 transport	 devolution	
and monitoring and evaluation. The Provincial Equitable Share is a key lever to promote economic 
growth	and	development.	Given	the	prevailing	economic	environment,	a	significant	injection	of	funds	
is unlikely, and so provinces should focus on strategic interventions that will enhance performance and 
have multiplier effects on the economy. Chapter 6 develops a new index, which provides early warning 
signals	of	fiscal	sustainability	problems	for	provinces	in	South	Africa.	A	major	component	of	govern-
ment consumption is compensation to employees. Government employment is an important aspect 
of	fiscal	policy	and	a	sizable	element	of	the	labour	market.	Given	its	relevance,	it	seems	plausible	that	
part	of	the	transmission	mechanism	of	fiscal	policy	occurs	through	the	labour	market.	The	relevance	
of the level of employment and wages in the public sector is not just because of their weight in the 
economy or in the government budget, but also because they play an important role over the business 
cycle. However, spending on current items, such as public sector wages, can put at risk the roll-out of 
the government’s infrastructure programme. Chapter 7 addresses issues of sustainability, productivity 
and affordability of the public sector wage bill. 

Claims	of	a	supposed	“economic	efficiency	dividend”,	associated	with	the	decentralisation	of	authority	
and resources, has in part fuelled the recent trend of devolving the transport function to municipalities. 

<<
19 According to the European 
Commission (2007), a defini-
tion of successful consolida-
tion should incorporate the 
following elements:
• A measure of fiscal con-
solidation (i.e. reduction in 
public debt, reduction in the 
(cyclically adjusted) budget 
balance, reduction in govern-
ment expenditure and/or an 
increase in taxes);
• A reference period over 
which a given size of consoli-
dation is implemented; and
• A criterion discriminating 
between success and failure.
20 The public sector is 
expected to spend a total of 
R846 billion on infrastructure 
projects during the fiscal years 
2011, 2012 and 2013 (National 
Treasury, 2010a: 66).
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Devolution	is	supposed	to	deliver	greater	economic	efficiency	by	giving	administrations	autonomous	
powers to tailor policies to local preferences, to be innovative in providing public services, and to 
encourage greater participation and accountability. However, little is known about how to devolve 
such functions optimally to ensure that the growth dividend is reaped. Chapter 8 investigates feasible 
options for improving transport service delivery through devolving transport functions to munici-
palities. Chapter 9 addresses a number of trends and developments in public sector governance 
and discusses implications for efforts to strengthen South African intergovernmental planning and 
budgeting	 for	better	outcomes.	The	major	deficiency	 identified	 is	 the	dual	 responsibility	of	national	
government and provinces for concurrent functions, which creates multiple points at which executive 
and legislative decisions can be taken over the same mandate. The chapter argues that introduction of 
an outcomes-oriented M&E in a decentralised government system requires numerous practical con-
siderations relating to rules, leadership, accountability and design. A clear accountability framework for 
outcomes between administrators and politicians needs to be developed aligned to existing country-
specific	circumstances.	

Part 3 of the Submission brings in the local sphere and is entitled Local Government Fiscal Levers: Col-
laborative Governance for Effective and Sustainable Municipalities. Similar to Chapter 6 that addresses 
the	 issue	of	 fiscal	 stress	 at	 provincial	 level,	 Chapter	 10	 seeks	 to	 identify	 indicators	 of	 fiscal	 stress	
at municipal level. Chapter 11 shifts the focus to evaluating the case for introducing incentives in 
the transfer system, as an additional measure to enhance the performance of the local government 
sector. Chapter 12 assesses whether municipalities spend adequately on municipal infrastructure 
asset care activities, in particular water and electricity distribution and reticulation-related infrastruc-
ture. It proposes some incentives that Government can employ to encourage greater investment in 
maintaining and renewing municipal infrastructure. Chapter 13 unpacks the dynamics of the general 
tax base of rural municipalities. Contrary to anecdotal evidence, the driving factor of poor revenue 
effort in rural municipalities is not capacity constraints and confusion over land tenure in traditional 
land. Hindering revenue effort in these areas are social dynamics associated with income inequality. 
The chapter suggests methods and strategies by which rural municipalities can stimulate their local 
tax bases.

Overall,	this	year’s	Submission	indicates	some	potentially	potent	fiscal	 levers	for	national	economic	
development. Based on the above, the Commission makes the following recommendations. 
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Directly related Indirectly related Unrelated

With respect to fiscal consolidation, the Commission recommends that:

› Government continues its efforts to moderate 
the growth in expenditure components such 
as the public sector wage bill (which consti-
tutes	some	60%	of	government	expenditure),	
as decreases in government expenditure 
increase the probability of a successful fiscal 
consolidation in South Africa. More effort 
must be made to improve the effectiveness 
of public finances, through greater and more 
rigorous oversight to ensure the elimination of 
fruitless, wasteful, and unauthorised expendi-
ture, and corrupt practices in managing public 
finances. 

›  Government explicitly considers economic 
growth as an important factor for fiscal con-
solidation in South Africa. The most obvious 
manner in which South Africa could improve 
its fiscal situation is if the economy grew 
faster. This would help generate higher growth 
in tax revenue and thus budget deficits could 
decline a lot faster, and public debt would 
begin to reduce accordingly.

With respect to the social protection sector in terms of social and economic value, the Commission recommends that:

› Government makes more resources available 
through the transfer system to enable pro-
gressive realisation of an ideal child support 
system. An ideal child-support system is a 
system that relaxes the existing means test 
and moves towards faster universalisation 
of the Child Support Grant (CSG). This should 
happen even under fiscal consolidation 
because of the social and economic benefits.

› Government puts in place a system to ensure 
coverage is extended to children currently 
excluded from accessing the CSG for admin-
istrative reasons. 

›  Government moves faster towards con-
solidating the various social protection instru-
ments (CSG, Foster Child Grant, UIF, social 
wage, etc.), as part of the long-standing reform 
of the social security system because of the 
significant effects on reducing child poverty. 

›  National Treasury provides advice to depart-
ments and agencies working with children on 
developing major cross-portfolio initiatives 
aimed at eliminating child poverty. To date, a 
range of child poverty measures have been 
accommodated and scattered across many 
agencies, but these should be nested within 
a new unified outcomes framework of related 
agencies because of synergies with related 
programmes.

The Commission’s Recommendations for the 2014/15 Division of Revenue
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Directly related Indirectly related Unrelated

With respect to funding further education training colleges, the Commission recommends that:

›  The funding model for the FET sector after 
the function shift ensures that:
•	 Baseline funding does not perpetuate past 

underfunding of the function in certain 
provinces

•	 Additional allocations are used to achieve 
a more equitable funding regime across 
the provinces.

•	 Ongoing infrastructure development and 
maintenance are provided for.

› The transfer of the FET function to the DHET 
should include the development of sound 
systems	and	uniform	templates	for	financial	
reporting, designed in a manner that ensures 
the DHET can proactively monitor the 
financial	health	of	FET	colleges.	This	should	
be complemented by holistic interventions 
to	improve	fiscal	governance	in	FET	colleges	
including recruitment of appropriate skills, 
ongoing	 training,	 and	 credible	 financial	
systems and processes

With respect to financing research in higher education, the Commission recommends a review of the current funding 
framework for higher education and that the DHET:

›	 Redesigns	and	allocates	 specific	 funds	
in the MTEF budget to the research de-
velopment plan.
› Reassesses the appropriateness of 
targets and, if necessary, adopts different 
targets for each university/university of 
technology.
› Revises the formula used to calculate 
research outputs to take into considera-
tion	the	profile	(rank	and	qualification)	of	
academic staff at the universities.

With respect to conditional grants, the Commission recommends that:

›   The section in the Division of Revenue 
Act dealing with preparation for the next 
financial year is reviewed to make consulta-
tion with the Commission mandatory when 
planning for conditional grants for the forth-
coming year. This would assist departments 
with grant design, especially in the case of 
new grants, phased-out grants, and material 
redesign of existing grants.

› The efficacy of conditional grants is 
reviewed, specifically in relation to the 
necessity and purpose of some of the grants, 
criteria for allocations, targeting, reporting on 
non-financial data, performance, and value 
for money. 

› National Treasury builds the capacity 
of transferring national departments for 
effective grant design, monitoring and evalu-
ation to ensure that guidelines are adhered 
to.
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With respect to improving provincial fiscal performance, the Commission recommends that:

›  National and provincial treasuries put in 
place an agreed-upon measurement and as-
sessment	 framework	 for	 fiscal	 performance	
against which provinces are evaluated. The 
assessment framework must: 
•	 Take into account various factors that 
capture	 fiscal	 performance	 holistically,	
including services burden, expenditure ef-
ficiency,	funding	and	delivery	norms;

•	 Incorporate information from internal audit 
reports and serve as an early warning 
system to complement section 32 reports 
and National Treasury benchmarking 
exercises;

•	 Provide for monitoring and disclosure 
of	 key	 fiscal	 performance	 indicators	 of	
provincial departments, particularly when 
deviation	(as	defined	by	the	PFMA)	from	a	
healthy	fiscal	trajectory	is	prolonged;

•	 Provide for monitoring of expenditure 
benchmarks against which key provincial 
expenditure items are regularly evaluated 
and reported by provincial Accounting 
Officers.

›  Government considers reducing or replacing 
the maximum allowed threshold for over and 
under-expenditure	 with	 relative	 inflation-
adjusted	 figures,	 to	 avoid	 “budget	 creeping”	
– a situation where the budget’s annual rate 
of growth makes large amounts of over and 
under-expenditure acceptable because they 
are below threshold. 

›			National	and	provincial	Accounting	Officers	
rigorously enforce section 86 of the PFMA, 
which provides for the initiation of criminal 
and disciplinary proceedings for persistent 
contravention, especially for wasteful and un-
authorised expenditure. Where individuals are 
found guilty, consistent sanctions should be 
applied commensurate with the seriousness 
of the offence. 

› Provincial treasuries must carry out 
mandatory expenditure reviews (overseen 
by National Treasury and the Department of 
Performance Monitoring and Evaluation in 
the Presidency) after every Medium Term 
Expenditure Framework (MTEF) cycle, spe-
cifically	 focusing	 on	 composition,	 efficiency,	
economy and effectiveness of expenditure, 
as well as access to services and realignment 
of spending with programme objectives and 
delivery targets. 

Directly related Indirectly related Unrelated
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With respect to the provincial public sector wage bill, the Commission recommends that:

›   A transition over the medium to long 
term is required, towards a more ap-
propriate balance between the wage 
and non-wage components of provincial 
budgets for social spending (starting with 
education and health). This should be in 
the form of national sector departments 
setting a norm or ratio of frontline versus 
administrative staff to total expenditure 
per sector and/or by specific occupation-
al categories, and developing accurate 
and up-to-date management information 
systems to monitor employee compensa-
tion expenditure against those norms

›  When human resources functions have 
been delegated to them, accounting officers 
are required to adhere to agreed staff estab-
lishment norms when filling posts. This re-
quirement must be enforced through existing 
regulations and performance agreements. 
Furthermore, each accounting officer must 
be held accountable for establishing effective 
personnel spending controls, ensuring up-to-
date and credible personnel information to 
act as an early warning, and for taking prompt 
corrective action when necessary.

›    The capability of human resource functions 
within provincial line departments – to cost 
and budget for staff establishments, establish 
the necessary control systems, respond 
to Auditor-General queries, and manage 
financial and non-financial information – is 
enhanced. Provincial treasuries and Offices of 
the Premier should enhance their capacity to 
monitor, support and supervise management 
of employee compensation.

›    Methods to improve productivity of health 
and education sectors are considered, such 
as computerisation of certain processes, 
reorganising and streamlining workflow, and 
organisational design. The non-wage com-
ponents of provincial budgets should include 
adequate provision for health technologies 
and technologies for e-education (ICT) and 
supporting organisational innovations in order 
to enhance productivity in the social sector.

With respect to the devolution of public transport function, the Commission recommends that:

›   The national Department of Transport (DoT) 
selects the eThekwini and Cape Town metro-
politan municipalities to pilot the devolution of 
transport functions in the form recommended 
by the investigation. The DoT should reach the 
necessary agreements with all the concerned 
stakeholders	to	provide	sufficient	support	and	
required resources to allow for the pilots to be 
successfully implemented.

›   The baseline funding for transport functions 
is thoroughly understood by the recipient 
municipalities, beginning with eThekwini and 
Cape Town metropolitan municipalities. 

Directly related Indirectly related Unrelated
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Directly related Indirectly related Unrelated

With respect to effective intergovernmental planning and budgeting for better outcomes, the Commission recommends 
that:

›   National Treasury and the DPME introduce 
budget process reforms necessary for 
reconciling the collective responsibility for 
delivery agreement outcomes and the indi-
vidual department-focused budget-bidding 
process by: 
•	 Realigning the budget process along 

service delivery agreements such that 
MTEC hearings are conducted at an 
outcome level, where applicable, rather 
than the current sectoral, individual insti-
tutional approach.

•	 Directly linking resource allocation to 
realistic, measurable and few perfor-
mance targets per outcome. Programme 
expenditure reviews must be undertaken 
at the end of each targeting period

›  In order to incentivise collaboration, 
Government consolidates and reorients 
existing conditional grant incentives to 
reward successful achievement of delivery 
targets/outcomes	rather	specific,	individual,	
department-specific	programme	objectives.	

›   Delivery partners, who are party to 
service deliver agreements, are evaluated 
on the basis of their contributions and par-
ticipation in implementing delivery agree-
ments, where aspects such as required 
budgetary contributions, and meeting 
agreed-to targets and timelines are con-
stantly monitored.

› Service delivery agreements are fully 
compliant with the requirements of the M&E 
guideline document before being accepted 
or signed into a binding document.

With respect to detecting and managing fiscal distress within local government, the Commission recommends that:

› Government develops and institutional-
ises an early warning system, which would 
identify municipalities that are heading 
towards fiscal distress.

›   Government uses the early warning 
system as a tool to monitor and assist mu-
nicipalities heading towards fiscal distress 
and those already in fiscal distress.  
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With respect to the impending review the Local Government conditional grants, the Commission recommends that: 

› Performance-based grants are based on 
principles and guidelines. The following 
principles should guide the design of per-
formance-based	grants;
•	 Incentives	 should	 have	 sufficient	

monetary value to motivate desired be-
haviours by municipalities.

•	 Incentive and performance indicators 
should be periodically revised and rene-
gotiated between national government 
and municipalities.

•	 Performance measures should capture 
performance unambiguously and be 
within	 the	 control	 and	 influence	 of	 the	
municipalities. 

•	 Performance incentives and associ-
ated performance measures should 
be evaluated at regular and scheduled 
intervals, and allow time for learning from 
each cycle. 

•	 Incentives should be achievable and 
evaluated	 within	 the	 specified	 time	
frame. 

•	 The	transferring	officials	and	the	munici-
pality	 should	 be	 sufficiently	 capacitated	
to understand the purpose and impact of 
incentives.

•	 Incentives should be tailor-made to suit 
specific	situations.

›  The National Treasury and Department of 
Cooperative Government (CoGTA) ensure 
that there is sufficient awareness on the 
nature of performance-based grants, the 
value of incentives, relevant indicators, 
assessment criteria and potential benefits 
thereof, and how potential implementation 
risks could be managed. 

With respect to maintaining and rehabilitating water and electricity distribution infrastructure, the Commission recom-
mends that:

› National Treasury, in collaboration with 
relevant stakeholders such as CoGTA and 
the South African Local Government Asso-
ciation (SALGA) develops local government-
specific infrastructure asset management 
legislation, similar to the Government 
Immovable Asset Management Act at 
national and provincial level. The proposed 
legislation should: 
•	 Cover decision-making, planning and 

control over the acquisition, use, safe-
guarding, and disposal of local govern-
ment assets, to maximise their service 
delivery	 potential	 and	 benefits	 and	 to	
minimise their related risks and costs 
over their entire life.

•	 Define	asset	management	practices	ap-
propriate to the different categories of 
municipality, given the nature, extent and 
complexity	of	infrastructure,	the	financial	
and administrative capacity of the mu-
nicipality, and other relevant factors.

Directly related Indirectly related Unrelated
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›    National Treasury devises local government 
infrastructure asset management guidelines. 
These guidelines should be positioned within 
the broader system of capacity development 
and performance oversight. Technical assis-
tance should be provided to municipalities to 
prepare and implement credible infrastruc-
ture asset management plans.

›  Provincial and national authorities must 
increase scrutiny of the operating implica-
tions of capital funding so as to ensure that 
municipalities are able to adequately maintain 
and renew infrastructure.

With respect to developing rural fiscal capacity the Commission recommends that: 

In the short term:
› National and provincial governments 
support weaker rural municipalities to ensure 
improved revenue and expenditure outcomes. 
This should be done through:
•	 Improved assistance in formulating and 

implementing budgets, IDPs, LED, debtor 
management and credit control policies.

•	 More effective capacity-building initiatives, 
which deal holistically with governance, 
systems and business processes, as well 
as recruitment, retention and the develop-
ment of requisite skills.

›  National and provincial governments ensure 
that grant funding to rural municipalities is 
linked to capacity-building initiatives and 
structured assistance, so that systems are 
built to improve the municipality’s ability to 
collect revenues due and increase the quality 
of spending.

›  Municipalities ensure that revenue-en-
hancement strategies are sensitive to broader 
constraints, such as inequality, unemploy-
ment, local politics and land tenure issues so 
that revenue effort is maximised

In the long term
›   Given the skills and resource shortages in 
rural areas, municipalities explore greater col-
laboration with the district municipality, neigh-
bouring local municipalities and provinces 
to pool resources in order to ensure greater 
regional planning and investments. Where 
rural municipalities are adjacent to better per-
forming municipalities, best practice methods 
should be shared through peer learning ar-
rangements among municipalities.

Directly related Indirectly related Unrelated
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5.5 Government Response to the Commission’s Recommendations for 
The 2014/2015 Division of Revenue

Section 9 of the Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act (1997) requires the Commission to make rec-
ommendations regarding:

a)	“An	equitable	division	of	revenue	raised	nationally,	among	the	national,	provincial	and	local	spheres	
of	government;

b)	the	determination	of	each	province’s	equitable	share	in	the	provincial	share	of	that	revenue;	and

c) any other allocations to provinces, local government or municipalities from the national govern-
ment’s	share	of	that	revenue,	and	any	conditions	on	which	those	allocations	should	be	made”

The Act requires that the Commission table these recommendations at least 10 months before the 
start	of	each	financial	year.	The	Commission	tabled	its	Submission	for	the	Division	of	Revenue	2013/14	
to Parliament in May 2012. These recommendations are divided into 10 chapters, which cover three 
main	areas:	supporting	inclusive	growth	(jobs,	knowledge	and	regional	development);	climate	change	
and	environmental	 sustainability	 (opportunities	 and	 risks	 for	 inclusive	 growth	 and	 innovation);	 and	
institutional development for inclusive growth and innovation.

Section 214 of the Constitution requires that the Commission’s recommendations be considered 
before tabling the division of revenue. Section 10 of the Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act requires 
that the Minister of Finance table a Division of Revenue Bill with the annual budget in the National 
Assembly. The bill must be accompanied by an explanatory memorandum setting out how government 
has taken into account the Commission’s recommendations when determining the division of revenue. 
This part of the explanatory memorandum complies with this requirement.

The Commission’s recommendations can be divided into three categories:

•	 Recommendations that apply directly to the division of revenue

•	 Recommendations that indirectly apply to issues related to the division of revenue

•	 Recommendations that do not relate to the division of revenue.

Government	responses	to	the	first	and	second	categories	are	provided	below.	Recommendations	that	do	
not apply to the division of revenue are being considered and dealt with through alternative processes.

Recommendations that apply directly to the division of revenue

Chapter 1: Budget consolidation in South Africa: balancing growth and socioeco-
nomic rights

Moderate the growth in public-sector wage expenditure

The	FFC	 recommends	 that,	“Government	continues	 its	efforts	 to	moderate	 the	growth	 in	expendi-
ture components such as the public-sector wage bill (which constitutes some 60 per cent of govern-
ment expenditure), as decreases in government expenditure increase the probability of a successful 
fiscal	consolidation	in	South	Africa.	More	effort	must	be	made	to	improve	the	effectiveness	of	public	
finances,	through	greater	and	more	rigorous	oversight	to	ensure	the	elimination	of	fruitless,	wasteful	
and	unauthorised	expenditure,	and	corrupt	practices	in	managing	public	finances.”

Government response

This recommendation deals with two different issues. The moderation of the wage bill is about the 
broad	public-sector	remuneration	policy,	whereas	improving	the	effectiveness	of	public	finances	(in	
respect of fruitless, wasteful, unauthorised expenditure and corrupt practices) is an issue of account-
ability, governance and legal compliance.
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Moderating the public-sector wage bill requires the management of employee remuneration policies 
(wage increases, allowances and so on) and staff numbers. The former is governed by the Department 
of Public Service and Administration. Government recognises that there is dualism in this area and has 
raised the issue in the FFC’s presence both in Parliament and in other executive forums (the Technical 
Committee on Finance and the Budget Council). Government is working to address this issue. In 
terms	of	staff	numbers,	accounting	officers	and	the	executive	authority	are	responsible	for	ensuring	
that people are not recruited where there is no pre-authorised budget to pay their salaries, and that 
budgets are not increased to cater for staff growth at the expense of other service delivery areas. 
Government has proposed the development of a management framework for this aspect of personnel 
management, and has initiated a project for personnel costing and modelling to help departments plan 
for	personnel	requirements	and	reduce	the	financial	impact.

Government is committed to improving the effectiveness of public spending. The cost containment 
measures announced in the 2013 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement are being implemented 
through new guidelines issued by the National Treasury. Financial monitoring systems are being con-
tinuously improved across government, including through the design of a standard chart of accounts 
for local government. These improvements provide managers, oversight bodies and the public with 
the information they need to hold government accountable for the way public funds are spent. 

Chapter 3: Funding of the South African further education and training sector

Funding further education and training colleges

The	FFC	recommends	that,	“The	funding	model	for	the	further	education	and	training	sector	after	the	
function shift ensures that: baseline funding does not perpetuate past underfunding of the function in 
certain	provinces;	additional	allocations	are	used	to	achieve	a	more	equitable	funding	regime	across	
the	provinces;	and	ongoing	infrastructure	development	and	maintenance	are	provided	for.”

Government response

In 2012, the Department of Higher Education and Training developed a comprehensive turnaround 
strategy for all 50 further education and training colleges. The strategy, which is being implemented, 
aims to systematically address the colleges’ key challenges to achieve sustainable improvements in 
the quality of teaching and learning. The strategy uses individual assessments and tailored interven-
tions	to	respond	to	the	specific	strengths	and	weaknesses	of	each	college.	The	Department	of	Higher	
Education and Training is solving immediate problems while laying out a developmental agenda that 
will be sustained beyond 2030. The coordination and implementation of the strategy is important and 
will drive annual operational plans, budgets and priorities. A portion of the cost per course will cover 
ongoing maintenance and infrastructure development. Large-scale infrastructure development will 
require additional funding, if available.

Chapter 5: Evolution of conditional grants

Consulting the FFC when planning for conditional grants

The	FFC	recommends	that,	“The	section	in	the	Division	of	Revenue	Act	dealing	with	preparation	for	the	
next	financial	year	is	reviewed	to	make	consultation	with	the	commission	mandatory	when	planning	
for conditional grants for the forthcoming year. This would assist departments with grant design, espe-
cially	in	the	case	of	new	grants,	phased-out	grants,	and	material	redesign	of	existing	grants.”

Government response

The consultation processes between the FFC and national government on the annual budget is pre-
scribed in the Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations Act and not the annual Division of Revenue Act. Gov-
ernment, however, welcomes the commission’s offer to provide assistance to national departments. 
Given the tight time frames involved in planning for the annual Division of Revenue Bill, government 
recommends that the FFC focus on assisting departments with the design of new grants, redesign-
ing grants and grants that need to be phased out, as these are the areas where the commission’s 
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advice can be of most value. The National Treasury will refer individual departments considering major 
changes to conditional grants to the FFC for consultations and advice. 

This initiative will complement the well-established practice of extensive consultation between gov-
ernment and the FFC on matters relating to the division of revenue. These consultations include the 
National Treasury consulting the commission on proposed changes to the division of revenue before 
announcements	 are	made	 in	 the	Medium	Term	Budget	 Policy	 Statement	 and	 the	 Budget	 Speech;	
the FFC’s participation in the Budget Forum, Budget Council and Technical Committee on Finance 
meetings;	sharing	draft	conditional	grant	frameworks	with	the	FFC	for	comments;	and	the	commis-
sion’s inclusion in review initiatives, such as the review of the local government equitable share under-
taken in 2012 and the review of local government infrastructure grants currently under way. 

Reviewing the efficacy of conditional grants

The	FFC	recommends	that,	“The	efficacy	of	conditional	grants	is	reviewed,	specifically	 in	relation	to	
the necessity and purpose of some of the grants, criteria for allocations, targeting, reporting on non-
financial	data,	performance,	and	value	for	money.”

Government response

Government agrees on the importance of assessing the effectiveness of conditional grants. Govern-
ment assesses grant performance and effectiveness on an ongoing basis and makes changes where 
necessary in the annual Division of Revenue Act and the grant frameworks gazetted in terms of that act. 

In addition, government also conducts periodic reviews of the conditional grant system. In the explana-
tory memorandum to the 2013 Division of Revenue, government announced a review of the local gov-
ernment infrastructure grant system. This review is under way and includes a number of stakeholders 
in its working group and steering committee, including the FFC. The review will also involve extensive 
consultation with affected sectors and municipalities. Consultative reviews of systems as complex 
as the local government infrastructure grant system take time to complete and are therefore done 
periodically rather than continuously.

New measures have also been introduced to improve the effectiveness of conditional grants. For 
example, years of experience with the Infrastructure Delivery Improvement Programme have demon-
strated that one of the biggest obstacles to the successful implementation of infrastructure projects 
in provinces is weak planning. As a result, a new infrastructure grant allocation mechanism has been 
introduced that requires provinces to begin submitting draft plans two years before project implemen-
tation. More details on progress in implementing these reforms can be found in part 6 of this annexure. 

Recommendations that indirectly apply to the division of revenue 

Chapter 5: Evolution of conditional grants

Capacity building in transferring national departments

The	FFC	recommends	that,	“National	Treasury	builds	the	capacity	of	transferring	national	departments	
for	the	effective	grant	design,	monitoring	and	evaluation	to	ensure	that	guidelines	are	adhered	to.”

Government response

Government agrees on the importance of appropriate capacity to manage conditional grants. The National 
Treasury provides technical guidance to national departments on how to design, manage and monitor 
conditional grants. Departments considering establishing a new grant are able to consult with National 
Treasury	officials	and	are	provided	with	guidance	and	templates	for	the	grant	application	process.	Annual	
workshops	 on	 the	Division	 of	 Revenue	Act	 are	 held	with	 all	 national	 transferring	 officers	 to	 discuss	
changes to the act, how the different provisions in the act work, and what levers are available to grant 
managers to carry out their mandates. The National Treasury also conducts annual training sessions 
with provinces and national departments on how to compile a business plan using a generic template. 
The National Treasury meets with national departments each quarter to review performance and assist 
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departments with Division of Revenue Act compliance issues. Although the National Treasury offers 
guidance and training, national departments are responsible for devising their own capacity-building 
strategies	and	ensuring	that	suitably	qualified	staff	are	assigned	to	tasks	relating	to	conditional	grants.	

Chapter 6: Assessing and improving the fiscal performance of provinces

Establishing a provincial fiscal performance framework

The	FFC	proposes	that,	“National	and	provincial	treasuries	put	in	place	an	agreed-upon	measurement	
and	assessment	framework	for	fiscal	performance	against	which	provinces	are	evaluated.	The	assess-
ment	 framework	must:	a)	 take	 into	account	various	 factors	 that	capture	fiscal	performance	holisti-
cally,	including	services	burden,	expenditure	efficiency,	and	funding	and	delivery	norms;	b)	incorporate	
information from internal audit reports and serve as an early warning system to complement section 
32	reports	and	National	Treasury	benchmarking	exercises;	c)	provide	for	monitoring	and	disclosure	of	
key	fiscal	performance	indicators	of	provincial	departments,	particularly	when	deviation	(as	defined	by	
the	Public	Finance	Management	Act)	from	a	healthy	fiscal	trajectory	is	prolonged;	and	d)	provide	for	
monitoring of expenditure benchmarks against which key provincial expenditure items are regularly 
evaluated	and	reported	by	provincial	accounting	officers.”

Government response

Government	agrees	 that	 frameworks	 for	fiscal	performance	are	critical.	 In	 this	 regard,	expenditure	
reviews are being conducted (short term within the National Treasury and long term in a joint project 
with the Department of Performance Monitoring and Evaluation), as well as the public expenditure 
and	 financial	 accountability	 assessments	 in	 provinces.	A	 planning	 and	 performance	management	
framework is in place, with annual guidelines that are produced by the National Treasury and used 
by departments. A quarterly performance reporting system has been implemented to complete the 
financial	 reporting	system	for	all	departments.	Each	sector	develops	norms	 for	 its	specific	delivery	
requirements (for example, school funding and feeding norms), which feed into the department’s 
budgeting and planning. The section 32 report is a summary output of the early warning system and 
does not necessarily contain all the details available in that system. The report’s high-level content 
presents information in a way that can be accessed and used by a broad audience. Internal audit 
reports cannot serve as an early warning system because they only become available after the event 
in question has occurred. In addition, even though they are available earlier than the Auditor-General’s 
report, they are still available much later than the information from the existing monthly warning 
system. The FFC has previously been invited to assess the National Treasury’s early warning system 
and this invitation is still open. 

Mandatory expenditure reviews by provincial treasuries

The	 FFC	 recommends	 that,	 “Provincial	 treasuries	 must	 carry	 out	 mandatory	 expenditure	 reviews	
(overseen by National Treasury and the Department of Performance Monitoring and Evaluation in the 
Presidency)	after	every	MTEF	cycle,	specifically	focusing	on	composition,	efficiency,	economy	and	ef-
fectiveness of expenditure, as well as access to services and realignment of spending with programme 
objectives	and	delivery	targets.”

Government response

The	largest	and	most	significant	provincial	programmes	are	concurrent	functions	driven	by	national	
policies. As a result, reviews of the composition of expenditure should be a nationally driven process, 
working in conjunction with provinces. The National Treasury and the Department of Performance 
Monitoring and Evaluation are conducting expenditure reviews during 2013/14 and 2014/15. Pro-
vincial treasuries have instituted expenditure reviews in their respective provinces. The framework 
for strategic planning and annual performance planning has aligned spending with service delivery, 
programme objectives and delivery targets in both provincial and national government. Government 
acknowledges	that	sector	indicators,	definitions,	plans	and	reports	need	to	be	improved,	which	is	an	
ongoing process. The relevant service delivery sectors must take direct ownership and responsibility 
for managing and improving their programme performance. 
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Chapter 7: Managing the provincial wage bill to contain fiscal stress

An appropriate balance between wage and non-wage components of provincial budgets 
for social spending

The	FFC	recommends	that,	“A	transition	over	the	medium	to	long	term	is	required,	towards	a	more	
appropriate balance between the wage and non-wage components of provincial budgets for social 
spending (starting with education and health). This should be in the form of national sector depart-
ments setting a norm or ratio of frontline versus administrative staff to total expenditure per sector 
and/or	 by	 specific	 occupational	 categories,	 and	 developing	 accurate	 and	 up-to-date	management	
information	systems	to	monitor	employee	compensation	expenditure	against	those	norms.”

Government response

Government supports the recommendations relating to the transition towards a more appropriate 
balance between the wage and non-wage components of provincial budgets for social spending. This 
transition	must	be	systematic	–	the	estimates	should	be	informed	by	the	staffing	norms	and	not	the	
other way around. For example, the health sector itself should recommend the scenarios to determine 
the	ratio	of	administration	staff	in	head	offices	or	facilities	to	the	number	of	doctors	and	nurses.	This	
work is under way. After this, a collaborative effort between treasuries and health departments must 
take place to determine what is affordable. 

Chapter 9: Effective intergovernmental planning and budgeting for better outcomes

Budget process reforms for collective responsibility for delivery agreement outcomes

The	FFC	recommends	that,	“National	Treasury	and	the	Department	of	Performance	Monitoring	and	
Evaluation introduce budget process reforms necessary for reconciling the collective responsibility 
for delivery agreement outcomes and the individual department-focused budget-bidding process 
by: a) realigning the budget process along service delivery agreements such that Medium-Term Ex-
penditure Committee hearings are conducted at an outcome level, where applicable, rather than the 
current	sectoral,	individual	institutional	approach;	and	b)	directly	linking	resource	allocation	to	realistic,	
measurable and limited performance targets per outcome. Programme expenditure reviews must be 
undertaken	at	the	end	of	each	targeting	period.”

Government response

The budget process explicitly incorporates the outcomes approach. This is evident in the introduction 
of a functional approach to budgeting from the 2011 Budget onwards, which shifted the focus from 
administrative units and clusters to government’s objectives, irrespective of which unit or department 
the related function falls under. The budget process, including Medium-Term Expenditure Committee 
deliberations,	 allows	 for	 efficient	 budget	 allocations	 and	 for	 specific	 focus	 on	 achieving	 identified	
national	outcomes.	National	and	provincial	departments,	and	in	some	cases	specific	individual	depart-
mental programmes, and public entities are grouped according to their functions. The function groups 
that	institutions	and	programmes	are	classified	under	support	the	outcomes	approach	because	alloca-
tions are based on government objectives or functions, rather than individual departments.

In the annual estimates of national expenditure and provincial estimates, departments provide in-
formation on the outcomes to which all the programme performance indicators contribute. In their 
annual	 performance	 plans,	 national	 and	 provincial	 departments	 report	 on	 both	 financial	 and	 non-
financial	performance,	and	how	budgets	contribute	to	the	achievement	of	targets.	Conditional	grant	
frameworks also identify which outcomes the grant contributes towards. Outputs and other indicators 
and the targets of the national outcomes are also incorporated into departmental planning documents. 

Reorienting conditional grant incentives to reward successful delivery

The	 FFC	 recommends	 that,	 “In	 order	 to	 incentivise	 collaboration,	 government	 consolidates	 and	
reorients existing conditional grant incentives to reward successful achievement of delivery targets/
outcomes	rather	than	specific,	individual,	department-specific	programme	objectives.”
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Government response

The conditional grant system includes a wide range of grants for a variety of objectives. As such, it 
encompasses	several	different	approaches	and	cannot	adopt	a	“one-size-fits-all”	system.	However,	
government is committed to improving the incentives where appropriate. In the 2013 division of 
revenue, changes to the way health and education infrastructure grants are allocated to provinces 
created strong incentives for provinces to improve their planning. A new integrated city development 
grant	 introduces	 incentives	 for	developing	more	 integrated	and	efficient	 cities.	The	 review	of	 local	
government infrastructure grants that is under way may also deliver changes to grants in line with the 
FFC’s recommendation (though the outcomes of the review cannot be known at this stage). 

Chapter 10: Improving the performance of municipalities through incentive-based 
grants

Performance-based grants

The	FFC	recommends	that,	“Performance-based	grants	are	based	on	principles	and	guidelines.	The	
following principles should guide the design of performance-based grants: a) incentives should have 
sufficient	monetary	value	to	motivate	desired	behaviours	by	municipalities;	b)	 incentive	and	perfor-
mance indicators should be periodically revised and renegotiated between national government and 
municipalities;	c)	performance	measures	should	capture	performance	unambiguously	and	be	within	
the	control	and	influence	of	the	municipalities;	d)	performance	incentives	and	associated	performance	
measures should be evaluated at regular and scheduled intervals, and allow time for learning from 
each	cycle;	e)	incentives	should	be	achievable	and	evaluated	within	the	specified	time	frame;	f)	the	
transferring	officials	and	the	municipality	should	be	sufficiently	capacitated	to	understand	the	purpose	
and	impact	of	incentives;	and	g)	incentives	should	be	tailor-made	to	suit	specific	situations.”

Government response

Government appreciates the FFC’s work in proposing these principles and guidelines, and will consider 
them in the design of future incentive grants. Grants will be designed on a case-by-case basis and the 
appropriateness of each of these proposed principles will be considered for each grant. 

An incentive-based transfer system could improve service delivery in municipalities with adequate 
institutional	and	fiscal	capacity.	This	is	premised	on	the	fact	that	socioeconomic	circumstances	and	
institutional capacities of various municipalities in South Africa differ greatly. It is therefore highly likely 
that	the	best-performing	municipalities	would	consistently	benefit	from	this	initiative.	A	number	of	mu-
nicipalities	find	it	difficult	to	use	the	municipal	infrastructure	grant	allocations	for	basic	services,	which	
indicates that there are underlying challenges that need urgent attention. To redress this situation, 
government has implemented capacity building and support programmes to accelerate infrastructure 
delivery in local government.

With regard to revision of the grant framework, existing mechanisms are in place to ensure that alloca-
tions are incremental or demand-driven, and tailor-made to suit the objectives of all sectors in South 
Africa.	Government	agrees	with	the	FFC	that	transferring	officers	need	to	be	capacitated	to	address	
the skills gap in a number of sectors. 

Although government agrees with most of the recommendations on monitoring and evaluation, it 
should be noted that government is currently crafting guidelines for outlining performance indicators. 
These guidelines are for metropolitan municipalities, and will be rolled out to secondary and local 
municipalities at a later stage. The indicators take cognisance of the fact that municipalities differ in 
institutional, social, economic and political context. Indicators can perform a valuable role in clarifying 
long-term goals, guiding municipal actions to achieve them, measuring their progress over time and 
rewarding good performance. Indicators are also important for national government to account for the 
effective use of taxpayer funding. 
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Sufficient awareness of the nature of performance-based grants

The	FFC	recommends	that,	“The	National	Treasury	and	Department	of	Cooperative	Governance	ensure	
that	there	is	sufficient	awareness	of	the	nature	of	performance-based	grants,	the	value	of	incentives,	
relevant	indicators,	assessment	criteria	and	potential	benefits	thereof,	and	how	potential	implementa-
tion	risks	could	be	managed.”

Government response

Government agrees that if any new incentive or performance-based grants are introduced, national 
government must ensure that municipalities understand how the grants are allocated and what per-
formance is expected of them to earn more from the grant. The National Treasury will ensure that 
the allocation criteria are set out clearly in the grant framework gazetted in terms of the Division of 
Revenue Act, but it is the responsibility of the department managing and transferring the grant to 
distribute	guidelines	on	the	grant	and	if	necessary	to	hold	workshops	with	receiving	officers	on	how	
a grant works. 

Chapter 13: A collaborative effort to enhance revenue generation in rural munici-
palities

Linking grant funding for municipalities in rural areas to capacity-building initiatives

The	FFC	recommends	that,	“National	and	provincial	governments	ensure	that	grant	funding	to	rural	
municipalities is linked to capacity-building initiatives and structured assistance, so that systems are 
built	to	improve	the	municipality’s	ability	to	collect	revenues	due	and	increase	the	quality	of	spending.”

Government response

Government provides extensive capacity support to rural municipalities through a range of pro-
grammes,	including	the	financial	management	grant,	the	municipal	systems	improvement	grant,	the	
Municipal Finance Improvement Programme, the infrastructure skills development grant and the 
Municipal Infrastructure Support Agency. These programmes target various aspects of local capacity, 
including revenue management and infrastructure spending. In some cases, capacity is built through 
resource allocations, while in others capacity is built through technical, hands-on transfer of skills or 
through formal competency training programmes. This differentiated approach to capacity building 
cannot	always	be	linked	to	specific	grant	transfers.	However,	government	strives	to	ensure	that	every	
municipality with capacity problems receives appropriate support. As part of this effort, the Municipal 
Infrastructure Support Agency is working to ensure that municipalities with high levels of underspend-
ing on capital grants receive support to improve their planning and capital spending. 

The Municipal Finance Improvement Programme is designed to ensure that all disciplines related to 
the Municipal Finance Management Act are addressed through technical assistance placed at the 
municipality. Support is directed towards revenue management and collections, and budgeting. The 
programme	 transfers	 skills	 and	 experience	 to	 municipal	 officials.	 Although	 municipalities	 receive	
support	to	address	gaps	in	their	budget	and	treasury	offices	by	identifying	critical	posts,	filling	these	is	
a matter that municipal councils must prioritise. Rural municipalities need to develop new strategies to 
attract and retain skills, for example, by recruiting retired individuals and using shared services models 
more extensively. 

5.6 Strategy to Address Areas of Underperformance

5.6.1 Briefings on Appropriations Bill

The Commission was not required to brief Parliament on the 2013 Appropriations Bill as the responsi-
bility was deferred by the 4th for the 5th parliament. This is a matter that is beyond the control of the 
Commission.
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5.6.2 Number of Budget Council meeting attended

One Budget Council meeting was not convened by the Minister of Finance, hence the Commission 
could not attend. This matter was beyond the control of the Commission.

5.6.3 IGFR Workshops conducted

The Commission did not conduct any IGFR workshops during the year as offers were not taken up by 
stakeholders.

5.6.4 Ad Hoc Legislature and Government briefings

The	Commission	exceeded	its	targets	for	briefings	due	to	an	indeterminate	stakeholder	demand.

5.6.5 Organisational Development

The Commission could not proceed with the implementation of the Organisational Plan during the year 
as the Commission was awaiting condonation of the irregular expenditure relating to the contractor 
envisaged for the facilitation.

5.6.6 Human Resources Policies

Finalisation	of	three	Human	resources	policies	has	been	prioritised	for	the	forthcoming	financial	year.

5.6.7 Training

The training that was scheduled but could not take place because of emergent Commission commit-
ments	will	be	done	during	the	course	of	the	current	financial	year

5.6.8 Gender Balance

The Commission has adopted a targeted recruitment strategy for addressing issues of gender balance 
and of the employment of persons with disabilities. 

5.6.9 Satisfaction Levels Surveys

This	matter	will	be	addressed	once	the	Organisational	Development	exercise	has	been	finalised.

5.6.10 File Plan

This matter can only be fully addressed once the required resources have been made available. In 
the interim, those components of the File Plan that do not have a cost attached to them are being 
developed and implemented

5.6.11 Deviation from Allocation

This	was	part	of	a	deliberate	strategy	on	 the	part	of	 the	Commission	 to	eradicate	a	 legacy	deficit.	
Deviation within the accepted norm will be restored once this objective has been achieved. 

5.7 In-Year Changes to Planned Targets

The	targeted	number	of	Parliamentary	Committees	for	briefing	on	the	Commission’s	2013/2014	Sub-
mission for the Division of Revenue was changed from 18 to 5, as there was relative certainty that the 
Commission would be called upon to brief at least four Committees on the Submission and that the 
other would be briefed in terms of a standing arrangement between the Commission and the National 
Assembly. There were no guarantees that the Commission would be called upon to brief the balance 
of the Parliamentary Committees on the Submission.
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6.1 Statement of responsibility of Commission for the Financial  
Statements for the Year Ended 31 March 2014

The	 Commission	 is	 responsible	 for	 preparing	 financial	 statements	 that	 fairly	 present	 the	 financial	
position,	performance	and	cash	flows	for	the	period	and	for	the	related	information	contained	in	the	
annual report.

The Commission maintained adequate accounting records and effective of internal controls and risk 
management systems and complied in all material respects with applicable laws and regulations.

The	Commission	has	prepared	 the	annual	financial	 statements	presented	on	pages	71	 to	75	using	
Standards of GRAP. Appropriate accounting policies supported by reasonable and prudent judgements 
and estimates have been used consistently.

The	 external	 auditors	 are	 responsible	 for	 reporting	 on	whether	 the	 financial	 statements	 are	 fairly	
presented. Their report is presented on pages 67 to 69

The	Commission	is	financially	dependent	on	a	transfer	payment	from	National	Treasury.	On	the	basis	
that the transfer payment has been listed on the Estimates of National Expenditure the Commission 
believes that it will continue to be a going concern in the year ahead. For this reason, the Commission 
prepared	the	annual	financial	statements	on	a	going	concern-basis.

The	annual	financial	statements	for	the	year	ended	31	March	2014	were	approved	by	the	Commission	
and are signed on its behalf by the undersigned.

Bongani Khumalo (Mr.)

Acting Chairperson of Commission

31 May 2014
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6.2 Report of the Accounting Officer for the year ended 31 March 2014

Report	by	the	Accounting	Officer	to	the	Executive	Authority	and	Parliament	of	the	Republic	of	South	Africa.	

1. Focus Areas

The primary concern	of	the	Commission	during	the	financial	year	was	to	strengthen	internal	controls,	
with particular focus on procurement issues. Compliance has been achieved through continued efforts 
to ensure that all procurement of goods and services within the Commission strictly adheres to National 
Treasury regulations, without compromising delivery on the mandate of the Commission.

Second	was	to	achieve	Governance	through	the	filling	of	long-standing	vacancies	in	the	Commission	and	
to achieve the separation of the roles of the Chairperson and Chief Executive.

Third were the attempts to ensure that there was stability within the Commission in terms of dealing with 
going	concern	matters	by	reducing	the	accumulated	deficit	to	R181	083.	

Fourth was the need to improve the quality of Commission submissions and to continue consolidating 
the Commission’s research.

Fifth was the holding of a second round of public hearings on the Review of the Local Government 
Fiscal Framework and Financing of Housing. The aim was to consolidate stakeholder views on the 
options	analysis	developed	by	the	Commission	following	inputs	received	from	stakeholders	after	the	first	
set of public hearings in 2011.

Sixth was a limited resource envelope and the need to adopt a lean, highly-networked, research-focused 
delivery	model.	The	model	would	predicate	a	basic	utilitarian	support	function;	the	employment	of	highly	
skilled individuals with strong capabilities in policy analysis, contract management, and knowledge 
packaging and disseminating. These individuals would have to be well remunerated in order to retain 
them, given the high levels of mobility and dearth of skills within the sector. Allied to this would be the 
need	to	reduce	office	space..	

Seventh was the ever increasing demand for the services of the Commission, brought about by the 
Commission’s	proactive	response	to	 the	findings	and	recommendations	of	 its	2011	Perception	Survey	
and Impact Assessment.

2. Annual Appropriation

The total appropriation for the Financial and Fiscal Commission for the year ending 31 March 2014 was 
R38,767,000 with an additional adjustment for R800,000 to assist with the preparation of the Commis-
sion’s 20th Anniversary IGFR conference.

3. Secretariat Structure

The Commission Secretariat consists of a Research and Recommendations Programme, a Corporate 
Services Division, a Finance Division and a Commission Administration Unit. The Research and Rec-
ommendations Programme translates and implements the strategic direction of the Commission for 
research;	the	Corporate	Services	Division	translates	and	implements	the	objectives	of	the	Commission	
for	Human	Resource	Management,	ICT	and	Facilities	Management;	the	Finance	Division	assists	the	Ac-
counting	Officer	of	the	Commission	in	the	effective	financial	management	of	the	Commission	including	
the exercise of sound budgeting and budgetary control practices, the operation of internal controls and 
the	timely	production	of	financial	reports;	and	Commission	Administration	provides	support	to	the	Com-
mission.

The total allocation for the Research and Recommendations Programme was R17,330,476, for the 
Corporate Services Division R8, 221,583, for the Finance Division R4, 613,569, and for Commission 
Secretary Administration R9, 401,372.
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The total expenditure for the Research and Recommendations Programme was R13,487,452, for the 
Corporate Services Division R10, 169,958, for the Finance Division R6, 034,974, and for Commission 
Secretary Administration R9, 220,531.

4. Revenue Received

The Commission received a total of R40,324,837 in revenue for the reporting period which consisted of 
R39,576,000 of government grant and R757,837 of other income.

5. Donor Funds

Donor funding in amount of R627,142 was received from IDRC for the Human Vulnerability Index project.

6. Events after the Reporting Date

Subsequent	to	the	financial	year	end	the	Commission	received	confirmation	that	 Irregular	Expenditure	
to the amount of R1,290, 000 was not condoned by National Treasury, the Commission will proceed with 
necessary corrective steps as prescribed by Treasury regulations.

7. Major Event Expenditure

The Commission did not incur any expenditure in respect of a major non-mandated event during the 
period under review.

8. Services Rendered by Commission

The core business of the Commission is fully set out in Chapter 1 of this Report. The Commission is not 
a service delivery institution and does not render services in the public domain on a cost recovery basis.

9. Constraints

In a knowledge intensive domain, the Commission remains critically dependent on its key staff. Not only 
is	suitable	research	expertise	difficult	to	retain,	but	the	specialist	technical	skills	required	mean	there	is	
not a large pool from which to recruit talent. The Commission still struggles to develop a critical mass of 
research experience. The attraction of talent, and its management and retention remains a key priority of 
the Commission.

Long standing Commissioner vacancies some dating back to July 2008 remain a key concern for the 
Commission. This has been compounded by the fact that the Commission has not had a substantive 
Chairperson	for	more	than	two	years;	the	Deputy	Chairperson	of	the	Commission	who	was	reappointed	
for	a	further	2	year	term	in	March	2013	has	now	been	acting	in	that	capacity	since	then;	and	that	one	of	
the	Commissioners	whose	term	of	office	expired	at	the	end	of	February	2013	has	declined	reappointment	
and	his	position	has	still	not	been	filled.	This	matter	seriously	impacts	on	the	delivery	of	the	Commission.	
This is an area that requires the intervention of the President of the Republic and the Commission will 
continue to engage through the Minister of Finance in order that this challenge is addressed.

Allied	to	the	above	is	the	legislated	conflation	of	the	positions	of	the	directing	(Chairperson)	and	executive	
(Chief Executive) authorities of the Commission allied with the workload that these positions carry par-
ticularly because the Commission currently has only one executive Commissioner. The separation of 
these positions is urgent as it will promote good governance, introduce some checks and balances in the 
exercise	of	authority	and	relieve	the	very	onerous	burden	that	the	conflation	has	resulted	in.	The	matter	
was placed on the legislative agenda of National Treasury for 2012 and it is hoped that it will soon be 
resolved. 

The cost of compliance with the prescripts of among others the Constitution, the Copyright Act, the 
Electronic Communications and Transactions Act, the Promotion of Access to Information Act, the PFMA 
and the requirements and directives of the National Archives and Records Service of South Africa remains 
prohibitive.
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Though the exponential rise in external audit fees has been somewhat mitigated by the Auditor General’s 
decision to conduct the external audit employing internal resources, the situation with regard to internal 
audit fees still remains grim. It is hoped that efforts at establishing a shared internal audit function will 
deliver an outcome that is similar to that achieved for external audits.

The	Commission	has	a	legacy	financial	deficit	which	austerity	and	National	Treasury	through	the	revision	of	
the Commission’s MTEF Baseline Allocation has gone some way in addressing. These gains have however 
been diminished by new and ever increasing pressures that have been placed on the Commission’s 
resources by stakeholders and legislation for which no provision has been made, as well as the decision 
by	National	Treasury	to	reduce	allocations	by	1%	in	each	year	of	the	MTEF.

10.  Corporate Governance Arrangements

10.1 Internal Audit Function (IAF)

The IAF of the Commission is outsourced. The current service provider is Nkonki Inc. appointed in October 
2013. The Contract will extend for a three-year period up to March 2017. The IAF is an integral part of the 
Financial and Fiscal Commission System of Governance.

The IAF provides objective and independent assurance to management and to the Audit Committee on 
the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls, risk management and governance processes within 
the Commission. In pursuing this activity, the IAF is guided by a fully functional Audit Committee which 
operates in terms of an approved Audit Charter.

The IAF through comprehensive engagement with internal stakeholders formulated a comprehensive 
three-year rolling plan, incorporating an annual plan that was approved by the Audit Committee. The 
annual internal audit plan was fully executed during the year under review. 

The head of the IAF has complete access and a direct reporting line to the Audit Committee and reports 
at each Audit Committee meeting on control weaknesses and other internal audit activities.

10.2 Audit Committee

The Audit Committee continues to operate within its written terms of reference, which are reviewed 
annually.	The	Audit	Committee	met	four	times	during	the	year.	In	these	meetings,	the	accounting	officer	
and executive management were always represented. The Auditor-General of South Africa (AGSA) or the 
staff of the AGSA, the Audit Committee and Internal Auditors are always invited to attend, thus ensuring 
that such meetings are as effective as possible.

10.3 Risk Management

Because of its size, the Commission does not have a separate Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Unit 
under	 the	 leadership	of	a	Chief	Risk	Officer	 (CRO).	The	discharge	of	 this	 responsibility	devolves	on	all	
members of Executive Management and is coordinated by one such member.

The responsible member of Executive Management has continued to coordinate and support the imple-
mentation of risk management activities and Management has reviewed the Commission’s Enterprise 
Risk Management Strategy, which informed the continuous integration of risk management into the day 
to day activities of the Commission.

Management has championed good governance practices by creating awareness and instituting approved 
risk management processes and procedures in alignment with regulations and the Public Sector Risk 
Management Framework. The ongoing risk management activities have culminated in an updated Risk 
Profile	 for	 the	Commission	 that	 is	monitored	 on	 an	 ongoing	 basis	 by	 internal	 governance	 structures,	
including the Executive Committee and the Audit Committee. The Executive responsible for coordinat-
ing Enterprise Risk Management has commenced a process of coordinating the Commission’s Business 
Continuity and Disaster Recovery processes, and will continue to manage this process going forward.

During	the	course	of	developing	its	risk	profile,	the	Commission	has	identified	corruption	risks	that	it	may	
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face. In line with the Commission’s zero tolerance stance on corruption, activities to mitigate corruption 
risks have been incorporated into the reviewed Fraud Prevention Plan for implementation by the identi-
fied	risk	owners.	The	 implementation	of	 the	Plan	will	be	monitored	to	ensure	that	corruption	risks	are	
managed and a strong ethical culture is maintained throughout the Commission.

10.4 Internal Policy Review

During the course of the year under review, the Executive Committee approved among others the following 
governance	policies	and	prescripts	for	implementation	and	final	approval	by	the	Accounting	Officer:

•	 Communication/Stakeholders Management Policy

•	 Performance Information Policy

•	 Job Evaluation Policy

•	 Promotions Policy

•	 Recruitment and Selection Policy

•	 Research Policy

•	 Information Technology Policies and Procedure

•	 Financial Policies and Procedures

10.5 Other Governance Matters

In addition to the governance arrangements listed above, the following governance issues were also given attention:

•	 Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery

11. Discontinued Activities

No activities were discontinued during the course of the reporting period.

12. New Activities

Except for requests received from stakeholders in terms of Section 3 of the Financial and Fiscal Commis-
sion Act, there were no other new activities during the course of the reporting period.

13. Asset Management

In terms of Sub-section 38(1)(b) of the Public Finance Management Act (1 of 1999) as amended, the Ac-
counting	Officer	of	the	Commission	is	responsible	for	the	effective,	efficient,	economical	and	transparent	
use of the resources of the Commission.

In addition to the normal day-to-day administration and management of the Commission’s Asset Register, 
the Finance and Corporate Services Divisions of the Commission undertook several key activities to 
improve on the overall asset management environment of the Commission. These activities are as follows:

13.1 Asset verification 

Assets	are	Commission	resources	that	should	be	disclosed	in	the	Commission’s	annual	financial	state-
ments.	As	such	the	Commission	ensured	that	all	its	assets	are	properly	tagged,	verified	and	accounted	for	
and	that	any	lost	or	redundant	assets	are	identified	and	removed	from	the	asset	register	on	a	timely	basis.	

An	asset	verification	process	was	conducted	during	 the	current	financial	year	 in	order	 to	ensure	 that	
Commission	assets	are	accounted	for	and	reported	accurately	in	the	annual	financial	statement.
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13.2  Asset disposal

During the reporting period, the Finance and Corporate Services Divisions of the Commission, in line with 
the National Treasury Asset Management Disposal Policy, National Regulations and Governance report 
pertaining to corporate social responsibility, managed to dispose of redundant and obsolete assets as 
follows:

•	 Obsolete computer hardware

•	 Obsolete computer Software

•	 Redundant	office	furniture

13.3 Acquisition of ICT Assets

The Commission follows Supply Chain Management processes in the acquisition of assets. The Com-
mission has an Information Communication and Technology (ICT) Steering Committee. Each functional 
Division is represented in the Committee. The terms of reference of the Committee were reviewed in the 
2013/14	financial	year	and	an	assessment	of	the	effectiveness	of	its	operation	was	carried	out.

14. Performance Information

Divisional	heads	have	reported	to	the	Accounting	Officer	on	a	regular	basis	on	the	progress	made	with	
regard to functional delivery and measurable objectives, as contained in the Commission’s Strategic Plan.

15. Standing Committee on Public Accounts (SCOPA)

There	were	 no	 SCOPA	 resolutions	 in	 the	 2013/2014	 financial	 year	 relating	 to	 the	 Financial	 and	 Fiscal	
Commission

16. Prior Modifications to Audit Reports

None

17. Audit Outcomes

I	am	satisfied	 that	 the	Annual	Financial	Statements	and	 the	Report	on	Performance	Against	Predeter-
mined Objectives of the Commission for the year ending 31 March 2014 are compliant with all applicable 
legislation	and	fairly	present	in	all	material	aspects	the	financial	status	and	performance	of	the	Commis-
sion. This view is supported by the Commission and the Auditor General. 

All technical misstatements that were observed during the course of the audit were corrected. This was done 
with the assistance and support of the Auditor General. I am indebted to the Auditor-General in this respect.

Management is committed to ensuring that future audit engagements with the Auditor General are more 
efficient	and	value-adding,	time	spent	on	audits	is	minimised,	and	audit	fees	are	reduced.

18. Approval

The	Annual	Financial	Statements	set	out	on	pages	71	to	75	have	been	approved	by	the	Accounting	Officer.

Bongani Khumalo (Mr.)
Acting Accounting Officer /Chief Executive

31 July 2014
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6.3 Report of the Auditor-General to Parliament on the Financial and 
Fiscal Commission 

Report On The Financial Statements

Introduction

1. I	have	audited	the	financial	statements	of	the	Financial	&	Fiscal	Commission	set	out	on	pages	71	
to	75,	which	comprise	the	statement	of	financial	position	as	at	31	March	2014,	the	statement	of	
financial	performance,	statement	of	changes	in	net	assets,	cash	flow	statement	and	the	statement	
of comparison of budget information with actual information for the year then ended, as well 
as	 the	 notes,	 comprising	 a	 summary	 of	 significant	 accounting	 policies	 and	 other	 explanatory	 
information.

Accounting officer’s responsibility for the financial statements

2. The	accounting	officer	is	responsible	for	the	preparation	and	fair	presentation	of	these	financial	
statements in accordance with the Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (SA 
Standards of GRAP) and the requirements of Public Finance Management Act of South Africa, 
1999	(Act	No.	1	of	1999)	(PFMA),	and	for	such	internal	control	as	the	accounting	officer	determines	
is	necessary	to	enable	the	preparation	of	financial	statements	that	are	free	from	material	mis-
statement, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor-General’s responsibility

3. My	 responsibility	 is	 to	 express	 an	opinion	on	 these	 financial	 statements	based	on	my	audit.	 I	
conducted my audit in accordance with the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 
2004) (PAA), the general notice issued in terms thereof and International Standards on Auditing. 
Those standards require that I comply with ethical requirements, and plan and perform the audit 
to	obtain	reasonable	assurance	about	whether	the	financial	statements	are	 free	from	material	
misstatement.

4. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclo-
sures	in	the	financial	statements.	The	procedures	selected	depend	on	the	auditor’s	judgement,	
including	 the	 assessment	 of	 the	 risks	 of	 material	 misstatement	 of	 the	 financial	 statements,	
whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal 
control	 relevant	 to	 the	 entity’s	 preparation	 and	 fair	 presentation	 of	 the	 financial	 statements	
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the 
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit 
also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness 
of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of 
the	financial	statements.

5. I	believe	that	the	audit	evidence	I	have	obtained	is	sufficient	and	appropriate	to	provide	a	basis	
for my audit opinion.

Opinion

6. In	my	opinion,	the	financial	statements	present	fairly,	in	all	material	respects,	the	financial	position	
of	the	Financial	&	Fiscal	Commission	as	at	31	March	2014	and	their	financial	performance	and	
cash	flows	for	the	year	then	ended,	in	accordance	with	SA	Standards	of	GRAP	and	the	require-
ments of the PFMA.
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Emphasis of matters

7. I	draw	attention	to	the	matters	below.	My	opinion	is	not	modified	in	respect	of	these	matters.

Subsequent event

8. Note	 23	 to	 the	 annual	 financial	 statements	 indicate	 that	 the	 disclosure	 on	 irregular	 expenses	
has	 been	 revised.	 Confirmation	 was	 only	 received	 from	 National	 Treasury,	 after	 the	 financial	
statements were issued on 31 May 2014 that the irregular expenditure of R1, 29 million was not 
condoned. The Constitutional Institution is investigating whether there is a person liable so that 
it can be able to raise a debtor or write it off as bad debt as required by Treasury Regulation 12.7 
and 11.4.

Restatement of corresponding figures

9. As	disclosed	in	note	26	to	the	financial	statements,	the	corresponding	figures	for	31	March	2013	
have	been	restated	as	a	result	of	the	reclassification	of	provisions	and	correction	of	fully	depreci-
ated	assets.	These	errors	were	discovered	during	31	March	2014	in	the	financial	statements	of	the	
Financial & Fiscal Commission at, and for the year ended, 31 March 2013.

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

10. In accordance with the PAA and the general notice issued in terms thereof, I report the following 
findings	on	the	reported	performance	information	against	predetermined	objectives	for	selected	
objectives presented in the annual performance report, noncompliance with legislation as well as 
internal	control.	The	objective	of	my	tests	was	to	identify	reportable	findings	as	described	under	
each subheading but not to gather evidence to express assurance on these matters. Accordingly, 
I do not express an opinion or conclusion on these matters.

Predetermined objectives

11. I performed procedures to obtain evidence about the usefulness and reliability of the reported 
performance information for the following selected objectives presented in the annual perfor-
mance report of the Constitutional Institution for the year ended 31 March 2014:

•	 Strategic	objective	5.1.1:	Profile	the	Commission	with	a	special	focus	on	the

•	 Commission’s	Mandate,	Vision,	Mission	and	Role;	the	Commission’s	Short-	and

•	 Long-Term	Strategy;	the	Commission’s	position	on	specific	issues;	and	the

•	 Commission’s Challenges and Achievements on pages 11 to 15

•	 Strategic objective 5.1.2: To ensure that Commission research is converted to policy advice and 
recommendations written in language that policymakers can understand on page 30

•	 Strategic objective 5.1 .3: To ensure that policy advice and recommendations respond to the 
needs of stakeholders on page 30.

•	 Strategic objective 5.1.4: To ensure the generation of quality, innovative, pioneering research that 
informs key IGFR strategic debates and choices on page 31

•	 Strategic objective 5.1.5: To produce evidence-based results on page 31

•	 Strategic objective 5.2.1 :To ensure the progressive and innovative management of human 
resources that attracts, develops and retains key talent, and leverages external expertise on 
pages 31 to 33.
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•	 Strategic objective 5.3.1 : To ensure the creation of new knowledge, the institutionalisation of 
such	knowledge	and	its	transfer	to	other	role	players	within	the	intergovernmental	fiscal	relations	
system on pages 36 to 37.

12. I evaluated the reported performance information against the overall criteria of usefulness and 
reliability. 

13. I evaluated the usefulness of the reported performance information to determine whether it was 
presented in accordance with the National Treasury’s annual reporting principles and whether the 
reported performance was consistent with the planned objectives. I further performed tests to 
determine	whether	indicators	and	targets	were	well	defined,	verifiable,	specific,	measurable,	time	
bound and relevant, as required by the National Treasury’s Framework for managing programme 
performance information (FMPPI).

14. I assessed the reliability of the reported performance information to determine whether it was 
valid, accurate and complete. 

15. I	did	not	raise	any	material	findings	on	the	usefulness	and	reliability	of	the	reported	performance	
information for the selected objectives.

Additional matter

16. Although	 I	 raised	no	material	 findings	on	 the	usefulness	and	 reliability	of	 the	 reported	perfor-
mance information for the selected objectives, I draw your attention to the following matter:

Achievement of planned targets

17. Refer to the annual performance report on pages 26 to 55 for information on the achievement of 
the planned targets for the year.

Compliance with legislation

18. I performed procedures to obtain evidence that the Constitutional Institution had complied with 
applicable	legislation	regarding	financial	matters,	financial	management	and	other	related	matters.	
My	findings	on	material	non-compliance	with	specific	matters	in	key	legislation,	as	set	out	in	the	
general notice issued in terms of the PAA, are as follows:

Annual financial statements

19. The	financial	statements	submitted	for	auditing	were	not	prepared	in	accordance	with	the	pre-
scribed	financial	reporting	framework	as	required	by	section	40(1	)(b)	of	the	Public	Finance	Man-
agement Act. 

20. Material	misstatements	of	fixed	assets,	provisions	and	receivables	identified	by	the	auditors	in	the	
submitted	financial	statement	were	subsequently	corrected,	resulting	in	the	financial	statements	
receiving	an	unqualified	audit	opinion.

Internal control

21. I	considered	internal	control	relevant	to	my	audit	of	the	financial	statements,	performance	report	
and	compliance	with	legislation.	The	matters	reported	below	are	limited	to	the	significant	internal	
control	deficiencies	 that	 resulted	 in	 the	findings	on	noncompliance	with	 legislation	 included	 in	
this report.
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Leadership

22. The	accounting	officer	did	not	ensure	that	adequate	oversight	monitoring	mechanisms	were	in	
place	as	controls	are	not	functioning	as	intended.	 Insufficient	review	was	performed	to	ensure	
the	 financial	 statements	were	 prepared	 in	 accordance	with	 the	 prescribed	 financial	 reporting	
framework as required by the PFMA.

Pretoria

31 July 2014
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6.4 Report of the Audit Committee for the year ended 31 March 2014

Introduction

We	are	pleased	to	present	our	report	for	the	financial	year	ended	31	March	2014	in	terms	of	the	Public	
Finance Management Act, 1 of 1999 section 38(1)a, (4)d and 77, and Treasury regulations 3.1.11.

Membership and attendance

The	Audit	Committee	consists	of	the	members	listed	below.	Four	(4)	out	of	the	five	(5)	Audit	Committee	
members are independent, which is in line with good corporate governance practice. During the year 
under review, the Audit Committee held four (4) meetings as per the approved terms of reference.

Name Attended

Jerry Sithole 4

Tania Ajam 3

Mkuseli Bashe 3

Krish Kumar 2

Duncan Ntuli 3

Mmathabo Sukati 1

Audit Committee Responsibility

The	Audit	Committee	confirms	that	it	has	complied	with	its	responsibilities	arising	from	section	38(1)	
(a) of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) and Treasury Regulations 3.1.13.

The Audit Committee has regulated its affairs in compliance with its approved charter and has dis-
charged all its responsibilities as contained therein.

The Effectiveness of Internal Control

The review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control by the Audit Committee is informed 
by the reports submitted by Internal Audit and management, who are responsible for the development 
and maintenance of the internal control system.

The system of control is design to provide cost effective assurance that assets are safeguarded and 
that	liabilities	and	working	capital	are	efficiently	managed.	In	line	with	the	PFMA	and	the	King	II	report	
on Corporate Governance requirements, Internal Audit provides the Audit Committee and manage-
ment with assurance that the internal controls are appropriate and effective. This is achieved by means 
of	 the	 risk	management	 process,	 as	well	 as	 the	 identification	of	 corrective	 actions	 and	 suggested	
enhancements to the controls and processes.

From the various reports of the Internal Auditors, the Audit Report on the Annual Financial Statements 
together with the management report of the Auditor-General, it was noted that, except for the issues 
reported	on	by	the	Auditor-General,	no	other	significant	or	material	non-compliance	with	prescribed	
policies and procedures have been revealed. Accordingly we can report that the system of internal 
control	for	the	period	under	review	was	efficient	and	effective.

The internal control environment has been continuously improving as evidenced by the willingness to 
address	the	control	weaknesses	identified	by	the	auditors.
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Risk Management 

The Audit Committee has an oversight responsibility over Commission internal risk management 
processes. In the year under review the Committee monitored the implementation of Risk Manage-
ment and reviewed progress quarterly.

Review and assessments of Commission strategic risk will continue to be done on a quarterly basis 
by the Audit Committee.

The Quality of Management and Monthly/Quarterly Reports Submitted in terms 
of the PFMA

The	Audit	Committee	is	satisfied	with	the	content	and	quality	of	monthly	and	quarterly	reports	prepared	
and issued by the management of the Commission during the year under review.

Evaluation of Financial Statements

The Audit Committee has:

The Audit Committee has:

•	 Reviewed	and	discussed	the	audited	annual	financial	statements	 to	be	 included	 in	 the	annual	
report,	with	the	Auditor-General	and	the	management;

•	 Reviewed	the	Auditor-General’s	management	report	and	management’s	response	thereto;	and

•	 Reviewed	significant	adjustments	resulting	from	the	audit.

The	Audit	Committee	concurs	and	accepts	the	Auditor-General’s	conclusions	on	the	annual	financial	
statements,	and	is	of	the	opinion	that	the	audited	annual	financial	statements	be	accepted	and	read	
together with the report of the Auditor-General.

Jerry Sithole

Chairperson of Audit Committee

31 July 2014
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6.5 Statement of responsibility of Accounting Officer of the Commission 
for the Financial Statements for the Year Ended 31 March 2014

The	Accounting	Officer	is	required	by	the	Public	Finance	Management	Act	(Act	No.1	1999),	to	maintain	
adequate	accounting	records	and	is	responsible	for	the	content	and	integrity	of	the	financial	state-
ments	and	related	financial	information	included	in	this	report.	It	is	the	responsibility	of	the	Accounting	
Officer	to	ensure	that	the	financial	statements	fairly	present	the	state	of	affairs	of	the	Commission	as	at	
the	end	of	the	financial	year	and	the	results	of	its	operations	and	cash	flows	for	the	period	then	ended.	

The	Auditor	 General	 has	 the	 responsibility	 of	 expressing	 an	 independent	 opinion	 on	 the	 financial	
statements and performance information of the Commission and was given unrestricted access to all 
financial	records	and	related	data.

The	financial	statements	have	been	prepared	in	accordance	with	Standards	of	Generally	Recognised	
Accounting Practice (GRAP) including any interpretations, guidelines and directives issued by the Ac-
counting Standards Board.

The	 financial	 statements	 are	 based	 upon	 appropriate	 accounting	 policies	 consistently	 applied	 and	
supported by reasonable and prudent judgments and estimates.

The	Accounting	 Officer	 acknowledges	 that	 he	 is	 ultimately	 responsible	 for	 the	 system	 of	 internal	
financial	 control	 established	by	 the	Commission	and	places	considerable	 importance	on	maintain-
ing a strong control environment. To enable the Commission to meet these responsibilities, the Ac-
counting	Officer	sets	standards	for	internal	control	aimed	at	reducing	the	risk	of	error	or	deficit	in	a	
cost effective manner. The standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within a clearly 
defined	framework,	effective	accounting	procedures	and	adequate	segregation	of	duties	to	ensure	an	
acceptable level of risk. 

These controls are monitored throughout the Commission and all employees are required to maintain 
the highest ethical standards in ensuring the Commission’s business is conducted in a manner that 
in all reasonable circumstances is above reproach. The focus of risk management in the Commission 
is on identifying, assessing, managing and monitoring all known forms of risk across the Commission. 
While operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the Commission endeavours to minimise it by ensuring 
that appropriate infrastructure, controls, systems and ethical behaviour are applied and managed 
within predetermined procedures and constraints.

The	Accounting	Officer	is	of	the	opinion,	based	on	the	information	and	explanations	given	by	manage-
ment	 that	 the	system	of	 internal	controls	provides	reasonable	assurance	that	 the	financial	 records	
may	 be	 relied	 on	 for	 the	 preparation	 of	 the	 financial	 statements.	 However,	 any	 system	of	 internal	
financial	control	can	provide	only	reasonable,	and	not	absolute,	assurance	against	material	misstate-
ment	or	deficit.

The	Accounting	Officer	has	reviewed	the	Commission’s	cash	flow	forecast	for	the	year	to	31	March	
2015	and,	in	the	light	of	this	review	and	the	current	financial	position,	he	is	satisfied	that	the	Commis-
sion has or has access to adequate resources to continue in operational existence for the foreseeable 
future.

The Commission is wholly dependent on the Government for continued funding of operations. The 
financial	statements	are	prepared	on	the	basis	that	the	Commission	is	a	going	concern	and	that	the	
Government has neither the intention nor the need to liquidate or curtail materially the scale of the 
Commission.

Although	the	Accounting	Officer	is	primarily	responsible	for	the	financial	affairs	of	the	Commission,	he	
is supported by the Auditor General.

The Auditor General is responsible for independently reviewing and reporting on the Commission’s 
financial	statements.	The	financial	statements	have	been	examined	by	the	Auditor	General	and	the	
Auditor General’s report is presented on page 63.
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The	financial	statements	set	out	on	pages	71	to	75	which	have	been	prepared	on	the	going	concern-
basis,	have	been	approved	by	the	Accounting	Officer	on	31	May	2014	and	signed	by	him:

31 May 2014

Bongani Khumalo

Accounting Officer
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FINANCIAL AND FISCAL COMMISSION

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014

6.6 Statement Of Financial Position

Figures in Rand Note(s) 2014 2013

Assets

Current Assets

Receivables 2 306 544 75 733

Cash and cash equivalents 3 2 047 675 1 263 155

2 354 219 1 338 888

Non-Current Assets

Deposits 4 143 862 79 939

Property, plant and equipment 5 711 101 969 557

Intangible assets 6 24 640 53 396

879 603 1 102 892

Total Assets 3 233 822 2 441 780

Liabilities

Current Liabilities

Payables from Exchange Transactions 7 1 440 146 2 154 695

Provisions 8 961 750 903 254

2 401 896 3 057 949

Non-Current Liabilities

Operating lease liability 9 94 257 58 083

Total Liabilities 2 496 153 3 116 032

Net Assets/ (Liabilities) 737 669 (674 252)

Net Assets/ (Liabilities) 
Reserves

Capital Contribution 10 918 752 918 752

Accumulated	surplus/deficit (181 083) (1 593 004)

Total Net Assets/ (Liabilities) 737 669 (674 252)
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FINANCIAL AND FISCAL COMMISSION

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014

6.7 Statement Of Financial Performance

Figures in Rand Note(s) 2014 2013

Operating Revenue

Government grants 11 39 567 000 37 268 000

Other Revenue

Donor funds 13 627 472 -

Sundry income 12 445 128 050

Interest received 117 920 98 106

Total Other Revenue 757 837 226 156

Total Revenue 40 324 837 37 494 156

Operating expenses

Employee costs 14 20 808 995 20 383 248

Depreciation and amortisation 12 571 495 (26 223)

Loss on sale of plant and equipment 5 725 16 347

Professional Services 15 5 355 611 4 138 573

Other operating expenses 16 12 171 089 10 839 223

Total Operating Expenses 38 912 915 35 351 168

Surplus for the year 1 411 922 2 142 988
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FINANCIAL AND FISCAL COMMISSION

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014

6.8 Statement Of Changes In Net Assets

Figures in Rand Capital Contribution Accumulated Deficit Total net liabilities

Balance at 1 April 2012 918 752 (3 735 992) (2 925 444)

Correction of prior period error 172 750  172 750

Restated balance at 01 April 
2012

918 752 (3 563 242) (2 644 490)

Changes in net assets

Correction of prior period error 166 615 166 615

Surplus for the year - 1 803 623 1 803 623

Total Changes 1 970 238 1 970 238

Balance at 1 April 2013 918 752 (1 593 004) (674 252)

Changes in net assets

Surplus for year 1 411 921 1 411 921

Total changes - 1 411 921 1 411 921

Balance at 31 March 2014 918 752 (181 083) 737 669
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FINANCIAL AND FISCAL COMMISSION

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014

6.9 Cash Flow Statement

Figures in Rand Note(s) 2014 2013

Cash flows from operating activi-
ties

Receipts

Grants 39 567 000 37 268 000

Interest income 117 920 98 106

Donor Funds 627 472 -

Rendering of services 128 050 128 050

40 324 837 37 494 156

Payments

Employee costs 20 444 637 20 335 949

Suppliers 18 847 471 15 669 596

39 292 108 36 005 545

Net cash flows from operating 
activities 18 1 032 729 1 488 611

Cash flows in investing activities

Purchase of property, plant, equipment 
and intangible assets

5, 6 250 309 364 987

Proceeds from sale of property, plant 
and equipment

5 2 100 12 331

Net cash flows in investing activi-
ties 248 209 352 656

Net increase in cash and cash 
equivalents 784 520 1 135 955

Cash and cash equivalents at the begin-
ning of the year

1 263 155 127 200)

Cash and cash equivalents at the 
end of the year 3 2 047 675 1 263 155
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FINANCIAL AND FISCAL COMMISSION

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014

6.10 STATEMENT OF COMPARISON OF BUDGET AND ACTUAL AMOUNTS

Actuals 2013 Approved 
budget

Budget adjust-
ments

Final budget Actual 
Amounts on 
comparable

basis

Difference 
between	final	
budget and 

actual

Figures in Rands
Financial Performance

Receipts

Rendering of services 128 050 - - - 639 917 (639 917) 

Interest received 98 106 - - - 117 920 (117 920) 

Grant Revenue 37 268 000 38 767 000 800 000 39 567 000 39 567 000 -

Total receipts 37 494 156 38 767 000 800 000 39 567 000 40 324 837 (757 837)

Payments

Employee costs (20 030 064) (19 210 056) - (19 210 056) (20 444 638) 1 234 582

Professional Services (4 138 573) (9 829 069) - (9 829 069) (5 355 611) (4 473 458) 

Capital Expenditure (352 656) (380 000) - (380 000) (250 309) (129 691)

 Operating expenditure (11 836 908) (9 347 875) (800 000) (10 147 875) (13 489 759) 3 341 884

Total expenditure (36 358 201) (38 767 000) (800 000) (39 567 000) (39 540 317) (26 683) 

Surplus for the year 1 135 955 - - - 784 520 (784 520)

Notes to the Statement of Comparison of Budget and Actual Amount:

The Budget adjustment of R800,000 was received from National Treasury to assist with 20th Anniver-
sary costs.

Employee	costs	are	above	budgeted	amounts	as	the	approved	inflation	increase	for	staff	was	above	
the approved increase in FFC budget allocation.

Operating Expenditure includes savings from cost containment measures relating to venue and travel 
costs, where workshops and meetings were held in house where possible, and efforts to reduce travel 
where	possible.	The	overall	saving	was	offset	by	the	reclassification	of	costs	previously	budgeted	for		
under professional services.

Professional Services is below budget due to curtailed spending on external consultants and funding 
assistance provided by IDRC.
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FINANCIAL AND FISCAL COMMISSION

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES FOR THE YEAR ENDED  

31 MARCH 2014

6.11 Accounting Policies

The	principal	accounting	policies	applied	in	the	preparation	of	these	financial	statements	are	set	out	
below. These policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented unless otherwise 
stated.

1. Basis of preparation

The	annual	financial	statements	have	been	prepared	in	accordance	with	the	standards	of	Generally	
Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) including any interpretations of such statements issued by the 
Accounting Practices Board.

These	annual	financial	statements	have	been	prepared	on	the	going	concern-basis	despite	having	a	
significant	accumulated	deficit.	This	 is	due	to	the	Commission	being	entirely	dependent	on	funding	
from Government, with no indication having been received that such funding will cease in the foresee-
able future.

1.1 Revenue Recognition

Revenue	is	recognised	when	it	is	probable	that	future	economic	benefits	or	service	potential	will	flow	
to	the	Commission	and	these	benefits	can	be	measured	reliably.	Revenue	comprises	of	government	
grants, other income, gains on disposals and interest received.

Government grants are the Commission’s main source of revenue and are treated with reference to 
the guidance provided by GRAP 23: Revenue from Non-exchange Transactions. The Commission has 
developed an appropriate accounting policy on this basis, namely that revenue from non-exchange 
sources	is	only	recognised	to	the	extent	that	a	corresponding	asset	satisfies	the	recognition	criteria,	
but limited to the amount of any outstanding obligation in the form of conditions attached to the grant.

Donor funds represent funds received from IDRC and are managed by the Commission in order to 
facilitate the relevant requirements of research projects. The funds are recognised as revenue.

Rendering of services

Other income  is recognised in the reporting period in which the services are rendered, by reference to 
the	stage	of	completion	of	the	specific	transaction	assessed	on	the	basis	of	the	actual	service	provided	
as a proportion of the total services to be provided.

The gain arising from the derecognition of an item of property, plant and equipment is included in 
revenue when the item is derecognised. The gain arising from the derecognition of an item of property, 
plant and equipment is determined as the difference between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and 
the carrying amount of the item.

Interest is recognised on a time proportion basis, taking into account the principal outstanding or 
invested and the effective rate over the period to maturity when it is determined that such income will 
accrue to the Commission.
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1.2 Property, plant and equipment

Recognition

The Commission will recognise the cost of an item of property, plant and equipment as an asset if :

a)	it	is	probable	that	future	economic	benefits	or	services	potential	associated	with	the	item	will	flow	
to	the	entity,	and;

b) the cost or fair value of the item can be measured reliably.

Derecognition

The carrying amount of an item of property shall be derecognised:

a)	on	disposal	(including	disposal	through	a	transaction)	and;

b)	when	no	future	economic	benefits	or	service	potential	are	expected	from	its	use	of	disposal

Property and equipment is stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumu-
lated impairment cost. Depreciation is calculated using the straight line method to allocate the cost of 
assets to their residual values over their estimated useful lives as follows:

No depreciation is provided on paintings, which are considered investment assets. Artwork is valued 
at cost.

The assets’ residual values, useful lives and depreciation methods applied are reviewed and adjusted 
if	appropriate,	at	each	statement	of	financial	position	date.

1.3 Intangible assets

Acquired	computer	software	is	classified	as	finite	assets	and	capitalised	on	the	basis	of	cost	incurred	
to	acquire	and	bring	to	use	the	specific	software	and	is	amortised	on	a	straight-line	basis	over	their	
estimated useful lives of two years less any impairment cost. The amortisation  method applied is 
reviewed and adjusted if appropriate. If there has been a change in the expected pattern of consump-
tion,	the	amortisation	method	is	changed	to	reflect	the	changed	pattern.	After	initial	recognition,	an	
intangible  asset is carried at its cost less any accumulated  amortisation and any accumulated impair-
ment loss.

1.4 Use of Estimates

The	preparation	of	financial	statements	require	management	to	make	estimates	and	assumptions	that	
affect the reported amount of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent liabilities at the date of 
the	financial	statement.	Estimates	are	based	on	current	conditions	and	on	other	assumptions	that	are	

Item Useful life

Computer equipment 3 years

Furniture	and	fixtures 5 years

Motor vehicles 5 years

Office	equipment 5 years

Leasehold improvements Amortised over the period of the lease
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believed	to	be	reasonable	under	the	circumstances.	Significant	items	subject	to	judgment	and	such	
estimates include estimated useful lives and the recoverability of the carrying value of assets.

Contingent	Assets	 and	contingent	 liabilities	 are	not	 recognised	 in	 the	Annual	 financial	 statements.	
Contingencies are disclosed as a note in Note 27.

1.5 Leases

Leases	under	which	the	risks	and	benefits	of	ownership	are	effectively	retained	by	the	lessor,	are	clas-
sified	as	operating	leases.	Obligations	incurred	under	operating	leases	are	charged	to	the	statement	of	
financial	performance	on	a	straight	line	basis	over	the	period	of	the	lease,	except	when	an	alternative	
method	is	more	representative	of	the	time	pattern	from	which	benefits	are	derived.

When an operating lease is terminated before the lease period has expired, any payment required to 
be made to the lessor by way of penalty is recognised as an expense in the period in which termination 
takes place.

1.6 Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the Commission has a present legal or constructive obligation as a 
result	of	past	events,	when	it	is	probable	that	an	outflow	of	resources	embodying	economic	benefits	
will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable  estimate of the amount of the obligation can 
be made. Provisions are  reconginised at the present value of the future amount required to settle the 
obligation at reporting date.

1.7 Employee benefits

The	 Commission	 operates	 a	 defined	 contribution	 plan,	 the	 assets	 of	 which	 are	 generally	 held	 in	
separate trustee- administered funds. This plan is funded by payments from employees and the Com-
mission.

Defined contribution plans

Defined	 Contribution	 plans	 are	 plans	 to	which	 the	 Commission	makes	 contributions	 on	 behalf	 of	
employees,but	without	any	further	obligation	to	fund	the	plan	in	the	event	of	a	shortfall	in	benefits.	
Contributions	to	a	defined	contribution	plan	in	respect	of	services	in	a	particular	period	are	recognised	
as an expense in that period.

1.8 Cash and cash equivalents

For	the	purpose	of	the	cash	flow	statement,	cash	and	cash	equivalents		 include	cash	on	hand	and	
bank overdrafts.

1.9 Impairment of non-financial assets

Non-financial	assets	such	as	property,	plant	and	equipment	and	intangibles	(except	for	indefinite	life	
intangibles) are tested for impairment when indicators of possible impairment exist. The impairment is 
determined as being the difference between the recoverable amount (or recoverable service amount) 
and	the	assets	current	carrying	value,	and	is	recognised	immediately	in	surplus	or	deficit	for	the	period.

1.10 Budget information

The Commission is typically subject to budgetary limits in the form of appropriations or budget authori-
sations (or equivalent), which is given effect through authorising legislation, appropriation or similar.

General	purpose	financial	reporting	by	the	Commission	provides	information	on	whether	resources	
were obtained and used in accordance with the legally adopted budget.
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The	annual	financial	statements	and	the	budget	are	not	on	the	same	basis	of	accounting	therefore	a	
reconciliation	between	the	statement	of	financial	performance	and	the	budget	have	been	included	in	
the	annual	financial	statements.	Refer	to	notes	22.

1.11 Related parties

The Commission operates in an economic sector currently dominated by entities directly or indirectly 
owned by the South African Government. As a consequence of the constitutional independence of the 
three spheres of government in South Africa, only entities within the national sphere of government 
are considered to be related parties.

Only transactions with related parties not at arm’s length or not in the ordinary course of business 
have been disclosed.

1.12 Financial instruments

Financial	instruments	carried	on	the	statement	of	financial	position	include	cash	and	bank	balances,	
receivables  and trade creditors. The particular recognition methods adopted are disclosed in the indi-
vidual policy statements associated with each item.

Recognition

Financial instruments are initially recognised at fair value when the Commission becomes party to the 
contractual arrangements of the instrument.

Measurement

Subsequent to initial recognition these instruments are measured as set out below:

Financial assets

Trade and other receivables

Receivables from exchange transactions are categorised as loans and receivables and consist of 
prepaid expenses and rental deposits. These are initially measured at fair value, and subsequently 
measured at amortised cost, being the initially recognised amount, plus any interest accrued, less any 
repayments, less any impairments.

Impairment of financial assets

At	each	reporting	date	the	Commission	assesses	all	financial	assets	to	determine	whether	there	 is	
objective	evidence	that	a	financial	asset	or	group	of	financial	assets	has	been	impaired.	For	amounts	
due	to	the	Commission,	significant	financial	difficulties	of	the	debtor,	probability	that	the	debtor	will	
enter bankruptcy and default of payments are all considered indicators of impairment.

Impairment	deficits	are	recognised	in	the	Statement	of	Financial	Performance,	Impairment	losses	are	
reversed	when	an	increase	in	the	financial	asset’s	recoverable	amount	can	be	related	objectively	to	
an event occurring after the impairment was recognised, subject to the restriction that the carrying 
amount	of	the	financial	asset	at	the	date	that	the	impairment	is	reversed	shall	not	exceed	what	the	
carrying amount would have been had the impairment not been recognised.

Where	financial	assets	are	impaired	through	use	of	an	allowance	account,	the	amount	of	the	deficit	is	
recognised	in		the	statement	of	financial	performance	within	operating	expenses.	When	such	assets	
are written off, the write off is made against the relevant allowance account. Subsequent recoveries of 
amounts previously written off are credited against operating expenses.
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Financial liabilities

The	Commission’s	principal	financial	 liabilities	are	accounts	payables,	categorised	as	other	financial	
liabilities  measured at amortised cost. Initial measurement is at fair value, with subsequent measure-
ment	being	at	amortised	cost,	being	the	amount	initially		recorded	plus	any	accrued	finance	charges,	
less repayments made.

1.13 Irregular and Fruitless and Wasteful expenditure

Irregular expenditure means expenditure, other than unauthorised expenditure, incurred in contraven-
tion of, or that is not in accordance with a requirement of any applicable legislation, including:

a)	 The	PFMA;	or

b)	 The	state	Tender	Board	Act,	1968	(act	No.88	of	1986),	or	any	regulations	made	in	terms	of	that	Act;	
or

c) Any national legislation providing for procurement in the National Government.

Irregular	expenditure	is	recorded	in	the	notes	to	the	financial	statements	when	confirmed.	The	amount	
is recorded is equal to the total value of the irregularity unless it is impracticable to determine in which 
case reasons therefore is provided in the note. Irregular expenditure is removed from the note when it 
is either condoned by the relevant authority or transferred to receivables for recovery.

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure means expenditure which was made in vain and would have been 
avoided had reasonable care been exercised. Fruitless and Wasteful expenditure is accounted for 
as an expense in the Statement of Financial Performance and where recovered, it is subsequently 
accounted for as revenue in the Statement of Financial Performance.

1.14 Translation of foreign currencies

Transactions and balances

Transactions denominated in foreign currencies are translated into South African rand (i.e. functional 
currency) at the foreign exchange rate prevailing at the date of the transaction. Non-monetary assets 
and liabilities that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using 
the exchange rate at the date of the transaction.  Monetary transactions are translated at exchange 
rates prevailing at the close of the reporting period.

Forex Profit and Loss

Foreign exchange gains or losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and are recog-
nised in statement of Financial Performance.

At	each	statement	of	financial	position	date:

a) foreign currency monetary items are reported using the closing rate,

b) non-monetary items, which are carried in terms of historical cost denominated in a foreign currency, 
are reported using the exchange rate at the date of transaction, and

c) non-monetary items which are carried at fair value denominated in a foreign currency, are reported 
using the exchange rates that existed when the values were determined.

Exchange differences arising on the settlement of monetary items or on reporting an enterprise‘s 
monetary items at the rates different from those at which they initially recorded during the period, or 
reported	in	previous	financial	statements,	are	recognised	as	income	or	expenses	in	the	period	in	which	
they arise.
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1.15 New Standards, interpretations approved but not yet effective

Standards issued, but not yet effective

The following approved Standards of GRAP have been approved and issued by the Accounting 
Standards Board, but only become effective in the future or have not been given an effective date by 
the Minister of Finance. The Commission has not early-adopted any new standards,but has in some 
cases referred to them for guidance in developing appropriate accounting policies in accordance with 
the requirements of Directive 5: Determining the GRAP Reporting Framework:

GRAP 18 - Segment Reporting:

Requires additional disclosures on the various segments of the business in a manner that is consistent 
with the information reported internally to management of the entity. The precise impact of this on 
the	financial	statements	of	the	Commission	is	still	being	assessed,	but	it	is	expected	that	this	will	only	
result on additional disclosures without affecting the underlying accounting. This standard does not 
yet have an effective date.

GRAP 20 - Related Parties

This standard is drawn primarily from IPSAS 20: Related Party Disclosures. Since IPSAS 20 has been 
applied	in	developing	the	current	accounting	policy	and	levels	of	disclosure	no	significant	impact	on	
the	financial	statement	of	the	Commission	is	expected.	This	standard	does	not	yet	have	an	effective	
date.

GRAP 105 - Transfer of Function Between Entities Under common Control

This standard provides the accounting treatment for transfers of functions between entities under 
common control and has already been referred to for guidance where necessary in developing ap-
propriate accounting policies for the treatment of the assets transferred to the Commission from the 
Department. The standard is only expected to have an impact on the Commission in respect of any 
future transfers of functions. This standard does not yet have an effective date.

GRAP 106 - Transfer of Function Between Entities Not Under common Control

This standard deals with other transfers of functions (i.e. between entities not under common control) 
and requires the entity to measure transferred assets and liabilities at fair value. It is unlikely that the 
Commission will enter into any such transactions in the foreseeable future. This standard does not yet 
have an effective date.

GRAP 107 - Mergers

This standard deals with requirements for accounting for a merger between two or more entities, and 
is	unlikely	to	have	an	impact	on	the	financial	statements	of	the	Commission	in	the	foreseeable	future.	
This standard does not yet have an effective date.

GRAP 108 - Statutory Receivables

This standard provides for the treatment of receivables that arise from legislation or from equiva-
lent means. The impact of the standard on the Financial statements of the Commission is still being 
assessed,	but	it	is	unlikely	that	the	Commission	will	undertake	specific	legislative	transactions	in	the	
foreseeable future. This standard does not yet have an effective date.

The	following	interpretations	have	also	been	issued	and	are	expected	to	have	an	insignificant	impact	
on	the	financial	statements,	since	they	generally	reflect	the	interpretations	and	principles	already	es-
tablished under SA GRAP. It is unlikely that the Commission will encounter any of these issues in the 
normal course of its business.
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Preface to Interpretations of the Standards of GRAP

IGRAP1 - Applying the Probability Test on Initial Recognition of Exchange Revenue. 

IGRAP2 - Changes in Existing Decommissioning Restoration and Similar Liabilities. 

IGRAP3 - Determining Whether an Arrangement Contains a Lease.

IGRAP4 - Rights to Interests Arising from Decommissioning, Restoration and Environmental Rehabili-
tation Funds.

IGRAP5 - Applying the Restatement Approach under the Standard of GRAP on Financial Reporting in 
Hyperinflationary	Economies.

IGRAP6 - Loyalty Programmes.

IGRAP7	-The	Limit	on	a	Defined	Benefit	Asset,	Minimum	Funding	Requirements	and	their	Interaction.	

IGRAP8 - Agreements for the Construction of Assets from Exchange Transactions.

IGRAP9 - Distributions of Non-cash Assets to Owners. 

IGRAP10 - Assets Received from Customers. 

IGRAP11 - Consolidation - Special Purpose Entities.

IGRAP12 - Jointly Controlled Entities - Non-Monetary Contributions by Venturers. 

IGRAP13 - Operating Leases - Incentives.

IGRAP14 - Evaluating the Substance of Transactions Involving the Legal Form of a Lease 

IGRAP15 - Revenue - Barter Transactions Involving Advertising Services.

IGRAP15 -Revenue - Barter Transactions Involving Advertising Services. 

IGRAP16 -Intangible Assets - Website Costs.
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Figures in Rand 2014 2013

2. Receivables from exchange transactions

Prepayments 306 544 12 497

Other receivables - 63 236

306 544 75 733

The prepayment relates to venue hire at the Cape Town International Convention Centre for the IGFR 20th Anniversary Con-
ference.

3. Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents consist of:

Cash on hand 3 250 2 072

Bank balances 2 044 425 1 261 083

2 047 675 1 263 155

4. Rental Deposits

Rental Deposits 143 862 79 939

Deposits relate to rental deposits on the premises occupied by the Commission.

FINANCIAL AND FISCAL COMMISSION

6.12 NOTES TO ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014

5. Property, Plant and Equipment

2014 2013

Cost/Valuation

Accumulated 
depreciation 
and impair-

ment

Carrying Value Cost/Valuation

Accumulated 
depreciation 
and impair-

ment

Carrying 
Value

Furniture	and	fixtures 2 480 033 (2 183 727) 296 306 2 412 311 (1 924 483) 487 828

Motor vehicles 236 829 (181 569) 55 260 236 829 (134 203) 102 626

IT equipment 1 481 013 (1 201 697) 279 316 1 360 412 (1 020 115) 340 297

Leasehold improvements 413 210 (371 797) 41 413 366 319 (366 319) -

Artwork 38 806 - 38 806 38 806 - 38 806

Total 4 649 891 (3 938 790) 711 101 4 414 677 (3 445 120) 969 557
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Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment – 2014

Figures in  Rand

Opening 
Balance Additions Disposals Depreciation

Accumulated 
depreciation/

Disposals
Total

Furniture	and	fixtures 2 412 311 68 946 (1 224) (258 539) (1 925 189) 296 305

Motor vehicles 236 829 - - (47 366) (134 203) 55 260

IT equipment 1 360 411 127 416 (6 814) (224 300) (977 396) 279 317

Leasehold improvements 366 331 46 880 - (5 468) (366 331) 41 412

Artwork 38 806 - - - - 38 806

4 414 688 243 242 (8 038) (535 673) (3 403 119) 711 100

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment – 2013

Figures in  Rand

Opening 
Balance Additions Disposals Depreciation

Accumulated 
depreciation/

Disposals
Total

Furniture	and	fixtures 2 396 257 27 938 (11 884) 157 030 (2 081 513) 487 828

Motor vehicles 236  829 - - (47 366) (86 837) 102 626

IT equipment 1 014 085 306 223 (16 794) (96 818) (866 399) 340 297

Leasehold improvements 366 330 - - (5 465) (360 865)  - 

Artwork 38 806 - - - - 38 806

Total 4 052 307 334 161 (28 678) 7 381 (3 395 614) 969 557

6. Intangible assets

Figures in  Rand

Cost / 
Valuation

Accumulated 
amortisation 
and accumu-
lated impair-

ment

Carrying Value Cost/Evalua-
tion

Accumulated 
depreciation 
and impair-

ment

Carrying 
Value

Computer 
software

225 422 (200 782) 24 640 951 239 (897 843) 53 396
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Fully depreciated assets have been retained in use by the Commission with the prospect of replacing these assets in the following 
year, these assets have an estimated gross carrying value of R25 000.

In terms of the Financial and Fiscal Commission’s leave policy, employees are entitled to accumulated vested leave pay 
benefits	not	taken	within	a	leave	cycle,	provided	that	any	leave	pay	benefits	not	taken	within	a	period	of	one	year	after	the	
end of a leave cycle are forfeited. A provision for (2014) R315 967 (2013: R305 885) was recognised for performance bonuses 
and	will	be	paid	in	the	following	financial	year,	in	accordance	with	the	Commission’s	performance	management	policy.

Figures in Rand 2014 2013

7. Payables from Exchange Transactions

Trade payables 300 913 1 666 546

Accrued expenses 1 139 233 488 149

1 440 146 2 154 695

8. Provisions

Reconciliation of provisions - Statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts - 2014

Opening 
Balance Additions  Utilised during 

the year Total

Bonus 305 885 315 967 (305 885) 315 967

Leave	benefits 597 369 48 414 - 645 783-

903 254 364 381 (305 885) 961 750

Reconciliation of provisions - 2013

Opening 
Balance Additions Utilised during 

the year Total

Bonus 296 404 305 885 (296 404) 305 885

Leave	benefits 550 070 92 351 (45052) 597 369

846 474 398236 (341 456) 903 254

Figures in  Rand

Reconciliation of intangible assets - Statement of comparison of budget and actual amounts - 2014

Opening 
balance Additions Disposals Amortisation Accumulated 

Amortisation Total

Computer 
Software

951 239 7 068 (732 885) (35 823) (164 959) 24 640

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2013

Opening 
balance Additions Disposals Amortisation Accumulated 

Amortisation Total

Computer 
Software

920 413 7 068 30 826 18 841 (916 684) 53 396
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9. Financial Obligation

Figures in Rand 2014 2013

Accrual in respect of straight line operating lease 94 257 58 083

10. Capital contribution

Value of Assets received from National Treasury 918 752 918 752

11. Government grants

Revenue comprises amounts received from National Treasury 39 567 000 37 268 000

12. Depreciation and Amortisation

Property, plant and equipment (535 673) 7 381

Intangible Assets (35 823) 18 842

Total (571 496) 26 223

13. Donor Funds

International Development Research Centre (IDRC) 627 472 -

The Commission received a grant from International Development Research Centre (IDRC) to enable the Commission to 
undertake the research project entitled: Climate Change Household Vulnerability Index.
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14. Employee Costs

Figures in Rand 2014 2013

Basic 19 307 502 18 863 954

Bonus 315 944 305 885

13th Cheques 314 143 316 169

Leave pay provision charge 48 414 47 299

UIF 51 195 51 607

Long-service awards 37 402 94 925

Other Personnel Costs 734 395 703 409

Total 20 808 995 20 383 248

Executive Commissioners - B. Khumalo

Annual Salary 1 466 205
1 448 854

Other Contributions 86 067 -

Total 1 552 272 1 448 854

Non-Executive Commissioner – T. Ajam

Annual Salary 297 058 363 889

Total 297 058 363 889

Executive Commissioner – N. Shezi

Annual Salary 23 974 22 339

Total 23 974 22 339

Non-Executive Commissioner – D. Savage

Annual Salary - 75 394

Total - 75 394

Non-Executive Commissioner – L. Abrahams

Annual Salary 24 848 68 546

Total 24 848 68 546
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Figures in Rand 2014 2013

Non-Executive Commissioner – N Steytler

Annual Salary 41 422 -

Total 41 422 -

Non-Executive Commissioner – D Plaatjie

Annual Salary 64 614 -

Total 64 614 -

Non-Executive Commissioner – K Kumar

Annual Salary 3 758 11 290

Total 3 758 11 290

Non-Executive Commissioner – K Fihla

Annual Salary - -

- -

15. Professional Services

Figures in Rand 2014 2013

Legal Fees - 33 060

External Audit Fees 1 077 341 761 726

Risk Management Fees 52 857 249 982

Internal Audit Fees 840 958 925 437

Commissioned Research 3 384 454 2 168 368

Total 5 355 610 4 138 573
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16. Other operating expenditure – Material classes of transactions

Figures in Rand 2014 2013

Software licenses 577 403 555 158

Internet connection 349 121 463 853

IT support 584 076 392 258

Workshops & meetings 734 631 817 285

Printing & publications 1 596 887 943 646

Communication & cell phones 764 279 764 607

Office	rent 429 189 1 610 634

Travel expenses 2 123 216 2 503 754

7 158 802 8 051 195

17. Auditors’ remuneration

Fees 1 077 341 761 726

18. Cash generated from operations

Surplus 1 411 922 571 496

Adjustments for:

Depreciation and amortisation 571 496 (26 223)

Loss on sale of assets and liabilities 5 725 16 347

Movements in operating lease liabilities 36 174 (29 473)

Movements in provisions 58 495 353 184

Movement in rental deposit (63 922) (79 939)

Other non-cash items (41 801) 49 859

Changes in working capital:

Receivables (230 811) 64 671

Payables from exchange transactions (714 549) (1 002 803)

1 032 729 1 488 611
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19. Commitments

Figures in Rand 2014 2013

Operating leases - as lessee (expense)

Minimum lease payments due

- within one year 546 156 1 745 159

-	in	second	to	fifth	year	inclusive 1 792 675 2 031 090

2 338 831 3 776 249

Operating	lease	payments	represent	rentals	payable	by	the	entity	for	certain	of	its	office	premises.	Leases	are	negotiated	for	an	
average	term	of	five	years	and	have	an	8%	escalation	clause.	No	contingent	rent	is	payable.

20. Related parties

All National Departments of Government and National State-controlled entities are regarded as related parties in accordance 
with IPSAS 20.  The Financial and Fiscal Commission is a constitutional institution reporting to Parliament and Provincial 
Legislatures from which it received grants in the current and prior years. Transactions with related parties that are on the 
same terms as those generally available in the sector and related to transactions in the ordinary course of business are not 
discloseable	in	terms	of	IPSAS	20.	Payments	to	Commissioners	are	reflected	in	note	14	above.		The	following	transaction	with	
regards to Commissioners was recorded.

Long Service Bonus

Opening balance - 28 478

Less repayment - (28 478)

Balance outstanding - -

21. Going concern

Attention is drawn to the Statement of Financial Performance which indicates that the Commission realised a net surplus 
of R1 411 921 (2013: R2 142 988) in the year ended 31 March 2014, and thus decreasing the Commission’s accumulated 
deficit	from	R1	593	004	to	R181	083.	Furthermore	the	Commission’s	assets	exceed	its	liabilities	at	the	reporting	date	by	R737	
669 (2013: - R674 254). The Commission’s ability to continue as going concern depends largely on the continued support of 
government means of annual appropriation.
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22. Reconciliation between Actual amounts and Cash Flow Statement - current year

Figures in Rand 2014 2013

Operating activities

Actual amount as presented in the budget statement 1 032 530 1 488 611

Net cash flows from operating activities 1 032 729 1 488 611

Investing activities

Actual amount as presented in the budget statement (248 010) (352 56)

Net cash flows from investing activities (248 209) (352 56)

Net cash generated from operating, investing and 
financing activities 784 520 1 135 955

The Commission prepares its budget on a cash basis whilst the Annual Financial Statements are prepared on an accrual basis.

23. Irregular expenditure, Fruitless and Wasteful expenditure = include current year

Opening balance 490 200 -

Add: Irregular Expenditure - current year 800 000 490 200

Add: Fruitless and wasteful expenditure - -

Less amount condoned - -

Irregular Expenditure awaiting condonation 1 290 200 490 200

Analysis of expenditure awaiting condonation per age classification

Current year 800 000 490 200

Prior years 490 200 -

1 290 200 490 200

Details of irregular expenditure
Goods and services of a transaction value of R800 000 (2013: R490 200) were procured without inviting competitive bids. 
Subsequent	to	year	end	for	March	2014,	the	Commission	received	confirmation	that	the	irregular	expense	was	not	con-
doned. An investigation to determine liability will be made by the Commission and recommendation will be made to the 
Accounting	Officer.
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24. Financial Risk Management

Liquidity Risk

Financial liabilities which potentially subject the Commission to concentrations of liquidity risk are trade and other payables. 
Loans and the Commission’s risk to liquidity is a short fall in funds available to pay its payables. The payables are all due within 
the	short	term	The	Commission	manages	its	liquidity	risk	by	holding	sufficient	cash	in	the	bank	account.

As at 31 March 2014 1 year 2-5 years Beyond 5 Total

Trade and other payables 1 440 148 - - 1 440 148

Interest rate risk

The	Commission	has	cash	and	cash	equivalents	placed	with	financial	institutions	and	is	therefore	exposed	to	interest	rate	
fluctuations	and	such	changes	in	market	interest		rates	affect	the	fair	value	of	cash.	The	interest	rate	risk	embodies	not	only	
the potential for loss but also the potential for gain and is managed through the cash management policy.

Credit risk

Financial assets which potentially subject the Commission to concentrations of credit risk is principally of receivables. Loans 
and Receivables are of a sundry nature and the credit risk is therefore limited, the credit risk is managed through periodic 
reviews	of	the	level	of	bad	debts.	Accordingly	the	Commission	has	no	significant	concentration	of	credit	risk.

Trade Receivables (Financial Asset) 2014 2013

Gross Carrying Amount 306 544 75 733

Less amounts offset - -

Less impairment loss - -

Foreign currency risk

The Commission transacts with foreign persons from time-to-time. The Commission is relatively  insensitive  to subsequent 
fluctuations	 in	currency	since	most	transactions	are	settled	 in	advance,	resulting	 in	there	being	few	monetary	 items	that	
would again require translation at reporting date.  The Commission’s management will continue to assess the frequency and 
nature of these transactions to determine whether further foreign currency risk management strategies are required but at 
this stage the risk is limited.

Fair Values

At 31 March 2014 the carrying amounts of accounts payable and accounts receivable approximated their fair value due to 
the	short	term	maturities	of	these	assets	and	liabilities.		Since	the	Commission	does	not	undertake	any	significant	investment	
strategy	there	is	no	significant	sensitivity	to	fair	value	fluctuations	of	financial	instruments.
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25. Retirement Benefit Information

Defined contribution plan

During the year, the Financial and Fiscal Commission contributed to Momentum Provident Fund for all its employees. This 
constituted	a	defined	contribution	fund	governed	by	the	Pension	Fund	Act	(Act	24	1956,	as	amended).	In	terms	of	the	rules	
of	the	fund,	the	Commission	is	committed	to	contribute	12.5%	of		pensionable	emoluments	towards	the	retirement	fund	and	
3.5%	of	pensionable	emoluments	towards	an	accident	compensation	fund.	An	Amount	of	R2	422	431	(2013:	R2	381	715)	was	
recognised as an expense during the year for contributions to the retirement fund. FFC has no liability to members beyond 
what is contributed to the fund.

26. Prior period adjustment

A prior period adjustment of R339 365 was made to correct the balance of property, plant & equipment (R302 667) and intan-
gible	assets	(R36	698).		Fully	depreciated	assets	have	been	identified	which	are	still	in	use,	as	future	economic	benefits	and	
service	potential	associated	with	these	assets	still	flows	to	the	entity.	The	assumption	has	been	made	that	the	Commission	
will	derive	economic	benefit	from	the	assets	for	a	further	four	years.	This	restatement	resulted	in	decrease	of	net	liabilities	
of R166,615 in 31 March 2013 and R172,750 in 31 March 2012.

A	prior	period	error	was	made	to	correct	the	classification	of	performance	bonus	of	R305	885	from	an	accrual	to	provisions.	
The adjustment had no effect on total net liabilities.

27. Contingent Asset

These are amounts are not recognised in the Annual Financial Statements and are disclosed to enhance the fair presenta-
tion of the Annual Financial Statements.

The	Commission	has	since	2010	incurred	rental	expenses	relating	to	the	Midrand	office	and	has	paid		rental	costs	to	the	
landlord	JHI.	Simultaneously	the	Department	of	Public	Works	has	made	payment	relating	to	the	same	office	space	on	behalf	
of the Commission to JHI The Commission has subsequently requested that the landlord return the payments to the Com-
mission.

This matter is currently investigated by National Treasury and contingent asset has been disclosed as it is possible that 
economic	benefits	might	flow	to	the	entity	that	arises	from	past	events,	whose	existence	will	be	confirmed	only	by	the	
occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the entity.

The amount disclosed as a contingent asset was based on historical payments made by the Commission into the landlord’s 
banking account.

Nature of contingent asset

Midrand lease rental 3 054 127 2 945 299

28. Subsequent Events

Note	23	 to	 the	financial	 statements	 indicates	 that	 the	disclosure	on	 irregular	expenses	has	been	 revised.	Confirmation	
was	only	received	from	National	Treasury,	after	 the	financial	statements	were	 issued	on	31	May	2014,	 that	 the	 irregular	
expenditure of R1 290 200 was not condoned. This is considered a non-adjusting event and the loss will be recovered from 
person(s)	liable	or	written	off	as	bad	debt	in	the	next	financial	year	once	the	investigation	is	finalised,	as	required	by	TR	12.7	
and TR 11.4.
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7.1 Introduction

The Commission has succeeded in meeting almost all of its targets, but the one area where progress 
has been frustratingly slow is achieving an appropriate gender balance.

As previously explained the Commission operates in a knowledge-intensive domain and is critically 
dependent on its research talent. However, the challenge has been (and continues to be) the special-
ist nature of the skills required by the Commission, which means that (1) the pool from which these 
skills	 can	be	drawn	 is	 small;	 (2)	 the	 skills	 are	 in	great	demand;	 (3)	 competition	 for	 acquiring	 these	
skills	is	intense;	and	(4)	if	recruited,	retaining	these	skills	is	difficult.	This	is	further	compounded	by	the	
ever-decreasing resource envelope and the ever-increasing needs of the Commission, with the Com-
mission	often	being	unable	to	improve	on	the	financial	offers	that	other	entities	are	able	to	offer.	More	
importantly,	the	Commission	has	experienced	great	difficulty	in	identifying	qualified	female	candidates	
for research and managerial positions.

7.2. Oversight Statistics

7.2.1 Overview

The Financial and Fiscal Commission has utilised the 2013/14 reporting period to address implementa-
tion of aspects of the Human Resources Strategy and Policy that was aligned to the Commission’s 2009 
to 2014 Strategic Plan.

During the reporting period the Commission continued with the revision of the Commission’s Delivery 
Model	by	focusing	on	a	leaner,	more	specialised	research	and	support	structure	that	would	benefit	
from outsourced specialist and technical expertise. The Commission intends to use the new delivery 
model to optimise its human resource utilisation and to ensure effective delivery on its mandate. This 
will be achieved by reducing the number of non-core staff members (support staff or non Research 
and Recommendations Programme) through a process of natural attrition, refocusing the way in 
which research is done by drawing in specialised technical expertise rather than employing our own 
resources	 and	 finally	 to	 focus	 on	 the	 training	 and	 development	 of	 research	 staff	 to	 improve	 their	
capacity, including the managing of large research contracts An Organisational Risk Assessment and 
Implementation Plan, in line with the Commission’s Strategic objectives is being developed which will 
include	strategies	and	tactics	to	mitigate	identified	risks	going	forward.

In line with the new delivery model, capacity expansion was put on hold which resulted in the appoint-
ment of no new staff member over the reporting period.

The	Commission’s	Employment	Equity	Plan	has	identified	the	appointment	of	female	staff	at	the	Pro-
fessional (09 – 12) and Senior Management Services (13 – 16) Levels as a key equity target. The Plan 
targets	a	Male	/	Female	employee	ratio	of	60%	/	40%	for	both	these	occupational	categories.

During the 2013/14 reporting period this target was exceeded for all staff categories with a ratio of 
44.8%	Male	and	55.2%	Female	overall.	For	the	Professional	Occupational	Category	the	ration	was	at	
25.0%	Male	and	75.0%	Female	and	for	the	Non	Managerial	Category	the	ration	was	at	25.0%	Male	and	
75.0%	Female.	In	the	Senior	Management	Occupational	Category	the	ratio	was	88.9%	Male	and	11.1%	
Female.

For the SMS category, the Commission implemented a targeted selection strategy for future appoint-
ments	to	meet	the	gender	and	people	with	disabilities	ratio.	Posts	identified	in	the	revised	organisa-
tional structure and future recruitment strategy will provide an opportunity for this to be achieved 
although	this	was	found	to	be	very	difficult	in	the	past.

An Employment Equity report was submitted to the Department of Labour in October 2012 and the 
next report is due in October 2014.

The Commission reported two resignations during the 2013/14 reporting period. Recruitment for the 
replacement of the critical vacant positions commenced but will only be concluded in the 2014/15 
financial	year.
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During the reporting period the Commission Revised the Performance Management Policy based, in 
part, on the DPSA / National Treasury guidelines for Performance Management within the Public Sector, 
which ensured that two Touch Base Reviews were conducted in June and December 2013, Mid-term 
Performance Reviews were conducted September 2013 and in March 2014 the Annual Performance 
Evaluations, were completed for all members of staff.

The statistical tables and information that follows provides further data applicable to Commission 
Human	Resources	Management.	All	HR	information	published	can	be	verified	through	the	office	of	the	
Corporate Services Manager.

7.2.2 Expenditure 

Table 1 Personnel costs by salary bands, 2013/14

Salary Bands Personnel Expenditure % of Total Personnel 
Cost

Average Personnel Cost 
Per Employee

Salary levels 1–2 111 951 0.6% 111 951

Salary levels 3–5 647 575 3.6% 323 788

Salary levels 6–8 1 250 397 6.9% 208 400

Salary levels 9–12 7 816 750 43.5% 558 339

Salary levels 13–16 8 163 689 45.4% 907 077

Total 17 990 362 100% 620 357

Table 2 Salaries, Overtime and Medical Assistance by salary bands, 2013/14

Salary Bands Salaries Overtime Medical Assistance

Amount 
(R’000)

% of  
personnel 

cost

Amount 
(R’000)

% of  
personnel 

cost

Amount 
(R’000)

% of  
personnel 

cost

Salary levels 1–2 111 951 0.6% 0 0% 39 159 34.9%

Salary levels 3–5 647 575 3.6% 0 0% 119 790 18.5%

Salary levels 6–8 1 250 397 6.9% 0 0% 66 570 5.3%

Salary levels 9–12 7 816 750 43.5% 0 0% 733 619 9.4%

Salary levels 13–16 8 163 689 45.4% 0 0% 473 298 5.8%

Total 17 990 362 100% 0 0% 1 432 436 8.0%
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Table 3 Employment and Vacancies by Salary Bands, 31 March 2014

Salary Band Number of Posts Number of Posts 
Filled Vacancy Rate % Additional to the 

establishment

Salary levels 1–2 1 1 0 0

Salary levels 3–5 2 2 0 0

Salary levels 6–8 5 5 0 0

Salary levels 9–12 15 13 13.3% 2

Senior management 
(13–16) 9 9 0 0

Programme total 32 30 6.25% 2

7.2.3 Employment and Vacancies
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7.2.4. Job Evaluation

No Job Evaluation was conducted at the Commission for the reporting period 2013/2014.

Table 4 Employee Salary Level Exceeding the Grade Determined by Job Evaluation, 01 April 2013 to 
31 March 2014

Occupation Number of Employ-
ees Job Level Remuneration Level Reason for deviation

Program Manager 1 13 Between 13 – 14 Retention Strategy

Research Specialist 1 12 Between 12 - 13 Retention Strategy

Senior Researcher 2 12 Between 12 - 13 Retention Strategy

Researcher 1 11 Between 11 - 12 Retention Strategy

Facilities Manager 1 11 12
Post previously benchmarked 
against Private Sector rates

Procurement Officer 1 09 10
Post previously benchmarked 
against Private Sector rates

Financial Accountant 1 09 10
Post previously benchmarked 
against Private Sector rates

Personal Assistant 1 09 10
Post previously benchmarked 
against Private Sector rates

Reference Librarian 1 08 10
Post previously benchmarked 
against Private Sector rates

Driver/Office Assistant 1 05 08
Post previously benchmarked 
against Private Sector rates

Receptionist/Travel 
Desk 1 04 08

Post previously benchmarked 
against Private Sector rates

Housekeeper 1 01 02
Post previously benchmarked 
against Private Sector rates

Table 5 Profile of Employees: Salary Levels Exceeding the Grade Determined by 
Job Evaluation, 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Beneficiaries African Indian Coloured White Total

Female 4 0 2 2 8

Male 4 1 0 0 5

Total 10 1 2 2 15
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7.2.5 Employment Changes

Table 6 Annual Turnover Rates by Salary Bands for the Period 01 April 2013 to 
31 March 2014

Salary Bands
Number of employ-
ees per Level as at 

01 April 2013

Appointments and 
Transfers In

Terminations and 
Transfers Out Turnover Rate

Salary levels 1–2 1 0 0 0

Salary levels 3–5 2 0 0 0

Salary levels 6–8 5 1 1 0

Salary levels 9–12 14 0 1 -1

Senior management 
13–16

9 0 0 0

Total 31 1 2 -1

Table 7 Reasons Why Staff Are Leaving the Commission

Termination Type Number % of total turnover

Death 0 0

Resignation 2 100%

Expiry of Contract 0 0

Dismissal – organisational changes 0 0

Dismissal – misconduct 0 0

Dismissal	–	inefficiency 0 0

Discharge due to ill-health 0 0

Retirement 0 0

Other 0 0

Total 2 100%

Table 8 Promotions by Salary Band 

Salary Band Employees 
1-Apr-13

Promotions to 
another  

salary level

Salary Band promotions  
as a % of employees  

by salary level

Salary levels 1 - 2 1 0 0

Salary levels 3 - 5 2 0 0

Salary levels 6 - 8 5 0 0

Salary levels 9 - 12 14 0 0

Senior management (13 – 16) 9 0 0

Total 31 0 0
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7.2.6 Employment Equity

Table 9 Total number of employees (Commission Secretariat Staff) in each of the following Occupa-
tional Categories as at 31 March 2014:

Occupational 
Categories

Male Female

African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White TOTAL

Legislators, 
senior	officials	
and managers

6 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 9

Professionals 3 1 0 0 5 2 0 2 13

Technicians 
and associate 
professionals

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Clerks 1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 4

Service and 
sales workers

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Skilled agri-
cultural and 
fishery	workers

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Craft and 
related trades 
workers

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Plant and ma-
chine operators 
and assemblers

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Elementary oc-
cupations

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

TOTAL PER-
MANENT 10 2 0 1 9 3 0 2 27

Non-permanent 
employees21 

0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 3

TOTAL 10 2 0 2 11 3 0 2 30

Persons with 
disabilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

>>
21 Non-permanent 
employees include 
interns	and	fixed-term	
contracts
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Table 10 Total Number of Employees (Commission Secretariat Staff) per Occupational Level as at  
31 March 2014

Occupational 
Bands

Male Female

African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White TOTAL

Top manage-
ment

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Senior manage-
ment

6 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 9

Professionally 
qualified	and	
experienced 
specialists and 
mid-manage-
ment

3 1 0 0 2 2 0 0 8

Skilled technical 
and academi-
cally	qualified	
workers, junior 
management, 
supervisors, 
foremen and 
superintendents

0 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 5

Semi-skilled and 
discretionary 
decision making

1 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 4

Unskilled and 
defined	deci-
sion making

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Total perma-
nent 10 2 0 1 9 3 0 2 27

Non-permanent 
employees

0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 3

Total 10 2 0 2 11 3 0 2 30

Persons with 
disabilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 11 Recruitment for the Period 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Occupational 
Bands

Male Female

African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White TOTAL

Top manage-
ment

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Senior manage-
ment

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Professionally 
qualified	and	
experienced 
specialists and 
mid-manage-
ment

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Skilled technical 
and academi-
cally	qualified	
workers, junior 
management, 
supervisors, 
foremen and 
superinten-
dents

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Semi-skilled 
and discretion-
ary decision 
making

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unskilled and 
defined	deci-
sion making

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total perma-
nent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Non-permanent 
employees

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

Total 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
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Table 12 Promotions for the Period 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Occupational 
Bands

Male Female

African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White TOTAL

Top manage-
ment

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Senior manage-
ment

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Professionally 
qualified	and	
experienced 
specialists and 
mid-manage-
ment

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Skilled technical 
and academi-
cally	qualified	
workers, junior 
management, 
supervisors, 
foremen and 
superintendents

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Semi-skilled and 
discretionary 
decision making

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unskilled and 
defined	deci-
sion making

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total perma-
nent 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Non-permanent 
employees

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 13 Terminations for the Period 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Occupational 
Bands

Male Female

African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White TOTAL

Top  
management

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Senior  
management

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Professionally 
qualified	and	
experienced 
specialists and 
mid-manage-
ment

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Skilled technical 
and academi-
cally	qualified	
workers, junior 
management, 
supervisors, 
foremen and 
superinten-
dents

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Semi-skilled 
and discretion-
ary decision 
making

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unskilled and 
defined	 
decision  
making

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total  
permanent 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1

Non-permanent 
employees

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Total 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2

Table 14 Disciplinary Action for the Period 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Male Female

African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White TOTAL

Disciplinary 
action

0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3
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Table 15 Skills Development for the Period 01 April 2012 to 31 March 2014 

Occupational 
Categories

Male Female

African Coloured Indian White African Coloured Indian White TOTAL

Legislators, 
senior	officials	
and managers

6 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 8

Professionals 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 4

Technicians 
and associate 
professionals

0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 4

Clerks 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Service and 
sales workers

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Skilled agricul-
tural	and	fishery	
workers

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Craft and 
related trades 
workers

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Plant and ma-
chine operators 
and assemblers

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Elementary oc-
cupations

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total perma-
nent 8 2 0 1 3 1 0 2 17

Non-permanent 
employees

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

Total 8 2 0 1 4 1 0 2 18

Persons with 
disabilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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7.2.7 Performance Rewards

Table 16 Performance Rewards, by race, gender and disability, 01 April 2013 to 
31 March 2014

Table 17 Performance Reward by salary band for personnel below senior management service, 
01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Number of  
Beneficiaries

Total Number  
of Employees  

in Group

% of Total  
within Group

Cost
(R’000)

Average per 
Employee

African

Male 7 10 70.0% 218 872 31 267

Female 8 11 72.7% 123 896 15 487

Indian

Male 0 0 0 0 0

Female 0 0 0 0 0

Coloured

Male 2 2 100% 51 792 25 896

Female 2 3 66.7% 50 612 25 306

White

Male 0 2 0% 0 0

Female 2 2 100% 33 562 16 781

TOTAL 21 30 70.0% 478 734 22 797

Employees 
with disability 0 0 0 0 0

Salary Band Number of 
Beneficiaries

Number of 
Employees

% of Total 
within Group Cost Average Cost 

per Employee

Total Cost as %  
of Total Personnel  

Cost

Salary levels 1–2 1 1 100% 3 923 3 923 0.8%

Salary levels 3–5 2 2 100% 25 936 12 968 5.4%

Salary levels 6–8 2 5 40% 25 475 12 738 5.3%

Salary levels 9–12 11 13 84.6% 227 964 20 724 47.6%

Total 16 21 76.2% 283 298 17 706 59.2%

Table 18 Performance related rewards by salary band, for Senior Management Service: 
01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Salary Band Number of 
Beneficiaries

Number of 
Employees

% of Total 
within Group Cost Average Cost 

per Employee

Total Cost as %  
of Total Personnel  

Cost

Salary levels 13–16 5 9 55.6% 195 437 39 087 40.8%

Total 5 9 55.6% 195 437 39 087 40.8%
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7.2.8 Foreign Workers

There were no foreign workers by major occupation and salary band from 01 April 2013 to 31 March 
2014.

7.2.9 Leave Utilisation 

Table 19 Sick Leave 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Table 21 Annual Leave, 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Salary Band Total Days %  
Certification

# of Employ-
ees Using  
Sick Leave

% of Total Em-
ployees Using 

Sick Leave

Average Per 
Employee

Estimated 
Cost

Total Days 
with Medical 
Certification

Salary levels 1 – 2 1.5 100% 1 100% 1.5 596 1.5

Salary levels 3 – 5 19 100% 1 50% 9.5 21 841 19

Salary levels 6 – 8 23.5 60% 3 50% 3.9 27 215 14

Salary levels 9 - 12 61.5 67% 12 92.3% 4.7 131 195 41

Salary levels 13 - 16 54.5 75% 9 100% 6.1 185 540 41

Total 160 72.8% 26 83.9% 5.2 366 387 116.5

Salary Bands Total Days Taken Number of Employees 
in Grade Average Per Employee

Salary levels 1 – 2 25 1 25

Salary levels 3 - 5 46.5 2 23.2

Salary levels 6 - 8 96 6 16

Salary levels 9 - 12 306 13 23.5

Salary levels 13 - 16 190 9 21.1

Total 663.5 31 21.4

Table 20 Disability Leave (temporary and permanent), 01 April 2013 to 
31 March 2014

There was no disability leave for the period

Table 22 Leave Payouts for the Period 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Reason Total Amount
(R’000) Number of Employees Average Payment Per 

Employee (R’000)

Leave payout for 2013/14 
due to non-utilisation

- - -

Current leave payout on 
termination of service

- - -

Total - - -
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7.2.10 HIV/AIDS and Health Programmes

The Financial and Fiscal Commission has an HIV/Aids Policy that was introduced in 2002. This policy 
was reviewed in 2008/09 as part of the HR Policies and Procedures review and updating process.

The HIV/Aids Policy make a clear statement regarding the issue of discrimination and protection of 
employees who are HIV-positive or perceived to be HIV-positive.

With	regards	 to	risk	of	occupational	exposure,	no	specific	units	or	employee	categories	have	been	
identified	to	be	at	high	risk	of	contracting	HIV	and	related	diseases.

The 2009 to 2014 HR Strategy includes the implementation of staff HIV/Aids Awareness and Health 
Promotion	Programmes.	The	organisation	has	installed	a	first-aid	station	on	site,	and	two	officials	have	
been	trained	in	all	aspects	of	first-aid	support.	This	resource	covers	general	occupational	health	and	
safety issues, as well as HIV/Aids related support in the workplace.

The HR Strategy also includes the implementation of an Employee Assistance Programme to address 
broader issues related to employee well-being and health.
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Table 23 Collective Agreements, 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Table 24 Misconduct and Disciplinary Hearings Finalised, 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Total collective agreements None

Outcomes of Disciplinary  
Hearings Number % of Total

Correctional Counselling 0 0

Verbal Warning 2 66.7

Written Warning 0 0

Final Written Warning 1 33.3

Suspended without Pay 0 0

Fine 0 0

Demotion 0 0

Dismissal 0 0

Case withdrawn 0 0

Total 3 100

Table 25 Grievances lodged for the period 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Table 26 Disputes lodged with councils for the period 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Number of grievances lodged One

Number of disputes lodged None

Table 27 Strike action for the period 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Table 28 Precautionary suspensions for the period 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Strike actions for the period None

Precautionary suspensions for the period None

7.2.11 Labour Relations
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7.2.12 Skills Development

7.2.13 Injury on Duty

Table 29 Training provided 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014

Occupational 
Categories Gender

No. of Employees 
as at 

1-Apr-13
Learnerships

Skills pro-
grammes and 
other Short 

Courses

Other forms of 
Training Total

Legislators, senior 
officials	and	
managers

Female 1 0 0 0 0

Male 8 0 9 12 21

Professionals
Female 9 0 4 5 9

Male 5 0 2 2 4

Clerks
Female 6 2 3 0 5

Male 1 1 1 0 2

Elementary  
occupations

Female 1 0 0 0 0

Male 0 0 0 0 0

Total 31 3 19 19 41

Table 30 Injury on duty, 01 April 2013 to 31 March 2014 

Nature of Injury Number % of total

Required basic medical attention 
only

0 0

Temporary total disablement 0 0

Permanent disablement 0 0

Fatal 0 0

Total 0 0
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AGISA Auditor-General of South Africa

AIDS	 Acquired	Immune	Deficiency	Syndrome

ASD Alternative Service Delivery

BAU Business As Usual

CBO Community-Based Organisation

CGE Computable General Equilibrium

CMBS Constitutionally Mandated Basic Services

CoGTA Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs

CPI Consumer Price Index

CRO	 Chief	Risk	Officer

CWP Community Work Programme

DAFF Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries

DBSA Development Bank of Southern Africa

DCoG  Department of Cooperative Governance

DEA Department of Environmental Affairs

DHS Department of Human Settlements

DMA Disaster Management Act

DoHS Department of Human Settlements

DWA  Department Of Water Affairs 

ECD  Early Childhood Development

EMS  Emergency Medical Services

ENE Estimates of National Expenditure

EPWP Expanded Public Works Programme

ERM Enterprise Risk Management

EU European Union

FANRPAN Food, Agriculture and National Resources Policy Analysis Network 

FBS Free Basic Services 

FCA Full Cost Accounting

FEMIS Further Education Management Information System

FET Further Education and Training

FFC Financial and Fiscal Commission

GDP Gross Domestic Product

GEAR Growth Employment and Redistribution

GFIP Gauteng Freeway Improvement Project

GRAP Generally Recognised Accounting Practice

GRB  Gender-Responsive Budgeting

HDI Historically Disadvantaged IndividualsAB
BR

EV
IAT

IO
NS

 AN
D 

AC
RO

NY
MS
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HEMIS Higher Education Management Information System

HIV	 Human	Immunodeficiency	Virus

HR Human Resources

HSDG Human Settlements Development Grant

HSRCSA Human Sciences Research Council of South Africa

HVI Household Vulnerability Index

IAF Internal Audit Function

ICASA Independent Communications Authority of South Africa

ICT Information, Communication and Technology

IDP  Integrated Development Plan 

IGFR Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations

IMFO	 Institute	of	Municipal	Finance	Offices

INEP	 Integrated	National	Electrification	Programme

IRP Integrated Resource Plan

LED  Local Economic Development  

LES Local Equitable Share

LGFF Local Government Fiscal Framework

MBAPRMA Money Bills Amendment Procedure and Related Matters Act

MDB Municipal Demarcation Board

MDG Millennium Development Goals

MEC Member of Executive Committee

MFMA  Municipal Finance Management Act (Act 56 of 2003) 

MIG Municipal Infrastructure Grant

MISA Municipal Infrastructure Support Agency

MOU Memorandum of Understanding

MTBPS Medium Term Budget Policy Statement

MTEF     Medium Term Expenditure Framework

MYPD Multi-Year Price Determination Period

NDMC National Disaster Management Centres

NDMF National Disaster Management Framework

NDP National Development Plan

NGO Non-government Organisation

NGP New Growth Path

NHI National Health Insurance

NPC National Planning Commission

OD Organisational Development

OECD Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
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OSD	 Occupation	Specific	Dispensation

PES Provincial Equitable Share

PFMA Public Finance Management Act

PICC Presidential Infrastructure Coordinating Commission

PPP Public-Private Partnership

PSC Public Service Commission

REMCO Remuneration and Performance Review Committee

RePEc Research Papers in Economics

RHIG Rural Households Infrastructure Grant

SADC Southern African Development Community

SALGA South African Local Government Association

SANRAL South African National Roads Agency Limited

SARB South African Reserve Bank

SCM Supply Chain Management

SCOPA Standing Committee on Public Accounts

SETA Sector Education and Training Authority

SIP Strategic Integrated Project

SMME Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises

SSRN Social Sciences Research Network

STATSSA  Statistics South Africa

USDG Urban Settlements Development Grant

VAT Value-added Tax

WGBI World Government Bond Index
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Name BBBEE Status Value

Andrew Reschovsky N/A  48 112.40 

ASYST Intelligence 2  230 619.72 

Beetle Breeze Trading (Pty) Ltd 3  43 400.00 

Casewell Mthombeni 4  46 581.78 

 COR Concepts 4  36 440.00 

Council	for	Scientific	and	Industrial	Research	 4  431 771.00 

Ernst & Young Inc 2  61 560.00 

Galix Networking (PTY) LTD 1  407 644.50 

Health Systems Trust 6  50 581.70 

Human Science Research Council N/A  1 037 788.11 

i@Consulting 4  66 622.00 

ICAS Southern Africa 3  16 929.00 

Ismael Fofana N/A  137 000.00 

Kayamandi Development Services (Pty) Ltd 3  111 264.00 

Main Angle Publishing CC 4  967 864.29 

Modiro Pascal Moloi Consulting Yes  194 040.00 

MRT Business Entprises 3  390 303.90 

MTHA Project Management 3  271 760.93 

Nexus Technologies 4  178 496.64 

Nkonki Incorporated 2  528 686.40 

Phangwana Consulting and Training Services 
CC

3  53 352.00 

Rain Chartered Accountants 1  25 376.40 

Really Intelligent Corporation 4  1 290 200.02 

SE Makhubu and Associates 3  213 714.00 

Softline VIP 8  167 126.78 

Vizual Property Care 2  27 693.16 

Write to the Point 4  309 861.05 

Annexure B: Utilisation of Consultants 1 April 2013 to 31 March 2014
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Annexure C: Commission Submission on 2013 Medium Term Budget Policy 
Statement (MTBPS)

1. Background

1.1. This Submission on the 2013 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS) is made in terms 
of Section 4 (4c) of the Money Bills Amendment Procedure and Related Matters Act of 2009, which 
requires Committees of Parliament to consider recommendations by the Financial and Fiscal Com-
mission (the Commission) when dealing with money bills and related matters. The Submission is also 
made in terms of Part 1 (3) {1} of the Financial and Fiscal Commission Act of 2003 as amended, which 
provides for the Commission to act as a consultative body for, and to make recommendations to, 
organs	 of	 state	 in	 the	 national,	 provincial	 and	 local	 spheres	 of	 government	 on	 financial	 and	 fiscal	
matters.

1.2. The 2013 MTBPS is divided into four chapters which cover the following areas:

•	 Chapter 1: Securing Inclusive Growth

•	 Chapter 2: Economic Outlook

•	 Chapter 3: Fiscal Policy and Trends

•	 Chapter 4: Medium Term Expenditure Framework and Division of Revenue

1.3.	The	Commission	assesses	the	2013	MTBPS	against	the	need	for	medium	term	fiscal	responses	
to the long term development goals as envisaged by the National Development Plan (NDP). It is 
also	 important	for	the	country’s	fiscal	policy	to	be	sustainable	while	simultaneously	stimulating	the	
economy in the short and long term. With this in mind, the Commission’s submission addresses: (i) 
the	medium	 to	 long	 term	fiscal	 challenges	 that	need	 to	be	considered	 towards	attaining	 the	2030	
vision	(ii)	the	economic	outlook	and	current	fiscal	strategy	(iii)	the	current	risks	to	the	fiscal	strategy	(iv)	
the	medium	term	fiscal	strategy	designed	to	meet	long	term	goals	(v)	the	fiscal	frameworks	and	the	
proposed division of revenue (vi) the medium term spending priorities and (vii) a review of the of actual 
spending and adjustment estimates.

1.4. Overall, Government has done a commendable job in signaling through the MTBPS its intent and 
commitment to implement the National Development Plan (NDP). Given that the country is rapidly 
urbanising and that the level of poverty, inequality and shortfalls in Millennium Development Goal 
(MDG) realisation in health remain large, an ambitious policy strategy for growth is a prerequisite if 
the country is to move further on its transition to attaining the 2030 Vision. Such a strategy must be 
predicated	on	a	scaling	up	of	the	rate	of	investment,	high	efficiency	in	the	use	of	investment	resources,	
and a focus on the key areas of infrastructure that are necessary to meet the economic growth, em-
ployment, poverty and inequality reduction targets as established. The government is looking towards 
infrastructural	investment	(forming	a	substantial	part	of	gross	fixed	capital	formation)	as	the	principal	
driver of whatever upturn in economic growth is anticipated. Infrastructural investment programmes 
form part of the NDP which should go some way towards overcoming the dearth of investment by the 
private	sector.	The	corollary	to	the	relatively	high	growth	in	gross	fixed	capital	formation	forecast	by	
the	government	is	that	the	current	account	deficit	is	forecast	to	remain	at	levels	above	6%	of	Gross	
Domestic Product (GDP). The Commission hopes that the work of the Presidency and National Treasury 
on the medium term strategic framework, which will culminate in the tabling of the 2014/15 budget, 
will provide greater detail on what the next three years will contribute in terms of progress towards 
the 2030 Vision. At the very least a list of NDP milestones that will be achieved by the end of 2016/17 
would be useful in order to gauge progress towards attaining the NDP and hence enhancing alignment 
of the intergovernmental budgeting system with the NDP.

2. Macroeconomic and Fiscal Outlook Underpinning 2013 MTBPS

2.1. General economic outlook. The 2013 MTBPS is formulated against the backdrop of an economy 
that remains vulnerable to slow global recovery and to domestic factors such as the recent labour 
unrest.	GDP	growth	has	been	revised	downwards	to	2.1%	for	this	year	from	2.7%	as	at	the	time	of	the	AN
NE
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February	2013	Budget,	to	3.0%	for	next	year	from	3.5%	at	the	time	of	the	Budget	and	as	much	as	4.2%	
at the time of last year’s (2012) Budget. Downward revisions do not end here. The budgeted growth for 
2015	is	now	forecasted	to	be	just	3.2%,	from	3.8%	in	the	February	Budget	and	4.1%	at	the	time	of	last	
year’s	2012	MTBPS.	Finally,	for	the	first	time	a	forecast	has	been	included	in	the	rolling	medium	term	
expenditure	framework	(MTEF)	for	2016,	at	3.5%.	

2.2.	 These	 downward	 projections	 on	 the	 economic	 outlook	 confirm	 the	 Commission’s	 projections	
undertaken	 in	2009.	The	Commission	had	simulated	the	 impact	of	 the	global	financial	crisis	on	the	
domestic economy under three scenarios: business as usual (BAU)22, moderate23 and severe24 

(see Figure 1).The Commission had noted that South Africa’s GDP would not recover to the 
BAU levels without positive shocks (such as increased factor productivity or favourable 
world commodity prices) and deliberate interventions (such as expansionary fiscal and 
monetary policies) to counteract the protracted negative impacts of the world economic 
crisis. This	pessimistic	scenario	is	unfortunately	being	confirmed	by	such	growth	projections,	which	is	
being exacerbated by domestic and international pressures. 

BAU Moderate Severe

Figure 1: Evolution of real GDP in BAU, moderate and severe scenarios

Source: Commission’s 
calculations

2.3.	These	downward	revisions	 imply	 that	by	2015/16,	GDP	 is	now	forecast	 to	be	-2.8%	 lower	 than	
had been projected at the time of the February 2013 Budget. Since GDP is the denominator in key 
economic	indicators	such	as	the	budget	deficit	or	public	debt	to	GDP	ratios,	the	lower	GDP	statisti-
cally tends to push up the relevant ratios, usually in a way that can be interpreted negatively without 
recognition that part of the increase is simply a function of dividing by a smaller base.

2.4. Fiscal consolidation. The Government’s position on fiscal consolidation is in line with 
the Commission’s submission for 2014/15 Division of Revenue (DoR) which emphasised the 
need for South Africa to continue on a path of gradual fiscal consolidation. Renewed de-
celerating global economic growth presents substantial uncertainties and downside risks 
to the South African economy. In light of the downward revisions to growth forecasts and the 
associated	 revenue	growth	 forecasts	 it	 is	 somewhat	 surprising	 that	 the	associated	budget	deficits	
were	not	 raised	particularly	dramatically.	 Indeed,	 the	budget	deficit	 for	 the	2013/14	fiscal	year	was	
left	unchanged,	at	-4.2%	of	GDP.	However,	even	the	 increased	budget	deficits	 for	2014/15,	of	 -4.1%	
of	GDP,	up	 from	-3.9%	of	GDP	 in	 the	February	Budget	and	 for	2015/16,	of	 -3.8%	of	GDP,	compared	
with	just	-3.1%	of	GDP	in	the	February	Budget,	represented	smaller	increases	than	might	otherwise	
have	been	anticipated.	To	the	extent	that	the	deficits	might	not	be	quite	as	high	as	many	might	have	
feared, this should be seen as a positive indicator working against the possibility of further credit rating 
downgrades.

<<
22 Business as usual, in 
macroeconomic terms, in 
the context of this submis-
sion, is the natural trend of 
the economy and economic 
policy.
23 The moderate scenario is 
consistent with the view that 
growth begins to pick up, 
albeit moderately, from the 
end of 2009 onwards.
24 A severe scenario reflects 
a protracted slow global 
growth era and implies tight 
public budgets for some time 
to come.
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2.5. Figure 2 shows the real growth rates of the consolidated budget25 over the medium term. From the 
figure,	it	is	apparent	that	government	expects	tax	revenues	to	increase.	Government	is	relying	on	strict	
expenditure	restraint	decisions	to	support	the	decrease	in	the	fiscal	deficit.	It	is	important	to	balance	
the	financing	needs	to	implement	the	NDP	with	the	goal	of	budget	consolidation.	In	this	regard,	real	
non-interest	expenditure	is	budgeted	to	grow	by	just	2.2%	per	annum	over	the	next	three	years.	This	
is	a	decrease	relative	to	the	comparable	2.3%	figure	used	in	the	2013	Budget	and	a	2.9%	growth	figure	
assumed	in	last	year’s	2012	Budget.	The	fact	that	the	real	increase	in	government	expenditure	(2.2%)	
is	greater	than	GDP	growth	(2.1%)	indicates	a	degree	of	fiscal	support	in	stimulating	the	economy.	The	
primary	budget	deficit	decreases	to	–R41	billion	in	2014/15	from	–R37.9	billion	projected	in	2013/14.	

Figure 2: Real growth rate in consolidated budget over the medium term

Source: MTBPS 2013, Commission’s calculations.

2.6.	The	thrust	of	fiscal	discipline	is	centred	on	a	significant	reduction	in	the	growth	of	compensation	
of	 public	 sector	 employees.	 Such	 growth	 is	 set	 at	 6.5%,	 6.8%	 and	 6.9%	 in	 each	 of	 the	 next	 three	
fiscal	years,	following	a	10.0%	projected	increase	in	the	current	2013/14	fiscal	year.	The	fact	that	the	
public	sector	remuneration	bill	is	set	to	decline	in	this	way	is	reflected	in	the	decline	in	the	growth	of	
government employment over the past year, which in turn has been one of the important contributors 
towards lower growth in unsecured lending that has impacted negatively on growth of consumer 
spending. 

2.7.	The	 largest	 area	 of	 expenditure	 growth	 is	 unemployment	 and	 social	 security,	 at	 13.8%.	 Social	
grants	are	anticipated	to	rise	in	line	with	inflation	as	well	as	numbers	of	beneficiaries.	The	Commis-
sion supports the growth in social security expenditures, which is in line with the Commission’s rec-
ommendations for the 2014/15 DoR. The Commission found that increased social assistance has a 
significant	impact	in	eradicating	poverty	while	indirectly	supporting	long	term	economic	growth.	It	is	
also	possible	 that	 the	proposed	employment	 incentive	scheme	for	first-time	 jobseekers	 forms	part	
of the high growth envisaged in such expenditure. On the whole, growth in expenditure is forecast to 
accelerate	slightly	over	the	three-year	period	2013/14	to	2016/17,	to	8.7%	per	annum,	from	the	8.1%	
figure	forecast	in	the	February	Budget.	It	will	also	be	observed	that	growth	in	economic	infrastructure,	
at	7.9%	per	annum	and	 in	housing	and	social	amenities,	of	8.4%,	are	 the	other	areas	of	growth	 in	
expenditure that exceed the average. This supports the view that government intends to focus on 
infrastructural investment.

2.8. Debt sustainability. The imperative on the government to restrict the growth in its public debt is 
gleaned from the fact that the interest bill on public debt is set to be the second-largest growth area of 
expenditure	over	the	next	three	years,	at	10.4%	per	annum.	It	can	be	observed	that	the	ratio	of	public	
debt	to	GDP	is	set	to	rise	to	47.7%	by	2016/17,	up	from	42.5%	in	the	2012/13	fiscal	year.	There	can	be	no	
doubt	that	the	upward	revision	of	budget	deficits	from	2014/15	onwards	represents	one	of	the	reasons	

>>
25 The consolidated budget 
refers to all revenues and 
spending commitments of 
all levels of government, 
including social security 
funds and selected public 
entities including transfers 
to municipalities busi-
nesses or other entities.
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why	the	budgeted	public	debt	to	GDP	ratio	for	2015/16,	for	example,	is	now	set	at	47.3%,	compared	
with	44.6%	at	the	time	of	the	February	Budget.	Such	figures	are	still	below	the	peak	public	debt	to	GDP	
ratio	of	more	than	48%	seen	in	1998/99,	but	might	be	seen	as	an	uncomfortably	high	level	of	public	
indebtedness.	Fortunately,	only	a	minor	portion	 (falling	 from	8.5%	of	gross	 loan	debt	 in	2013/14	 to	
7.5%	in	2014/15	and	7.1%	in	2015/16)	of	this	is	designated	as	foreign	debt.	As	a	result,	any	deprecia-
tion in the Rand’s exchange rate would not increase the Rand value of government debt enormously. 
This	 is	a	point	of	stability	 in	the	fiscal	structure	of	the	South	African	economy.	Nonetheless,	 it	does	
leave the domestic economy exposed to a turnaround in international sentiment towards emerging 
markets	that	might	see	capital	inflows	into	domestic	bonds	slowing	at	some	stage.	The	Rand	would	risk	
depreciating	substantially	in	such	an	eventuality,	with	a	resumption	of	significant	increases	in	interest	
rates which in turn stand to harm economic activity in the longer term. Generally, the Commission is of 
the view that current levels of debt remain sustainable. The Commission also supports Government’s 
intention	of	not	incurring	additional	debt	financing.	

2.9. Risks to economic and fiscal outlook

1. Public Sector Wage Bill Pressures: Government has taken steps to ensure that expenditure is 
contained	over	the	medium	term	to	support	its	efforts	for	fiscal	consolidation.	One	of	the	avenues	
to contain expenditure growth without compromising growth is the public sector wage bill. Public 
sector	wages	continue	to	grow	above	inflation	over	the	medium	term,	albeit	at	a	slower	rate.	In	
general,	the	Commission	welcomes	these	developments	and	also	the	firmer	stance	taken	by	gov-
ernment in enforcing discipline in the hiring of new employees and to maintain staff levels over 
the medium term as they are in line with the Commission’s recommendations for the 2014/15 
DoR. However, it remains important that government productivity and service delivery remains 
the core of its recruitment policy such that frontline staff core to service delivery are prioritised 
over general administrative positions. The size and sustainability of the public sector wage bill 
would continue to be a concern if core service delivery employment were not prioritised during 
this period.  

2. Persistent	 under	 spending:	As	mentioned,	 government’s	move	 towards	 fiscal	 consolidation	 is	
balanced	with	a	mildly	expansionary	fiscal	policy	stance.	However,	for	government	expenditure	
to play a stimulatory role in the short run while ensuring that the long term goals, as envisaged 
in	the	NDP,	are	realised,	government	is	required	to	spend	effectively	and	efficiently.	However,	all	
three spheres of government are expected to generate unspent balances amounting R3.14 billion 
in 2012/13. Continued under spending can jeopardise the attainment of short and long term pri-
orities especially since under spending tends to relate to capital spending which undermines an 
infrastructure-led growth strategy.

3. The Negative Current Account Balance: South African remains a net importer of goods and 
services.	The	current	account	deficit	is	projected	at	6.5%	of	GDP	in	2013,	6.4%	in	2014,	6.2%	in	
2015	 and	 6.1%	 in	 2016.	 In	 this	 regard,	 the	 Commission	 supports	 the	 increased	 diversification	
of South Africa’s trading partners, with more focus on emerging economies such as China and 
India through the BRICS initiatives. However, it is important to maintain South Africa’s traditional 
trading partners in the form of the European Union, particularly with the improved economic 
performance	of	 industrialised	nations,	while	the	diversification	of	exports	remains	important	to	
ensure the economy is less susceptible to changes in commodity prices. 

4. Robustness of global growth and domestic responses: The country’s capacity for mobilising the 
fiscal	resources	required	to	implement	its	public	investment	program	(and	equally	the	prospect	
for the private sector to also achieve the targeted growth in its investment share) will be strongly 
influenced	by	the	pace	and	structure	of	global	growth.	Given	the	dependence	on	these	external	
resources,	a	slower	global	growth	would	probably	be	reflected	in	slower	South	African	growth,	
lower	 fiscal	 revenues	 and	 the	need	 for	 a	 smaller	 budgetary	 envelope.	The	 state	 of	 the	 global	
economy	is	thus	an	important	determining	factor	on	the	local	fiscal	position.	One	of	the	major	
challenges facing South Africa is the concern around the relationship between government, 
labour and the private sector. The crux of the 2013 MTBPS and the success in maintaining the 
fiscal	 position	 going	 forward	 rests	 on	 the	 strength	 of	 the	 continued	 cohesion	 between	 these	
parties. In this regard, government should continue to play an active facilitative role in supporting 
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interaction between all sectors of society and ensuring that the expectations of all parties are 
realistic and well informed. The breakdown of this relationship remains a serious potential risk to 
South	Africa’s	fiscal	position

3. Assessment of How 2013 MTBPS responds to Medium to Long Run Challenges

3.1.	South	Africa’s	NDP	Vision	for	2030	clearly	articulates	that	fiscal	policy	would	be	expected	to	play	
a	central	role	 in	 influencing	the	pace	at	which	the	economy	will	grow	and	its	capacity	to	deal	with	
the key challenges that will arise over the next several decades. Domestic policy challenges include 
poor education and health outcomes, challenges of coping with rapid urbanisation, infrastructure 
capacity weaknesses coupled with inadequate investment levels and household and spatial inequali-
ties. External challenges include immigration and an uncertain global economic environment. All these 
uncertainties	 raise	 the	 question	 of	whether	 fiscal	 policy,	 to	 be	 robust	 under	 alternative	 scenarios,	
should be more conservatively managed, particularly with respect to the level of non-concessional 
borrowing26	that	would	be	appropriate	in	financing	the	investment	program	(or	more	pointedly,	in	the	
level	of	any	fiscal	debt	anchor	 that	might	be	considered	 in	managing	fiscal	policy).	They	also	 raise	
questions as to the core investment programme which would appear appropriate, given the uncer-
tainty as to which scenario might eventuate.

3.2. Fiscal policy will not only affect macroeconomic stability, but also whether the country can transi-
tion to a higher economic growth path, reduce its high poverty rate, and address its substantial income, 
asset, and regional inequalities. This is the link to MTBPS and NDP in ensuring that the medium term 
fiscal	strategy	 is	conducive	 in	supporting	the	country’s	 long	term	strategy	as	envisaged	 in	the	NDP.	
Given	the	need	to	balance	medium	term	challenges	with	long	term	development,	fiscal	policy	has	an	
important role to play in managing the demand side of the economy while ensuring sustained govern-
ment investment in the supply side, particular on human and economic capacity. However, there are 
several domestic challenges that need to be considered that is likely to effect the attainment of these 
goals.

3.3. Domestic Challenges

1. Infrastructure. Government plays a pivotal role in investing in economic infrastructure necessary 
to foster private investment and increase and sustain the long term growth capacity of the 
economy. However, the inadequacy of existing infrastructure, particularly with respect to port 
facilities, roads, rail, energy, water and sanitation acts hampers the country’s long run growth 
potential. As discussed below, the 2013 MTBPS highlights an important role for government and 
State	Owned	Companies	in	supplying	such	economic	infrastructure.	In	addition,	the	fiscal	policy	
stance proposes greater capital investment in the economy. As per South Africa’s intergovern-
mental	 fiscal	 system,	 investment	 in	new	and	existing	 infrastructure	 lies	with	all	 three	 spheres	
of government. However, poor performance in infrastructure development and asset care is a 
challenge that cuts across all three spheres of government and can compromise the long run 
growth potential of the economy. In this regard, government should explore alternative approach-
es in investing in new and existing infrastructure, including the use of Public Private Partnerships 
(PPPs). Ultimately, however the Commission is of the view that the President’s Infrastructure Co-
ordinating Committee (PICC) which was established in order to fast-track infrastructure develop-
ment should assume the leadership in determining the appropriate implementation mechanisms 
to ensure rapid roll out of infrastructure. The enabling legislation for PICC should be fast tracked 
so that it becomes fully operational.

2. Mobilising	 finances.	 Building	 from	 the	 point	 above,	 the	 2013	MTBPS	 highlights	 the	 tight	 fiscal	
framework	in	which	government	needs	to	draw	sufficient	revenues	to	finance	its	infrastructure	
needs.	Government	 is	 required	 to	ensure	 its	 long	 run	fiscal	sustainability	while	simultaneously	
supporting the economy in the short term. The buoyancy of tax revenues continues to be an issue 
of concern, particularly in the currently depressed economic environment. In addition, Table 1 
confirms	that	the	tax	buoyancy27 is becoming a concern. The table shows the tax revenues to GDP 
ratio and indicates a progressive decline in the buoyancy ratio. A ratio above 1 indicates a greater 
than	1%	increase	in	tax	revenues	for	a	1%	increase	in	GDP.	From	the	1990s	onwards,	this	ratio	
decreased to below 1, indicating that revenue generation is less sensitive to economic growth. 
This is a concern in that increased economic growth will not lead to a concomitant increase 

>>
26 Non-concessional 
borrowing refers to a 
market-rate loan whereas 
concessional borrowing 
refers to a loan that is 
extended on more generous 
terms (for example, lower 
interest rates). 
27 Tax buoyancy is a measure 
of how rapidly the actual 
revenue from a tax rises as 
the tax base rises.
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in	government	 revenues.	 It	 is	clear	 that	generating	 the	 required	financing	 for	a	higher	 level	of	
investment	will	be	a	further	challenge.	A	sound	fiscal	policy	will	constrain	how	much	can	directly	
be provided from the budget, leading to the acknowledged need to rely on the private sector, 
domestic	and	external,	for	the	remaining	financing.	Therefore,	it	is	also	important	that	government	
continues to create an environment that attracts and fosters greater investment from the private 
sector. The Commission is aware of the Tax Review Committee that Government has set up and 
looks forward to continue engaging Government through this Committee on the issues noted 
here.

Table 1. Tax revenues to GDP ratio (1971 – 2011)

Fiscal Years Average Ratio

1971/72 - 1980/81 1.2

1981/82 - 1990/91 1.36

1991/92 - 2000/01 0.99

2001/02 - 2010/11 0.97

Source: 2012 Tax Statistics

3. Human capacity. Structural unemployment, skills constraints and a workforce impacted by poor 
health standards continue to be a serious problem in the country. The performance of South Africa’s 
educational system is a long standing source of concern in relation to long term growth potential. The 
extent of the challenge is emphasised by statistics on very high youth unemployment28. Weaknesses 
in	the	health	system	are	reflected	by	high	infant	and	maternal	mortality	rates29, both of which pose a 
heavy	burden	on	the	system.	Coupled	with	this,	the	AIDS	epidemic	has	cost	South	Africa	significant	
losses. Many countries’ success in realising high growth rates has been derived from the ability to 
productively employ the rising share of the working-age population. According to the 2013/14 Global 
Competitiveness Report30, the health of South Africa’s workforce is ranked 133rd out of a total of 148 
economies included in the report. This poor ranking is directly attributed to the high level of com-
municable diseases but also the generally poor state of South Africa’s health indicators. The ranking 
of South Africa’s educational system fares worse – 146th out of the 148 total countries assessed. 
Therefore, strengthening the quality and exploiting the productive use of South Africa’s human capital, 
must remain a high policy priority. The 2013 MTBPS, as has been the priority since the democracy, 
has prioritised expenditure on education and health. This supports the view that government intends 
to focus on human capital development in line with the objectives of the NDP. It is important that 
such	resources	are	used	effectively	and	efficiently	to	ensure	that	education	and	health	outcomes	are	
improved. The achievement of improved education and health outcomes, whilst national priority areas, 
are implemented at the provincial level. As such the ability of provinces to improve effectiveness of 
service delivery in accordance with NDP goals is critical. 

4. Governance Issues. This issue of governance remains an obstacle to South Africa fully exploiting 
its growth potential31. Effectively implementing government policy requires sound institutions under-
pinned by a competent civil service. Unfortunately, along with a poor rating in the Global Competitive-
ness Report, South Africa also fares poorly relative to numerous other countries on the issue of cor-
ruption32	and	general	inefficient	or	unproductive	government	expenditures.	The	Commission	is	aware	
of progress that might assist in the detection of corruption, for example the recent establishment of 
the	Chief	Procurement	Officer,	and	the	Public	Administration	Management	Bill,	which	will	effectively	
criminalise the non-disclosure of interests by civil servants (previously non-disclosure was merely 
seen	as	misconduct).	Table	2	highlights	the	concern	of	potentially	rising	inefficiency	and	unproductive	
expenditure levels by illustrating the growth of fruitless and wasteful expenditure detected by the 
Auditor-General	across	all	three	spheres	of	government	between	the	2008/09	and	2011/12	financial	
years. Over the period, over R5 billion of expenditure by the three spheres of government was consid-

<<
28 According to Stats SA data, 
the median unemployment 
rate is 42% for people aged 
between 15 and 34 years old. 
However, the youth unem-
ployment is higher than 50% 
in some areas.
29 UNAIDS data indicates that 
South Africa has a maternal 
mortality ratio of 310 deaths 
per 100 000 live births and an 
under-five mortality rate of 56 
deaths per 1 000 live births - 
50% of maternal deaths and 
40% of under-five deaths are 
as a result of HIV infection.
30 World Economic Forum. 
2013. The Global Competi-
tiveness Report, 2013-14. 
31 According to the 2013 
Ibrahim Index, which 
conducts annual assess-
ments of governance in 
African countries, South 
Africa is ranked fifth which 
reflects a decline since the 
data was first collected in 
2000.
32 South Africa ranks 69th in 
Transparency International’s 
Corruption Perception Index, 
2012 (see www.transparency.
org).
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ered	fruitless	and	wasteful.	This	gives	a	slight	indication	of	the	level	of	inefficiencies	currently	inherent	
in the public sector. Given that audits are undertaken on a sample basis, the amount cited above 
is probably an understatement of actual unproductive expenditures.  Based on the aforementioned, 
the attempts by Government (as noted in the 2013 MTBPS) to increase its credibility through a wide 
ranging	set	of	measures	aimed	at	 limiting	excessive	expenditure	by	officials	within	government,	 is	
welcomed. Although the amount of money set to be saved through such measures may be relatively 
small compared with the overall expenditure, it does nonetheless send a very strong message of com-
mitment	to	fiscal	discipline	and	has	to	be	greatly	welcomed.	It	should	be	noted	that	whilst	national	gov-
ernment has put in place a variety of measures to improve governance and limit scope for corruption, 
the responsibility and accountability for ensuring adherence to these frameworks lies with provincial 
treasuries	and	accounting	officers	of	departments	and	municipalities.	To	 this	end,	 the	Commission	
notes the persisting need to strengthen accountability and create consequences for wilful looting of 
public resources.

Table 2. Fruitless and Wasteful Expenditure by Sphere of Government 

Financial Year Fruitless and Wasteful Expenditure

R’000 Local Government Provincial 
Departments

National 
Departments

Total

2008/09 128 000 262 000 90 500 480 500

2009/10 209 000 189 000 143 600 541 600

2010/11 248 000 850 000 593 000 1 691 000

2011/12 568 000 986 150 806 850 2 361 000

Total 1 153 000 2 287 150 1 633 950 5 074 100

Source Auditor General and Commission Calculations.

5. Poverty and Inequality. Despite the progress made in reducing poverty incidence and disparity, South 
Africa	still	faces	high	income	and	asset	inequality	as	well	as	significant	regional	inequality	in	incomes	
and assets. Such social issues compromise the long term economic growth potential of the country 
and it is thus pivotal that such social problems are aggressively engaged. While rapid growth over the 
next two decades would do much to reduce absolute poverty levels, the number of absolute poor33 
will	still	remain	substantial.	Together	with	continued	high	inequality,	this	would	constitute	a	significant	
drag, in political economy terms, on South Africa’s ability to obtain popular support for an ambitious 
resource mobilisation and savings effort. Certainly, unless addressed, income inequality will constrain 
growth in the country, dampen the scope for poverty reduction and create an environment for social 
and political unrest. The 2013 MTBPS highlights the need to maintain roll out of social assistance to 
qualifying individuals and households to continue the poverty eradication strategy and reduce income 
inequality. Government’s Free Basic Services Policy, which entitles indigent households to a minimum 
level of basic services (water, sanitation, electricity) is an important component to the poverty eradica-
tion strategy. Government is making progress in rolling out access to basic services. However, the 
quality and sustainability of these services, in the light of poorly maintained infrastructure, is cause for 
concern and can hinder attempts at eradicating poverty.

3.4. Domestic Challenges Going Forward

1. The rapid rate of urbanisation: The rapid rate of urbanisation means municipalities and provinces 
will have to invest in urban infrastructure (e.g., housing, water, sewage, transport, schools and 
health facilities) to accommodate a virtual doubling of their populations. Such urban infrastructure 
investments are likely to have diminishing marginal productivity gains as most of it would be social 
infrastructure eradicating growing backlogs, further constraining the prospects for achieving the 
high	efficiency	level	required	to	realise	a	5.4%	annual	growth	rate	up	to	2030.	The	challenges	with	
respect to implementation of infrastructure and asset care, particularly at the local level, have 

>>
33 Absolute poverty is a level 
of poverty as defined in terms 
of the minimal requirements 
necessary to afford minimal 
standards of food, clothing, 
health care and shelter. The 
intuition behind an absolute 
measure is that mere survival 
takes essentially the same 
amount of resources across 
the world and that everybody 
should be subject to the 
same standards if meaning-
ful comparisons of policies 
and progress are to be made. 
Measuring poverty by an 
absolute threshold has the 
advantage of applying the 
same standard across different 
locations and time periods: 
it makes comparisons easier. 
On the other hand, it suffers 
from the disadvantage that any 
absolute poverty threshold is 
to some extent arbitrary; the 
amount of wealth required for 
survival is not the same in all 
places and time periods.
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been alluded to above. Should the current spending levels and lack of adequate maintenance 
and	rehabilitation	practices	continue,	within	the	next	five	years,	the	bulk	of	water	and	electricity	
infrastructure will deteriorate to a level that will compromise sustained service delivery. The Com-
mission notes government’s efforts in the 2013 MTBPS aimed at promoting better land use and 
establishment of more compact cities, in alignment with the NDP. The urban settlements develop-
ment grant and the integrated cities development grant are evidence of this. The Commission 
notes,	particularly	with	respect	to	the	urban	settlements	grant,	that	explicit	outputs	are	difficult	
to ascertain. As per the Division of Revenue Act of 2013, metropolitan municipalities report on 
this grant against their entire capital budgets and subsequent infrastructure development that 
can obscure actual outcomes of the grant. Given the magnitude of the grant and its strategic 
importance, this is a cause for concern.

2. The pressures for job creation: The NDP target around job creation is 5 million jobs within the next 
decade and an additional 11 million jobs created by 2030. Whilst the Commission acknowledges 
that the public sector cannot be solely responsible for employment, government expenditure 
policies will need to be sensitive to the job creation possibilities associated with the realisation 
of the government’s expenditure programme. Government has maintained focus on job creation 
as a key priority in the 2013 MTBPS. The largest area of expenditure growth is unemployment and 
social	security,	at	13.8%.	The	employment	 incentive	scheme	for	first-time	 jobseekers	 is	a	 likely	
part of the high growth envisaged in such expenditure. The Commission welcomes the proposals 
to introduce employment tax incentives to improve employment in the medium term while ac-
knowledging that need for continued investment and improved outcomes in the education. Its 
success however will depend ultimately on the ability and willingness to substitute labour for 
capital in the production process as well as the amounts dedicated to the subsidy. Government 
also makes provision for other job creation initiatives such as expanded works programme (EPWP) 
and community work programme (CWP). Through its coordination of the EPWP, the Department of 
Public Works aims to create 3.7 million work opportunities by the end of 2016. In addition, it also 
makes provision to support the work of the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation and Arbitra-
tion in preparation for amendments to labour legislation. 

3. Technological advancement: Technological advancements have large impacts on local productiv-
ity levels and can potentially have larger impacts on economic growth. In recent years, Govern-
ment has continued its investment in local research and innovation with such policies crystal-
lised in the Industrial Policy Action Plan II (IPAP2) and the New Growth Path (NGP). Although local 
innovation remains pivotal for long term economic growth, the importation of ideas and new 
technologies is also an avenue for technological advancement to ensure South Africa remains 
dynamically	efficient	going	forward.	The	Commission	is	pleased	to	note	the	R374	million	allocation	
in respect of broadband connectivity in public schools. This resonates with recommendations 
around	the	need	for	improved	financing	of	e-education	as	motivated	for	in	the	FFC’s	Submission	
on the 2013/14 DoR. It should be noted however, that one of the key challenges for South Africa 
is balancing the need for economic growth that is labour intensive (job creating growth) with 
technological advancement.

4. The looming costs of climate change: The coastal provinces and municipalities will need an al-
leviation plan. There are also drought threats for inland areas. Addressing the potential deleterious 
effects	on	agricultural	productivity	will	require	a	combination	of	intensified	investment	in	water-
control	systems	that	promote	enhanced	efficiency	in	the	use	of	water	resources;	a	further	shift	
in the role of non-agricultural outputs and new R&D efforts at promoting agricultural techniques 
robust to drought and uncertain precipitation conditions.

4. State Owned Companies

4.1. State Owned Companies. The 2013 MTBPS acknowledges that one of the risks to South Africa’s 
fiscal	path	is	the	balance	sheets	of	state	owned	companies	(SOCs).	SOCs	are	expected	to	borrow	on	
the	strength	of	their	balance	sheet,	rather	than	being	funded	from	the	fiscus.	Besides	risks	in	terms	
of contingent liabilities, increasingly there are risks in terms of greater use of user fees as shown in 
the run up to implementing e-toll fees for the Gauteng Freeway Improvement Project34. However, the 
Commission notes with concern that government has continued to issue guarantees to SOCs that are 
expected to support the rollout of government infrastructure through investment in infrastructure that 
is capable of supporting long-term growth. 

<<
34 The Commission has made 
recommendations around 
the GFIP as part of its Briefing 
on the Additional Appro-
priations Bill for 2012. This 
report is available at: http://
www.ffc.co.za/index.php/
submissions/commission-
submissions
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1. Government granted South African Airways (SAA) a R5 billion guarantee for a period of two years, 
starting from September 1, 2012. SAA had requested recapitalisation at an estimated cost of between 
R4 billion and R6 billion. This would enable the airline to strengthen its balance sheet and order new 
planes. In 2004, a hedging loss of R6 billion wiped out the company’s capital base, and in 2008, soaring 
oil prices led to another R1 billion hedging loss. In November 2009, Government approved the South 
African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) application for a Government Guarantee for R1.473 billion 
for	the	corporation	after	the	broadcaster	reported	cash	flow	problems.	The	SABC	paid	off	its	R1	billion	
government guaranteed loan to Nedbank earlier than expected, saving interest payments.

2. Figure 3 indicates that between 2009/10 and 2011/12, Government continued to issue guarantees to 
Eskom, Transnet and the South African National Roads Agency Limited (SANRAL). It shows that govern-
ment issued guarantees totalling R220 billion in 2009/10, R399 billion in 2010/11 and R393 in 2011/12. 
Most guarantees were issued to Eskom (R176 billion in 2009/10, R350 billion in 2010/11 and 2011/12 
respectively), followed by SANRAL (R32.9 billion in 2009/10, R39.9 billion in 2010/11 and 2011/12 re-
spectively).

 

Figure 3: Government guarantees (R’000)

Source: National Treasury, 2013.

 3. For Eskom, the R350 billion includes the R176 billion worth of guarantee announced by government 
in February 2009. The guarantees are also in addition to the R60 billion subordinated loan from govern-
ment which was approved in July 2008. The guarantee was issued to enable Eskom to continue the 
capacity expansion programme it has committed to over the next seven years, including the Kusile, 
Medupi and Ingula power stations as well as the associated transmission infrastructure. For SANRAL, 
the	guarantees	were	issued	to	attract	private	finance	for	funding	the	expansion	and	upgrade	of	the	
GFIP and the N1/N2 Winelands projects over the medium term. In its 2012 response to the MTBPS, 
the Commission noted that government guarantees represents a contingent liability to the state that 
should be monitored closely. It emphasised that such guarantees should not become frequent practice.

4. The Commission also notes with concern that even though these companies have been receiving 
guarantees from government, their performance continues to be less than optimal. For instance 
some of the SOCs are making losses. The Commission welcomes Government’s approach towards 
operational	restructuring	of	SOCs	to	become	financially	sustainable	and	to	better	fulfil	their	mandates.	
Government should also commit more extensively to the use Private Public Partnerships (PPPs) and 
other	 innovative	financing	methodologies	to	encourage	 investment	 in	 infrastructure	projects	where	
appropriate. When effectively implemented, the use of PPPs has the potential to lure capital from 
private	sector	and	increase	the	efficient	use	of	public	resources.
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5. Fiscal Framework and Proposed Division of Revenue in 2013 MTBPS

5.1.	The	total	appropriated	expenditure	for	a	given	financial	year	comprises	all	government	revenues,	
including revenues generated from taxation and debt incurred. This revenue supports all government 
expenditure and ultimately informs the division of revenue among the three spheres of government. 
However,	 prior	 to	 the	 division	 of	 revenue	 process,	 funds	 are	 “top	 sliced”	 from	 total	 government	
revenues to pay for the costs of government debt and to support a contingency reserve. The contin-
gency reserve aims to protect the country in instances of unforeseen or unavoidable expenditures 
that	may	arise	during	the	financial	year	as	well	as	to	support	pivotal	Government	policy	decisions	that	
may also arise. Once these two expenditure items are accounted for, the remaining funds are available 
to inform the division of revenue process.

Figure 4: Vertical division of revenue

Source: Commission

5.2. Table 3 below illustrates the division of revenue amongst the three spheres of government over the 
2014	MTEF.	The	table	also	makes	reference	to	allocations	for	the	2013/14	financial	year.	Two	figures	are	
noted	for	2013,	one	from	Budget	2013	and	the	second	is	a	revised	figure	as	per	the	2013	MTBPS.	The	
latest estimate for the 2013 division of revenue has been revised upwards by R1.7 billion. This is mainly 
driven	 by	 revisions	 to	 the	 provincial	 allocation,	 specifically	 a	 R1.3	 billion	 injection	 to	 the	 provincial	
equitable	share	 (PES)	allocation	to	address	 inflation-related	salary	adjustments	and	upgrades	 in	the	
salary level of public sector clerks.

5.3.	Within	the	confines	of	fiscal	consolidation	and	the	maintenance	of	the	expenditure	ceiling	deter-
mined in Budget 2013, the 2014 MTEF is characterised by moderate growth increases – real annual 
average	growth	of	1.02%	is	projected.	Government	 is	expected	to	spend	R3.3	trillion	over	the	2014	
MTEF	period,	with	the	national	sphere	making	up	47%	of	total	allocations	followed	by	provincial	gov-
ernment	at	43%.	Local	allocations	remain	the	lowest	at	R300	billion,	but	are	expected	to	grow	faster	
than	the	other	spheres	at	2.09%	in	real	terms	per	annum	over	the	MTEF	period.	

5.4. To cater for increased spending pressures over the 2014 MTEF period, Government has adopted a 
two-pronged approach, namely reducing the contingency reserve allocation and reprioritising funding 
away	from	underperforming	items	with	a	specific	focus	on	conditional	grants.	
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Table 3. Medium term expenditure framework division of revenue (R billion)

Division of 
Revenue 2013 Budget 2013 MTBPS 2013 MTBPS Real Annual 

Average 
Growth Rate 

(2014/15-
2016/17)

2013 
M/Term 
Estimate

2013/14
Revised

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

National Allocations 452.5 452.5 487.9 520.4 550.1 0.60%

Provincial Allocation 414.2 415.8 444.7 478.2 507.8 1.25%

Equitable Share 337.6 338.9 362.5 388.0 412.0 1.01%

Conditional Grants 76.6 76.9 82.3 90.2 95.8 2.22%

Local Allocations 84.7 84.8 91.9 101.4 106.7 2.09%

TOTAL 951.4 953.1 1 024.5 1 100.0 1 164.6 1.02%

Source: 2013 MTBPS, Commission’s calculations.

5.5. Over the 2014 MTEF period a total of R1.4 trillion is allocated to provinces. This represents a net 
increase of R11.2 billion to provincial baseline allocations. Increases in the provincial allocation are 
mainly	to	fund	high	wage	costs.	Real	annual	average	growth	of	1.25%	is	projected	for	the	provincial	
allocation over the 2014 MTEF period. This growth is driven by relatively faster growth in provincial 
conditional	grant	allocations	mainly	due	to	the	provision	of	funding	for	flood	damage	caused	during	
the	first	half	of	2013	and	the	establishment	of	a	new,	two	year	grant	aimed	at	funding	the	implemen-
tation	of	occupation	specific	dispensation	(OSD)	for	therapists	in	the	education	sector.	

5.6.	Over	the	2014	MTEF,	the	local	government	sphere	is	allocated	9%	of	the	total	division	of	revenue	
allocation. This translates to a R300 billion allocation over the 2014 MTEF (R91.9 in 2014/15, 101.4 
in 2015/16 and 106.7 in 2016/17). Increases to discretionary funding to municipalities are aimed at 
funding delivery of basic services to poor households whilst funds to incentivise improved spatial 
planning particularly within metropolitan municipalities is being funded via conditional grants.  

6. Medium Term Spending Priorities in MTBPS

6.1. Table 4 reports the real growth of expenditure components. The real growth of expenditure compo-
nents	is	relatively	modest	and	less	than	the	forecasted	3%	average	annual	growth	rate	over	the	MTEF.	
The exceptions are: (i) employment and social security, (ii) local government, housing and community 
amenities, (iii) water and (iv) science and technology, which record average real growth rates of above 
3%.	This	is	in	line	with	government’s	priority	of	expanding	job	creation	and	investing	in	infrastructure	to	
boost economic growth. With the increased risk of water scarcity from factors such as climate change, 
the	8.67%	average	annual	growth	in	water	supply	budget	over	the	MTEF	period	is	a	positive	develop-
ment.	Government’s	approach	of	reallocating	resources	within	a	constrained	fiscal	environment	has	
meant	making	important	trade-offs	which	is	reflected	in	the	negative	growth	of	economic	services	and	
general public services over the MTEF period. 
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Table 4. Real growth of expenditure components by functional classification

 
2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 Average

Defence, public order and 
safety 

3.13% -0.01% -0.14% 1.07% 1.02%

Defence and state 
security

2.82% -0.11% 0.41% 0.65% 0.94%

Law courts 6.02% 1.20% -0.18% 2.15% 2.30%

Police services 3.07% -0.37% -0.33% 1.10% 0.87%

Prisons 1.04% 0.59% -0.12% 0.55% 0.51%

Economic infrastructure 1.35% 5.73% 3.44% -2.68% 1.96%

Communication 21.02% -18.02% 4.64% 3.67% 2.83%

Fuel and energy -5.90% 6.76% 2.17% 1.59% 1.15%

Transport 1.14% 6.84% 3.53% -3.36% 2.04%

Economic services 2.34% -2.94% -0.77% -1.20% -0.64%

Education and related 
functions

2.20% 1.21% 1.33% 1.28% 1.51%

Employment and social 
security

23.84% 12.68% 5.47% 6.14% 12.03%

General public services 1.35% -0.75% 0.58% -3.39% -0.55%

Health -0.11% 2.28% 1.03% 0.99% 1.05%

Social protection 2.07% 3.37% 0.92% 0.51% 1.72%

Local government, 
housing and community  
amenities

5.30% 4.33% 3.22% 0.41% 3.31%

Housing development 5.84% 3.97% 1.84% -0.31% 2.84%

Local government and 
community development

1.90% 2.31% 3.17% -0.39% 1.75%

Water supply 15.67% 10.23% 5.41% 3.36% 8.67%

Science and technol-
ogy and environmental 
affairs

16.73% 1.84% 2.03% -5.70% 3.73%

Source: MTBPS (2013), Commission’s Calculations.
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6.2.	 Table	 5	 reflects	 the	 relative	 privatisation	 of	 expenditure	 categories	 for	 the	 period	 2011/12	 to	
2015/16. Three categories with increased shares are: (i) employment and social security (ii) local gov-
ernment, housing and community amenities and (ii) science and technology and environmental affairs. 
The social sector (i.e. Health, Education and Social Security), which comprise nearly half the total 
budget	allocation	(47.9%	in	2013/14);	all	reflect	declining	shares,	even	though	by	marginal	amounts.	
Although boosting investment spending in areas that will stimulate job creation is critical, the Commis-
sion calls for social sector spending programmes to be protected in any reprioritisation of Government 
spending programmes.

 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

Defence, public order and 

safety 

14.8% 14.8% 14.5% 14.2% 14.3%

Economic infrastructure 8.2% 8.1% 8.3% 8.5% 8.2%

Economic services 4.6% 4.5% 4.3% 4.2% 4.1%

Education and related 

functions

22.6% 22.4% 22.1% 22.1% 22.3%

Employment and social 

security

4.1% 4.9% 5.3% 5.5% 5.8%

General public services 6.1% 6.0% 5.8% 5.7% 5.5%

Health 13.2% 12.8% 12.8% 12.7% 12.8%

Social protection 12.9% 12.7% 12.8% 12.8% 12.8%

Local government, housing  

and community  amenities

12.1% 12.3% 12.5% 12.7% 12.7%

Science and technology and 

environmental affairs

1.4% 1.6% 1.6% 1.6% 1.5%

6.3. Job Creation. Similar to the 2012 MTBPS, job creation initiatives, especially among the 19 - 29 age 
group, remains an important priority for Government. As discussed earlier, government has adopted 
a multi-pronged strategy involving both short-term job creation initiatives such as the EPWP, CWP, job 
fund and creating special economic zones and long–term structural reforms such as improving edu-
cational outcomes and boosting productivity of its workforce and enhancing competitiveness of the 
local industry35. The job fund receives a total allocation of R3.4 billion for 64 projects and is expected to 
create 90 000 new jobs and 100 000 training opportunities over the MTEF period. A forecasted growth 
of	5.4%	is	needed	in	order	to	meet	job	creation	and	poverty	targets	of	the	NDP.		

6.4. Education. The funding for Education increases by R234 billion in 2013/14 to R287 billion in 
2016/17, representing an increase of R34 billion. The additional funds are mainly for salary require-
ments.	Education	employs	38%	of	the	total	public	sector	workforce	and	is	the	largest	budget	function.	
The Commission agrees with the sentiment expressed in the MTBPS that educational outcomes need 
to improve. According to the NDP, improved education, will lead to higher employment and earnings. 
The	Commission	is	of	the	view	where	schools	under-perform;	emphasis	should	continue	to	be	placed	
on the professional development of teachers, improving school management as well as greater ac-
countability of school principals.

>>
35 The recent Global 
Competitiveness Report, 
which evaluates competitive-
ness environment of 148 
countries, ranked South 
Africa 53rd, in 2013, down 
from 45th place in 2008/9.

Table 5. Main expenditure categories as a share of total non-interest expenditure

Source: MTBPS (2013), Commission’s Calculations.
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6.5. Health. The allocation for health increases from R133 billion in 2013/14 to R164 billion in 2016/17, 
which represents a R31 billion increase over the period. The additional funds are mainly to accom-
modate additional salary requirements, anti-retrovirals, a new vaccine for cervical cancer and the 
building of a forensic chemistry laboratory. Again the Commission agrees with the sentiment that 
health outcomes need to improve. The Commission awaits the funding arrangements for NHI and 
associated	 long	term	fiscal	report.	 It	also	notes	the	existing	challenges	with	the	rollout	of	NHI	pilot	
studies.

6.6. Social Protection. Funds allocated to social protection rises from R133 billion in 2013/14 to 
R164 billion in 2016/17, representing an increase of R31 billion over the period. Social grant spending 
increases	to	accommodate	the	rise	in	social	grant	beneficiaries	and	inflation	adjustments	to	the	value	
of grants. This is aligned with the recommendation made by the Commission for the 2014/15 division 
of	revenue.	The	Commission	 is	pleased	with	efforts	by	Government	to	 improve	spending	efficiency	
by eliminating erroneous or fraudulent grant claims. It is noted that funds from Health have been 
reprioritised to establish shelters for victims of gender-based violence and substance abuse. The Com-
mission would like to emphasise its concern around the huge disparities in the funding of child welfare 
services,	which	was	a	key	issue	emanating	from	its	recent	report	on	“The	Provision	and	Funding	of	
Child	Welfare	Services	 in	South	Africa”36. The Commission calls on Government to actively engage 
with	the	recommendations	of	the	study,	especially	in	light	of	the	financial	crisis	that	many	NPOs	are	
currently experiencing. These recommendations offer a way forward for the sector and places child 
welfare services on a more sustainable path.

6.7. Section 100 interventions. The Commission pointed out in its submission on Section 
100 interventions, that there is a regulation vacuum in which interventions are carried 
out. In this regard, the Commission would like to reiterate that there is a need for a 
refined framework for intervention with clear parameters setting out triggers for inter-
vention, clarifying roles, responsibilities and lines of accountability during intervention 
as well as timelines for interventions for all stakeholders, including legislatures. In its 
2014/15 submission on the Division of Revenue, the Commission developed measures of 
fiscal stress for provincial and local government that is intended serve as early warning 
signals and to pre-empt possible S100 and S139 interventions. Legislatures and organised 
local government are encouraged to use these tools as part of their oversight instruments 
to monitor the financial health of provincial and local government.

7. Proposed Adjustments to Conditional Grants

7.1.	 For	 the	 2014/15	 financial	 year	 the	 provincial	 conditional	 grants	 baseline	 is	 adjusted	 upwards	
by	R1	billion	after	taking	into	account	reduction	on	underperforming	grants.	This	represents	a	0.6%	
increase from the baseline projected in the 2013 budget. The human settlement development grant 
(HSDG) receives the highest addition to baseline to fast-track the upgrading of informal settlements 
in mining towns. This is followed by the further education and training (FET) colleges grant and the 
public transport operations grant which increases by R160 million and R150 million over the MTEF, 
respectively.  

7.2. The Commission notes with concern the proposed reductions to the allocations of under-per-
forming grants. Reductions for the 2014 MTEF period are made as follows: R200 million from the 
comprehensive agricultural support programme (CASP) grant and the land care grant, R1.5 billion from 
the education infrastructure grant and the school infrastructure backlogs grant (an indirect grant), R46 
million from the National Health Insurance (NHI) grant (an indirect grant) and R80 million from the EPWP, 
an incentive grants to provinces. While the principle of reducing allocations to underperforming grants 
in the short term is sound, it is of concern to the Commission that reductions are carried out without 
making an assessment of what effect they have on the attainment of grant objectives and broader 
national goals as articulated in the NDP as well as the underlying causes of under-performance. Both 
the education infrastructure and school infrastructure backlog grants are critical in addressing inputs 
required to improve educational outcomes and ensure the progressive realisation of education norms 
and standards. Reductions in the allocations to the NHI grant may in all likelihood undermine later suc-
cessful implementation of the NHI pilots and the resultant experimental lessons required to implement 
the NHI fully. The EPWP grant is an important source of work opportunities for the unskilled and the un-
employed. As a result, reductions in the allocations to this grant will undermine the country’s national 

<<
36 This report is available 
at http://www.ffc.co.za/
index.php/media-a-events-
interactive/public-hearings/
child-welfare-services
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goals	of	reducing	unemployment	to	14%	by	2020	and	6%	by	2030.	 In	all	 these	cases	 in	addition	to	
short	term	reallocation	measures,	grant	transferring	and	receiving	accounting	officers	should	be	held	
accountable for building the expenditure absorption capacity to implement these grant objectives and 
mitigate the risk of serial underspending and under-delivery. The Commission also reiterates its recom-
mendations on the need to improve grant design ex ante to improve grant performance ex post .37

7.3. It is especially concerning to the Commission that under spending on indirect grants38	is	signifi-
cantly	higher	relative	to	direct	grants.	This	reflects	the	inability	of	national	departments	to	coordinate	
their spending and delivery plans with those of provinces. Where the requisite capacity exists, the 
School Infrastructure Backlog grant and the NHI grant should be transferred directly to provinces in 
order to allow for greater expenditure control and alignment of accountability with delivery outcomes. 
The Commission emphasises that shifting the organisational location of a grant from sphere to sphere 
or department to department will not necessarily improve grant performance. Instead, national sector 
departments need to build capacity so as to adequately perform their oversight and improve sub-
national capacity building initiatives.   

7.4. The Commission welcomes the addition to the HSDG, as this highlights the importance placed 
by government in addressing housing needs and backlogs. Additions to baseline allocations should 
however be accompanied by efforts to reduce the escalating rate of decline in the number of housing 
units delivered per annum. This is especially important given that the HSDG is one of the grants which 
has	consistently	shown	good	expenditure	performance	(of	98%)	since	2009/10	up	until	more	recently,	
in 2012/13. It is however of concern to the National Department of Human Settlements (NDoHS) that 
both the Eastern Cape and Limpopo provinces continue to under-spend on their HSDG allocations 
despite the growing backlog. The Eastern Cape and Limpopo provinces under-spent their allocation 
by	13%	and	10%	respectively	in	2011/12	and	8%	and	7%	respectively	in	2012/13.	The	Commission	is	
therefore of the view that the NDoHS needs to ascertain underlying challenges affecting performance 
of these two provinces and develop plans to assist them to improve performance. Furthermore, in 
anticipation of the housing function being shifted to the six metros by 2014, the Commission recom-
mends that the NDoHS set aside additional resources for supporting and monitoring these municipali-
ties. The Commission welcomes the use of 2011 census data to determine allocations. However, in the 
long term the Commission is of the view that despite supply-side improvements, the system is unlikely 
to	be	financially	sustainable	or	meet	the	scale,	pace	and	quality	of	housing	demand.	The	Commission	
therefore	 reiterates	 the	findings	arising	 from	 its	 report	on	 titled	“Exploring	Alternative	Finance	and	
Policy	Options	for	Effective	and	Sustainable	Delivery	of	Housing	in	South	Africa”39.

7.5. The Urban Settlements Development grant (USDG) was introduced in 2011/12. The Commission 
appreciated this development as a step in the right direction but noted a need for other municipal 
infrastructure-related grants to be aligned with the USDG. To date, there has not been any progress in 
aligning other municipal infrastructure-related grants to the USDG. In terms of performance, the USDG 
under-performed	during	the	year	under	observation	with	a	reported	spending	of	44%	by	March	2012.	
Spending	has	since	improved	in	2012/13	with	a	reported	spending	of	96%	of	allocated	funding,	with	
a	number	of	metros	spending	close	to	100%.	Only	Buffalo	City	and	Mangaung	spent	below	90%	(with	
spending	at	73%	and	80%	respectively).

7.6. Additional funds to cover the costs of salaries in FET colleges are also a welcome development. 
The Commission notes the process of shifting the FET function from provinces to national government 
and reiterates that the baseline funding requirement be established before completion of the transfer 
and	that	national	government	addresses	any	fiscal	gap	that	may	arise.	In	applying	the	principle	of	funds	
follow function, caution should be exercised not to reduce the equitable share by an amount bigger 
than what provinces have determined as optimal to spend on the function.  

7.7. The rural household infrastructure grant (RHIG), introduced in 2010, to improve the provision of 
sanitation, continues to underperform. From an adjusted budget of R340.6 million, in 2012/13 only 
R205	million	(60%)	was	spent.	Some	of	the	reasons	for	under-spending	relate	to	delays	in	the	appoint-
ment	of	service	providers	and	finishing	of	work	behind	schedule.	The	Commission	has	previously	made	
recommendations on RHIG. The recommendations include the need to strengthen the monitoring and 
evaluation role of the NDoHS as well as municipal capacity development (given that a number of 
recipient municipalities are poor, rural ones). 

>>
37 The Commission has a long 
history of evaluating the use 
of conditional fiscal transfers 
– it carried out comprehen-
sive work on conditional 
grants in 1995, conducted a 
ten year review of conditional 
grants in 2005 and again in 
2010, the performance of 
fiscal transfers was evaluated. 
In its Submission for the 
2014/15 DoR, the Commission 
reiterates its previous condi-
tional grant recommendations 
and calls for a review of the 
efficacy of conditional grants 
particularly with respect to 
the necessity and purpose of 
some of the grants. 
38 Indirect grants refer to grant 
that are spent by national 
departments on behalf of a 
sub-national government. 
39 This report is available 
at http://www.ffc.co.za/
index.php/media-a-events-
interactive/public-hearings/
housing-finance.
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1. 1. When RHIG was introduced in 2010/11, and up until 2012/13, it was a Schedule 6B grant admin-
istered, managed and implemented by the DoHS for onsite sanitation and water facilities. As of 
the	2013/14	financial	year,	this	grant	was	changed	from	a	Schedule	6B	to	a	Schedule	5B	grant.	The	
effect	of	this	shift	is	that	the	DoHS	is	no	longer	involved	in	implementation	as	the	grant	now	flows	
directly to municipalities. The Commission has made a submission to the Portfolio Committee 
on Human Settlements on this issue. The Commission’s view is that changing this grant from a 
schedule 6B to a schedule 5B (direct grant to municipalities) is unlikely to improve performance 
of this grant. The Commission reiterates this point and would urge Government to investigate the 
real cause of underperformance as opposed to moving the challenge from one sphere to another. 
This	is	particularly	important	given	the	capacity	deficit	that	exists	at	the	local	level.

7.8. In 2011 the provincial disaster relief grant was introduced as a schedule 9 grant but later changed 
to a schedule 7 grant. This change was mainly to cater for immediate release of funds to provinces 
in the case of disasters. Over the 2011 MTEF period, R675 million was set aside for this grant, divided 
into R305 million for 2011/12, R180 million for 2012/2013 and R190 million for 2013/14. Of the R180 
million allocated in respect of the provincial disaster relief grant in 2012/13, only R850 thousand was 
approved for disaster response in Limpopo province. In 2013/14, R103 million has been allocated to 
five	provinces	and	five	provincial	sector	conditional	grants	 through	the	adjustment	budget.	For	 the	
2014/15 MTEF, disaster allocations amount to R997 million. The Commission, in its response to the 
2011 MTBPS, supported the introduction of this grant due to the fact that the recipients did not have to 
wait for the adjustment period before funds could be disbursed to provinces. However, it appears that 
the process for immediate release of funds and declaration of disasters remains unresolved as evident 
in the recent allocation of disaster relief fund through the adjustment budget. 

8. Local Government Financing Issues

8.1.	The	Commission	welcomes	 the	 proposed	 increase	 of	 9.2%	 to	 the	 local	 government	 equitable	
share (LES) allocation. Municipalities are facing increased demand for services from local communities 
and increasing costs in providing such services and it is important that the LES continues to play an 
effective role in supporting service delivery

1. 1. The Commission notes the progressive implementation of the new LES formula and welcomes 
the greater distribution of funds to more poorly resourced municipalities, as per the design of the 
new LES formula. 

2. 2. Whereas the Commission supports greater funds being allocated via the LES to poorly resourced 
municipalities, the Commission re-emphasises the point made in its Response to the 2013 DoR 
Bill regarding the importance of the spending capacity of these municipalities. In the absence of 
the ability of recipient municipalities to absorb and effectively spend, the targeting of additional 
funds	through	the	LES	may	contribute	to	an	increase	in	unproductive	and	inefficient	expenditure	
and poor service delivery outcomes. Government should improve efforts over the medium term 
to ensure that such municipalities are able to deliver on their service delivery mandates.

8.2. Conditional grant funding to the local sphere is projected to increase from R34.6 billion in 2013/14 
to	R42.6	billion	in	2016/17,	or	by	23%	over	the	MTEF	period.	Whereas	conditional	grants	provide	an	
important revenue stream for funding infrastructure development at the local level, the Commission 
cautions against increasing resources that may ultimately remain un/underspent (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Aggregate conditional grant under spending (R’Billion)

Source: Section 71 Reports, Commission’s calculations.

8.3. Within the context of slower GDP growth and the need to do more with less, the Commission notes 
the deliberate reprioritisation of funding away from a number of underperforming local government 
conditional grants, namely: the municipal infrastructure grant (MIG), the USDG, the EPWP integrated 
grant	for	municipalities,	the	infrastructure	skills	development	grant	and	the	energy	efficiency	demand	
side management grant. The reduction in the aforementioned grants will fund increases to the inte-
grated city development grant and the regional bulk infrastructure grant (RBIG). Importantly, the Com-
mission notes that funds from direct grants to municipalities are being diverted to an indirect grant, 
which effectively shifts spending of these funds from the local to national sphere. If this is a measure 
aimed at improving delivery performance it will remain to be seen whether national government will 
be successful in overcoming the implementation challenges incurred by municipalities or, whether 
poor performance will continue, thus alluding to grant design issues.   

8.4. The additional R356 million over the MTEF, to the integrated city development grant is welcomed, 
as	this	grant	is	designed	to	encourage	the	development	of	compact	and	efficient	cities	as	articulated	in	
the NDP. This is aligned to the recommendation the FFC made in its Annual Submission on the 2013/14 
DoR	around	the	need	for	more	efficient	land	use.	Equally	important	is	the	additional	R934	million	to	
the RBIG to support bulk water project. The Commission notes that whilst the shifting of funds from 
some grants may be redirecting unspent funds to areas of need, this does not solve the challenge of 
poor grant performance, especially if the underlying causes of poor performance are not dealt with 
in	the	first	place.	As	a	result,	the	Commission	does	not	see	reprioritisation	of	funds	as	a	long	term,	
sustainable solution and would rather advise Government to address systemic issues giving rise to 
non-performance as well as closer scrutiny of the design of conditional grants.

8.5. The Commission raises a serious concern over the potentially severe underinvestment in social 
and economic infrastructure at the local government sphere due to a combination of structural 
financing	problems	and	municipal	inefficiencies.	In	terms	of	the	latter,	the	persistent	under	spending	
of infrastructure grants by local government threatens the local need for economic infrastructure to 
support economic growth and the social infrastructure required to eradicate service backlogs. It is 
pivotal that the use of existing resources is improved to ensure capital investment requirements are 
attained.	In	addition,	one	of	the	main	findings	coming	out	of	the	Commission’s	comprehensive	review	
of	the	 local	government	fiscal	 framework40 is the potential under funding of capital. It is impossible 
to address this capital funding gap if existing resources cannot be spent. Local government capital 
expenditures	remain	a	significant	concern.	

8.6. With that being said, the Commission is also acutely aware of the challenges around asset care 
(specifically	maintenance	and	rehabilitation)	at	the	local	level.	The	Commission	therefore	stresses	the	
importance of an integrated approach to unblocking this challenge. Capacity building grants need to 
be linked to interventions being undertaken by the Municipal Infrastructure Support Agency (MISA) as 
well	as	sector-specific	interventions	such	as	the	Approach	to	Distribution	Asset	Management	(ADAM)	
underway in the electricity sector. In addition, as recommended by the Commission in its Submission 

>>
40 The full report if available 
at http://www.ffc.co.za/
index.php/media-a-events-
interactive/public-hearings/
local-government
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for the 2014/15 DoR, the limited regulatory framework guiding asset care at the local level needs to 
be addressed through the establishment of formal legislation to guide municipalities with respect to 
maintaining and renewing their infrastructure. 

8.7. Finally, with respect to conditional grants, the Commission is a member of the task team estab-
lished to review local government infrastructure grants and will therefore continue to engage Govern-
ment on the issues noted here.

8.8. The Commission advises that existing uncertainties around the powers and functions of district 
municipalities receives urgent attention as it creates ambiguities around the expenditure assignment 
and	appropriate	financing	instruments	of	this	category	of	municipalities.	The	financial	sustainability	of	
these	municipalities	continues	to	be	a	concern	if	such	expenditure	assignments	are	not	finalised.	The	
Commission advises that a lasting solution to this long-standing issue be implemented.

8.9.	The	Commission	notes	Government’s	efforts	to	contain	wasteful,	irregular	and	inefficient	spending	
within the public sector, and local government in particular. To this end, it is important that efforts are 
undertaken to professionalise local government. In achieving this, the improved enforcement of com-
petency standards as prescribed in the Municipal Systems Act will go a long way in ensuring that posts 
are	held	by	individuals	with	the	appropriate	skills	mix.	Municipal	councils	are	responsible	for	filling	key	
and strategic posts (i.e. municipal manager and Section 57 managers) within a municipality. The Com-
mission thus sees the role of municipal councils as integral to achieving greater professionalisation 
within the local government sphere.

8.10. Since its inception, the Commission has been very critical of the sharing of the General Fuel 
Levy instrument with metros. One of the concerns raised was around the buoyancy of the revenue 
instrument. The projected revenue from the general fuel levy is revised downwards for the 2013/14 
and	2014/15	financial	years	relative	to	projected	amounts	in	the	2013	Budget.	As	the	metros	receive	a	
fixed	share	of	around	23%	of	the	general	fuel	levy,	the	overall	envelope	afforded	to	these	municipalities	
is	likely	to	decrease.	This	is	likely	to	put	financial	pressure	on	these	municipalities	and	reiterates	the	
concerns around the buoyancy of this revenue source, amongst other administrative issues (such as 
its method for distribution). In this regard, the Commission welcomes the review of the general fuel 
levy sharing along with all the own revenue funding sources of local government.

9. Review of Actual Spending by National Departments and Provincial Govern-
ment – 01 April to 30 September 2013/14

9.1. Expenditure smoothing implies government spending that is evenly distributed through the four 
quarters	of	the	financial	year.	If	such	smoothing	were	to	occur,	it	would	be	expected	that	total	expendi-
ture	up	to	September	would	be	at	50%	of	the	main	budget.	This	would	of	course	differ	depending	on	
whether a government program that the department is dealing with is recurrent or capital-expenditure 
driven.  Expenditure smoothing would most likely lead to improved quality of spending and reduced 
level of unauthorised spending.

9.2.	Table	6	shows	aggregate	spending	and	percentage	spent	six	months	 into	the	2013/14	financial	
year. 

1. Total	government	spending	as	at	September	2013	is	below	the	assumed	norm	of	50%	by	2%	at	
R506.9	billion.	Spending	by	all	votes	 is	3%	below	the	norm	(R278.8	billion	of	 the	main	budget).	
Noteworthy	is	the	4%	above	the	norm	that	have	been	spent	on	other	charges	against	the	National	
Revenue Fund, even though the absolute amount spent is small relative to the total budget (R6.7 
billion of the main budget)

2. Using selected key national government programmes that drive government priorities (such as 
education, health, justice and policing), and key built environment programmes such as energy, 
human	settlements	and	rural	development),	government	has	spent	on	par	with	the	norm	(49.9%).	
Uneven spending patterns are nevertheless noticeable, with Higher Education and Training 
spending	70%	of	their	budget	compared	to	only	38.8%	by	Rural	Development	and	Land	Reform.	

9.3.	With	respect	to	the	PES,	50%	of	the	total	amount	has	been	transferred	to	departments.	
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Table 6. Aggregate spending and deviation from the norm (March-September 2013)

R'000 Main Budget Spending as 
at September 

2013

% Expenditure

Total 1 056 005 506 959 48.0%

Appropriation by Vote 588 682 278 831 47%

Direct charges against National Revenue 
Fund

462 363 228 128 49.3%

Fuel levy 9 613 3 204 33%

State debt cost 99 741 49 186 49.3%

Other charges against National Revenue 
Fund

15 435 6 952 45%

PES Transfers from National 337 572 168 786 50.0%

Selected Key budget Votes 240 707 117 821 49%

7. Public Works 6 170 2 662 43.1%

15. Basic education 17 592 8 549 49%

16. Health 30 707 14 867 48.4%

17. Higher Education and Training 34 322 24 236 71%

21. Correctional Services 18 748 8 830 47.1%

24. Justice and Constitutional Development 14 134 6 358 45%

25. Police 67 917 32 058 47.2%

25. Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 6 178 2 902 47%

Source: MTBPS (2013), Commission’s Calculations.

9.4. Education and Health have spent their budgets in line with the budget norm, although Social 
Development	is	5.5%	below	the	norm	as	a	result	of	underspending	on	goods	and	services	(44%)	and	
transfers	 to	NPOs	 (40%).	 If	 the	underspending	 to	NPOs	 is	as	a	 result	of	delayed	 transfers,	 this	 is	a	
concern as NPOs rely on the prompt and regular disbursement of these grant allocations to fund 
crucial mandatory welfare services delivered on behalf of government. Education and Health are 
typically labour-intensive functions and therefore the bulk of their resources are allocated to funding 
personnel costs. For Social Development, an amount of R1.5 billion, (R1.3 billion in declared unspent 
funds)	 is	transferred	out	of	the	Child	Support	Grant	 in	the	adjusted	estimates.	Commission	findings	
show the child support grant help fund important consumption expenditure by poor households, 
hence	efforts	to	cover	qualifying	beneficiaries	that	do	not	yet	receive	the	grant	should	be	undertaken	
if any unspent funds are realised. 

9.5.	Table	7	reflects	historical	growth	in	selected	key	national	departments	and	provincial	social	sectors.	
Public Works, Basic Education, Economic Development, Energy and Human Settlements all grew above 
10%	in	real	terms	on	average	per	annum	and	are	in	line	with	the	priorities	identified	in	the	Medium	
Term Expenditure Framework (MTSF). The Commission notes all other votes grew at a positive annual 
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average	growth	rate	although	Correctional	Services	(2.8%)	and	Rural	Development	and	Land	Reform	
(2.8%)	registered	the	lowest	growth	figures.	

9.6. The provincial social sector departments also grew at a steady pace, with health increasing on 
average	per	annum	by	7.8%,	representing	the	largest	increase	among	the	social	sectors.	

Table 7. Real growth rates of key national and provincial votes, 2009/10-2012/13

2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13
Real Annual 

Average  
Growth

Selected Key National Votes      

7. Public Works 25.1% 15.4% 2.0% 3.9% 11.6%

15. Basic Education 16.3% 6.4% 44.0% 10.9% 19.4%

16. Health 10.0% 13.4% 9.5% 3.1% 9.0%

17. Higher Education and Training 3.5% 10.7% 14.4% 6.0% 8.7%

19. Social Development 5.4% 6.1% 5.0% 2.5% 4.7%

21. Correctional Services 0.0% 3.3% 6.0% 2.0% 2.8%

24. Justice and Constitutional Devel-
opment

9.3% 6.6% 3.6% 7.0% 6.6%

25. Police 7.8% 8.2% 3.5% 3.8% 5.8%

26. Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 4.4% -6.9% 23.3% 10.6% 7.9%

28. Economic Development 36.1% 23.2% 39.5% 6.9% 26.4%

29. Energy 17.9% 45.1% 7.4% 3.5% 18.5%

31. Human Settlements 16.9% 11.2% 14.8% 4.5% 11.9%

33. Rural Development and Land 
Reform

-18.8% 17.4% 7.6% 6.6% 3.2%

Provincial Departments

Education 10.7% 5.4% 8.6% 0.6% 6.3%

Health 11.4% 6.7% 9.3% 3.9% 7.8%

Social Development 1.8% 5.5% 12.3% -1.4% 4.6%

Source: ENE (2008-13), Provincial AFS (2008-13).
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10. Adjustment Estimates 2013/1441

10.1. Annually government makes adjustments to the main, approved budget passed in February. 
These	are	expenditures	that	cannot	be	planned	for	in	the	beginning	of	the	financial	year.	These	adjust-
ments are meant to cater for unforeseen and unavoidable expenditure. Generally expenditure require-
ments	may	be	the	result	of	an	in-year	rise	in	inflation,	reimbursements	to	sub-national	governments	
for the shortfalls in the agreed to salary adjustments for public servants or for refunding sub-nationals 
that experienced nationally declared natural disasters. 

10.2. Ordinarily, government makes provision for these expenses in the annually budgeted contin-
gency reserve. This year, however, government has shown its seriousness with respect to consolida-
tion by funding these unavoidable pressures through the release of savings amounting to R344 million 
as	reflected	in	the	2013	Adjustment	Appropriation	Bill	 (published	with	the	2013	MTBPS).	This	allows	
government to move allocations between spheres and programmes in order to fund areas that are 
under genuine pressures during the year.

10.3. The biggest nett reductions were from national departments’ transfers and subsidies budget 
which amounted to R4.4 billion. The following departments have cut back their spending on transfers 
and subsidies: Department of Social Development (R2 billion), Department of Health (R359 million), 
National Treasuries (R323 million), Department of Environmental Affairs (R168 million), Department of 
Trade and Industry (R109 million) and Department of Energy (R89 million). This frees up government 
spending of R3 billion from goods and services and R1.5 billion from compensation of employees The 
following departments’ compensation of employees budget were reduced: Labour (R100 million), Cor-
rectional Services (R95 million), Statistics South Africa (R56 million), Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
(R52 million), National Treasury (R51 million) and Trade and Industry (R35 million), Sports and Recrea-
tion (12 million) and Social Development (R11.5 million). The following departments increased their 
COE	budgets	significantly:	Department	of	Defence	and	Military	Veterans	(R508	million),	Police	(R873	
million), International Relations, Justice and Constitutional Development (R170 million) and Interna-
tional Relations and Cooperation (R115.5 million).

1. Communications. The Department of Communication shifts an amount of R374 million into 
transfers and subsidies to fund the Schools Connectivity Project for the provision of internet con-
nectivity for designated schools.  This project is funded from a net reduction of R99 million in 
goods and services.   The reprioritisation is in line with the Commission’s recent recommendation 
on e-education which emphasised the importance of placing greater focus on the implementation 
of the e-education policy of Government. 

2. Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs. The Department of Cooperative Governance and 
Traditional Affairs shifted R130 million in 2012 and R149 million in 2013 to Transfers and subsidies. 
The adjustment in 2013/14 also includes additional R33.4 million, which was funded through re-
ductions of R31.7 million in Goods and Services.  Reprioritised funding is being used for paying 
employees, skills development and policy-relevant development. The Commission calls for closer 
financial	management	scrutiny	after	R21	million	was	incorrectly	classified	in	the	2013	Estimates	
of National Expenditure.

3. Trade and Industry. The department of Trade and Industry had its budget substantially reduced in 
2012 by R740 million compared to R57 million this year. In both years the reductions were made to 
transfers and subsidies (R911 million in 2012 and R109 million in 2013). These reductions largely due 
to underspending by manufacturing development incentives programme (R50 million), infrastruc-
ture programme (R50 million) and automotive production programme (R15 million) due to delays in 
implementation, not complying with rules on incentives and delays in incentives. The Commission is 
concerned that adequate planning of these incentive programmes may not be taking place. 

4. Rural Development and Land Reform. Transfers and subsidies receive an additional R1.57 billion 
which is funded from goods and services (R1.26 billion) and compensation of employees (R288 
million). An amount of R971 million from goods and services is reallocated from the comprehen-
sive rural development plan, which may be due to underspending. The Commission would like 
to reiterate that Government should put in place adequate measures to ensure funds are spent 
adequately as this is an important programme for rural development. 

>>
41 The Commission’s Submis-
sion on Fiscal Frameworks 
and Revenue made to the 
Standing Committee on 
Finance discusses in greater 
detail the testing macroeco-
nomic and fiscal outlook as 
well as the volatile external 
economic environment that 
the fiscal framework has had 
to contend with. 
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10.4. For provinces, the freed-up allocations make provisions for an additional R563 million available 
to deal with increases in improvement to conditions of service (ICS). This include proposed adjustment 
of	R369	million	for	upgrading	of	clerks,	plus	an	adjustment	of	R11.5	million	inflation	adjustment	for	FET	
colleges.

10.5. A total of R103 million is reallocated for disasters in provinces. Other adjustment proposals 
include those for conversions of indirect provincial conditional grants to direct grants in health for 
facility revitalisation in KwaZulu-Natal and in the Northern Cape.

10.6. A proposed R109 million is allocated through the PES for funding the devolution of property 
rates fund grant and reimbursements for the Marikana tragedy. Two amounts in the conditional grants 
framework have been approved for Limpopo province in respect of the technical secondary schools 
recapitalisation grant and the Dinaledi schools grant. Reallocations amounting to R8.7 billion have been 
made between provinces in respect of the provincial roads maintenance grant. Another adjustment 
is made to host cities for the 2014 African Nations Championship: health and medical services grant.

10.7. An amount of R118 million is allocated to at least 10 municipalities for disaster recovery, the 
majority of which are in the Eastern Cape province. A total of R73 million is allocated in respect of 
rollovers

10.8. Rollovers

Table 8. Rollovers of selected national votes, 2010/11-2013/14

R million 2010 
MTBPS

2011 
MTBPS

2012 
MTBPS

2013 
MTBPS

TOTAL

Total 3737 1789 1506 894 7 926.0

Selected Key budget Votes

Cooperative Governance 430.8 5.6 139.5 72 647.9

Public Works 120 0 87.1 0 207.1

Basic Education 1 29.9 104.7 14.7 150.3

Health 49.8 231.3 87.2 22.2 390.5

Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries

15.6 37.5 68.2 0 121.3

Communication 19.8 112.2 0 0 132.0

Energy 61 88.2 25.8 28.1 203.1

Human Settlements 82.7 64.6 13.5 120.5 281.3

Rural Development and Land 
Reform

495.7 0 96 0 591.7

Water Affairs 79 145.8 416.6 188 829.4

Source: Adjusted Estimates of National Expenditure (2010 – 2013).
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1. The Commission welcomes the decline in rollovers from R3.73 billion in 2010/11 to R894 million in 
2013/14. The decline in rollovers suggests Government is exercising stricter controls with respect 
to monitoring expenditure and rollover requests. 

2. Consistently large rollover requests approved over the four year period are observed for DCOG 
(R647.9 million), Health (R390.5 million), Human Settlements (R.281.3 million) and Water Affairs 
(R829.4	 million).	 Rural	 Development	 and	 Land	 Affairs	 also	 had	 significant	 rollover	 requests	
approved in 2010/11 and 2012/13. The approvals for requests of unspent grant funding have 
declined and approval granted only where existing commitments are still outstanding. 

3. Grant funding rolled over for Water Affairs are typically infrastructure-related projects, which 
suggests possible implementation and project management weaknesses. The Commission would 
like to re-emphasise that institutions such as MISA should be called upon to assist municipalities 
with the implementation of these bulk water infrastructure projects. 

11. Concluding Remarks

11.1.	Government	should	be	commended	on	its	fiscal	stance	highlighted	in	the	2013	MTBPS.	The	fiscal	
position	 recognises	 the	need	 for	 fiscal	 consolidation	 in	order	 to	ensure	government	 spending	and	
debt	levels	are	sustainable	going	forward	while	also	being	relatively	expansionary	in	supporting	a	flat	
economy.	The	Commission	recognises	that	striking	such	an	appropriate	balance	is	difficult	but	Govern-
ment	has	made	significant	strides	in	this	regard.		

11.2.	From	an	aggregate	fiscal	policy	perspective,	the	Commission	is	of	the	view	that	Government	has	
done enough to stave off downgrades from rating agencies. There is much work however on improving 
the	value-for-money	and	impact	of	public	spending.	These	micro	fiscal	goals	lie	in	the	domain	of	indi-
vidual	portfolios	and	accounting	officers	of	departments,	not	directly	within	the	domain	of	the	National	
Treasury	which	is	the	custodian	of	aggregates.	The	capability	of	provincial	treasuries	and	Offices	of	the	
Premier	to	drive	improvements	in	financial	management	practice	within	provincial	departments	and	
municipalities is crucial.

11.3. In addition to the above, there are also many areas of the economy that need attention, namely 
weak educational and labour market outcomes, which are inimical to higher sustainable growth and 
greater employment intensity, as well as research and innovation. The Commission believes that the 
2013 MTBPS could have addressed these issues in more detail. A major macroeconomic (rather than 
purely	fiscal	risk)	relates	to	the	tightening	financial	and	capacity	constraints	which	threaten	a	public	
infrastructure-led growth strategy and the poor investment climate that has subdued both internal and 
foreign investment. In this regard a better understanding of the obstacles causing the delays in the 
rollout of the infrastructure strategy is critical and the Commission views this as central to the work 
of the PICC.

11.4. The Commission emphasises that shifting the organisational location of a grant from sphere to 
sphere or department to department will not necessarily improve grant performance. Instead, national 
sector departments need to build capacity so as to adequately perform their oversight and improve 
sub-national capacity building initiatives.

11.6. The 2013 MTBPS begins to address the key challenges facing South Africa and lays the founda-
tion to implementing the NDP Vision 2030. The Commission would like, however, in the 2014 budget 
and departmental strategic plans to see greater detail on what the next three years will contribute in 
terms	of	progress	towards	the	2030	Vision.	This	should	be	in	the	form	of	specific	output	and	outcomes	
milestones that will be achieved by the end of 2016/17 which will help to gauge progress towards 
attaining the NDP Vision.

11.7. Finally, the Commission views the 2013 MTBPS as a rallying call to strengthen government policy 
credibility by clearly demonstrating what the implementation issues around the NDP are and calling on 
the private sector to play its part. In that respect the Commission sees a close link to what the main 
thrust of its Annual Submission on the 2014/15 Division of Revenue was about and what comes out in 
the 2013 MTBPS.
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Annexure D: Submission on 2014 Division of Revenue Bill

1. BACKGROUND

1.1. This Submission is made in terms of Section 214 (1) of the Constitution of the Republic of South 
Africa (1996) and Section 9 of the Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations (IGFR) Act (1998). 

1.2. The Commission is generally in agreement with the overall thrust of the 2014 Division of Revenue 
Bill. 

1.3.	The	Submission	is	presented	in	eight	parts	following	this	background.	Section	2	looks	at	specific	
and general issues surrounding the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill. Section 3 discusses the national 
fiscal	 frameworks.	 Section	4	 looks	at	provincial	 fiscal	 frameworks	while	Section	5	 focuses	on	 local	
government	 fiscal	 frameworks.	 Section	 6	 discusses	 Government	 response	 to	 Commission	 recom-
mendations made for the 2014/15 division of revenue. Section 7 discusses Government responses to 
recommendations by the Standing and Select Committees on Appropriations as they relate to the 2014 
Division of Revenue Bill and section 8 concludes. 

2. GENERAL AND SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON THE 2014 DIVISION OF REVENUE BILL

2.1. Objects of the Bill. Clause 2 (a) (ii) of the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill stipulate that the object of 
the bill is to provide for the determination of each province’s equitable share in line with section 214 
(1) of the Constitution. The Commission proposes that clause 2 also give effect to section 227 (1) of 
the Constitution which entitles local government to an equitable share of nationally raised revenue to 
enable it to provide basic services and perform the functions allocated to it. 

2.2. Increase in indirect grants and re-centralisation of functions and spending. The Commission notes 
increased frequency with which functions are being moved around between provincial, local and 
national government as well as the rapid introduction of indirect conditional grants. What is particularly 
concerning has been the disregard for due processes and inconsistency associated with re-assign-
ment of functions and introduction of the conditional grants. Section 214 (1) of the Constitution and 
section	2	(a)	of	the	FFC	Act	requires	the	Commission	to	carry	out	an	assessment	of	the	fiscal	implica-
tion of the division of revenue when functions are assigned. On many occasions the Commission has 
been bypassed by assigning authorities thereby violating due processes required by legislations and 
risking	integrity	of	the	fiscal	system.	The	increase	in	indirect	grants	or	grants	in	kind	is	a	related	area	of	
concern, particularly in so far as coordination and capacity support is concerned. Indirect grants are 
projected to increase by 366 percent (from just over R3 billion in 2010/11 to R14 billion in 2016/17). 
These grants are mainly allocated funds shifted from underperforming direct grants such as Rural 
Household	 Infrastructure	Grant,	 Integrated	National	 Electrification	Programme	Grant	 and	Municipal	
Water Infrastructure Grant. While the intended objectives of these shifts are expediting delivery, indirect 
grants are not always the appropriate instruments for dealing with weaknesses of conditional grants 
and government delivery systems.  Instead direct implementation of projects by national government 
at the lower spheres could weaken capacity, blur accountability and impose additional carry through 
costs for unplanned capital expenditure. Much of the weaknesses in conditional grant spending are 
attributable to poor design and in this regard the Commission has offered to provide assistance to 
Government when designing new conditional grants. Indirect grants can however be useful when they 
are coupled with clear phase-out strategies and synchronised capacity building for affected provinces 
and municipalities.

2.3.	 Duties	 of	Transferring	Officers.	The	 2014	Division	 of	 Revenue	Bill	makes	 important	 changes	 to	
duties	of	receiving	officers	aimed	at	increasing	transparency	and	accountability	in	grant	administra-
tion.	Receiving	officers	are	now	required	to	include	reasons	why	a	grant	transfer	has	been	withheld	
or stopped in their expenditure reports. This is an important milestone. The Commission proposes 
that grant transfers should not be stopped or withheld without valid reasons and this be extended 
to include a report on steps for improvements and managing risks of recurring incidents made by 
national departments after the withholding and stopping of a grant. This ensures that national interven-
tions of this nature bring about positive change in administration of transfers.

ANNEXURE D
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2.4. Unspent Conditional Grants. Section 22(3) (a) that deals with unspent conditional allocations has 
been	rephrased.	Previously	in	the	2013	Division	of	Revenue	Act	the	clause	stated	that	receiving	officers	
must ensure that all funds not approved for roll-overs be paid into the National Revenue Fund. The 
2014 Division of Revenue Bill has added an element of time to the clause by stating that the funds need 
to be repaid into the National Revenue Fund by a date determined by National Treasury. The expansion 
of this clause is welcomed by the Commission as it is consistent with its own past recommendations. 
If there is under spending and funds have not been approved for roll-overs, there is no reason for a 
lengthy process in returning the funds. This increases the likelihood that unspent funds are put to more 
productive use elsewhere. 

2.5.	Incentives	for	investments	that	support	more	integrated	and	efficient	cities.	A	new	clause	14	and	
several other provisions have been included in the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill to institutionalise Built 
Environment Performance Plans (BEPPs) as a tool for changing the spatial development patterns of 
cities. Metros are now required to submit council approved BEPPs giving strategic summaries of how 
grants	will	be	used	to	develop	more	integrated	and	efficient	cities.	Municipalities	that	are	able	to	meet	
these requirements are rewarded with an incentive through the Integrated City Development Grant. 
The Commission views this development positively in light of no new funds for spatial integration 
and because it is in line with a previous recommendation towards building compact cities that help 
promote integrated planning and spending consistent with Chapter 8 of the National Development 
Plan (NDP) that the Commission made in 2010/11. The Commission however emphasises the need for 
aligning the incentives with the outcomes and not just spending and planning alignment.  

2.6. Requirements to submit BEPPs should be extended to cover national and provincial governments 
with concurrent local functions so that they align spending plans with those of municipalities to foster 
better integration. Furthermore, small municipalities should be assisted where necessary to maximise 
the	benefit	of	integrated	planning	and	efficient	land	use	More	importantly	BEPP	requirements	must	be	
integrated with other existing local government planning tools, such the Integrated Development Plans, 
City Spatial Development Frameworks, Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plans (SDBIP) and 
the budgets to avoid introducing additional layers of planning bureaucracy.  Particular attention must 
be given to the quality of the BEPP and the underlying planning skills within municipalities to drive 
better urban settlement patterns.

2.7. Incentive approach in terms of provincial conditional grants. In the 2013 Division of Revenue Act 
the Commission welcomed the addition of clauses requiring provinces to plan infrastructure spending 
two years in advance as conditions for receiving health and education infrastructure grants. Alloca-
tions for 2015/16 with respect to direct health and education infrastructure grants were determined 
using those conditions. Requirements for the second year of planning towards 2015/16 allocations 
have been added into the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill. Requiring planning two years in advance is a 
welcome step towards enhancing grant performance and hence the Commission supports the new 
clauses. An important intention is not just to achieve greater revenue equity, but also to give priority 
to	other	objectives	such	as	furthering	all	provinces’	financial	capacity,	certainty	and	accountability	and	
their	operational	efficiency	and	service	effectiveness.	This	is	notwithstanding	conflicts	between	these	
service effectiveness goals and the equity objective which has been addressed in the 2014 Division 
of Revenue Bill by catering for existing provincial commitments in the 2015/16 allocations. Indirect 
education conditional grants such as the School Infrastructure Backlogs Grant should also be subject 
to similar planning processes.  

3. NATIONAL FISCAL FRAMEWORK41 

3.1. Table 1 shows the division of revenue amongst the three spheres of Government over the 2014 
Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF). Government tabled a total national budget of R3.3 
trillion	over	the	2014	MTEF	period	to	be	spent	amongst	the	three	spheres	Government.	A	significant	
portion of this allocation is directed at national (47.5 percent) and provincial level (43.5 percent), while 
the local government receives 9 percent of this allocation. Most municipalities fund the majority of 
their spending through charges and taxes. 

3.2. Similar to the 2013 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS), a total of R1.4 trillion is 
allocated to provinces over the 2014 MTEF period. This represents a net increase of R12 billion when 
compared to the 2013 MTEF provincial baseline allocations. Increases in the provincial allocation are 

>>
41 The Commission’s Submis-
sion on Fiscal Frameworks 
and Revenue made to the 
Standing Committee on 
Finance discusses in greater 
detail the testing macroeco-
nomic and fiscal outlook as 
well as the volatile external 
economic environment that 
the fiscal framework has had 
to contend with.
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mainly	to	fund	carry	through	costs	of	higher	than	projected	inflation	on	the	2012	wage	agreements;	
construction	of	facilities	for	substance	abuse;	new	vaccine	for	papilloma	virus;	housing	acceleration;	
infrastructure	repairs	due	to	floods	and	the	increased	cost	of	provincial	bus	services.	Taking	inflation	
into account, a real annual average growth of 1 percent is projected for the provincial allocation over 
the 2014 MTEF period. 

3.3. The policy funding for local government are earmarked for the acceleration of the provision of 
bulk	water	and	sanitation,	promotion	of	more	integrated	and	efficient	cities	and	to	build	capacity	for	
development of human settlements. Local government receives an allocation of R296 billion over the 
2014 MTEF (R91 billion in 2014/15, R100 billion in 2015/16 and R105 billion in 2016/17). Increases to dis-
cretionary funding to municipalities are aimed at funding delivery of basic services to poor households 
whilst funds to incentivise improved spatial planning particularly within metropolitan municipalities are 
being funded through conditional grants.

3.4. On the whole, the 2014 Budget is very much in line with the Commission’s expectations expressed 
when	it	made	submission	on	the	2013	MTBPS.	Government	has	succeeded	in	pursuing	fiscal	discipline	
even	more	rapidly	 than	was	then	anticipated.	The	2013/14	fiscal	deficit	came	 in	slightly	 lower	 than	
budgeted,	at	4.0	percent	of	gross	domestic	product	(GDP),	compared	with	an	original	budget	deficit	
of 4.2 percent of GDP. The explanation for this is that Government has not revised its forecast for 2014 
economic growth down as sharply as anticipated at the time of MTBPS. It now sees 2014 economic 
growth coming out at 2.7 percent. The Commission’s own projections based on a computable general 
equilibrium model suggest that validity of this assumption could only be realised when prospects of 
improved medium term growth in the global economy and the increased competitiveness for the 
productive side of the domestic economy arising from the 30 percent real depreciation in the Rand 
over the past two years are realised.

Table 1. Medium term expenditure framework division of revenue (R’ billion)

2014 Budget 2013 MTBPS Real Annual 
Average Growth 
Rate (2014/15-

2016/17)

Division of Revenue 2013/14
Revised

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

National Allocations 449.3 489.4 522.3 553.0 0.7%

Provincial Allocation 414.9 444.4 477.6 508.3 1.3%

Equitable Share 338.9 362.5 388.0 412.0 1.0%

Conditional Grants 76.0 82.0 89.7 96.2 2.7%

Local Allocations 83.7 90.8 100.0 105.2 2.0%

TOTAL 1 362.8 1 469.1 1 577.6 1 674.7 1.5%

Source: 2014 Budget Review, Commission’s calculations.

3.5. The important question arises as to how so much from a tax point of view could be afforded in the 
context of relatively low economic growth. The answer is readily discernible from the statement that 
real growth in expenditure is budgeted to amount to no more than two percent per annum over the 
next three years. To cater for increased spending pressures over the 2014 MTEF period, Government 
has reduced the contingency reserve allocation and reprioritised funding away from underperforming 
items	with	a	specific	focus	on	conditional	grants.	

3.6.	This	is	a	significant	cutback	on	the	growth	of	Government	spending	which	had	increased	in	real	
terms	at	a	rate	of	around	9	percent	per	annum	between	2003/04	and	2009/10.	The	functional	classifi-
cation of expenditure shows that overall growth in Government spending is set to average 7.6 percent 
per year in nominal terms over the next three years, but interest payments are set to grow by 11.2 
percent per year and employment and social security expenditure by 13.1 percent per year. This il-
lustrates the manner in which rising interest payments are crowding out all other forms of expenditure. 
For example, growth in expenditure on education is set at no more than 6.8 percent per annum, for 
health at 7.1 percent per annum, for defence at 6.0 percent per annum and for public order and safety 
at 6.0 percent. The Commission calls on Government to make all effort to stick to the parameters 
outlined in the budget to prevent further diversion of ever more resources towards paying the interest 
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on public debt that it might accumulate. This is in line with previous Commission recommendations to 
ensure that cuts associated with consolidation exert smallest possible negative impact on economic 
growth and maintain well targeted social spending to protect the vulnerable.

3.7. While the Commission applauds Government for the idea of setting an expenditure ceiling that 
has proven effective in controlling expenditure and maintaining stability for following periods, going 
forward Government should give guidelines on scope of the ceilings (e.g., will they apply to all expen-
ditures or will there be exceptions and basis for that), setting of the precise level of the ceiling and 
assessment of whole of Government’s performance against the ceiling and progressive realisation 
of constitutional mandates. Importantly, while expenditure ceilings have been guided by issuance of 
circulars and practice notes, the approach will need to be put in legislation such as the PFMA in order 
to avoid confusion between the output and outcomes based PFMA and the input controlling thrust of 
expenditure ceilings. 

4. PROVINCIAL FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND ADJUSTMENTS TO CONDITIONAL 
GRANTS

PROVINCIAL EQUITABLE SHARE

4.1.	The	2014/15	provincial	fiscal	framework	inclusive	of	conditional	grants	is	revised	downwards	by	
R200 million which is reallocated mostly into indirect grants over the 2014 MTEF period. The 2014 
Division of Revenue Bill proposes an increase to the provincial equitable share (PES) from the revised 
R338.9 billion in 2013/14 to R362.5 billion in 2014/15. The increase is earmarked to fund higher wage 
costs in the main. This could compromise equity in the system if some provinces are less willing to 
exercise control over their wage bill and end up taking proportionately more from the additional alloca-
tions	provided.	Furthermore,	efficiency	considerations	would	suggest	that	wage	increases	should	be	
driven by productivity increases as suggested by the NDP to avoid a situation where more resources 
buy even fewer outputs. 

4.2. Growth in conditional grants is projected to rise faster than the provincial equitable share mainly 
due	to	the	provision	of	funding	for	flood	damage	caused	during	the	first	half	of	2013	and	the	establish-
ment	of	a	new,	two	year	grant	aimed	at	funding	the	implementation	of	Occupation	Specific	Dispensa-
tion (OSD) for therapists in the education sector. 

4.3. The data underlying the PES formula are updated to take account of the shifts in population 
reported in the 2013 October midyear estimates. The Commission notes the much smaller changes 
in the provincial weights compared to last year when the provincial equitable share formula was 
updated with Census 2011 data. The phasing-in of the changes in shares over the 2014 MTEF period 
is	supported	as	it	enhances	greater	stability	of	the	system	without	significantly	compromising	equity	
considerations amongst provinces. The Eastern Cape Province experiences a 0.5 percent drop in its 
equitable share over this period. There is need for National Government to provide necessary strategic 
oversight support in order for the province to transition to its new allocation without disruptions to 
service delivery implementation.

4.4.	The	education	component	of	the	PES	formula	was	updated	with	new	enrolment	figures.	Gauteng,	
North West and Western Cape have increased their enrolment share as a result of higher enrolment 
numbers. Provinces that have experience a net decline in learner numbers are compensated for by 
partial phasing in of the data into allocations. The risk-adjusted sub-component for health has also 
been adjusted with updated data, with KwaZulu-Natal and Western Cape increasing their share of this 
sub-component by 0.3 percent.

PROVINCIAL CONDITIONAL GRANTS ADJUSTMENTS 

4.5. Human Settlements. Over	the	2014	MTEF,	Government	has	identified	priorities	which	include	the	
‘Bucket Eradication Program’ and ‘Acceleration of Housing Programme in Mining Towns’. Government 
has decided to fund those priorities by making reductions to some grants that are underperforming. 
Accordingly, downward revisions to the Human Settlements Development Grant (HSDG) and Urban Set-
tlements Development Grant (USDG) have been made. The HSDG will be reduced by R900 million over 
the MTEF despite the grant having performed well with an average spending from 2008/09 to 2012/13 
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financial	years	of	around	98	percent.	Downward	adjustment	in	the	grant	is	likely	to	negatively	affect	
the delivery of housing in terms of units delivered per annum. The National Department of Human 
Settlements therefore needs to put in place some mechanisms to ensure that this downward revised 
allocation does not derail existing projects being carried by provinces. This is especially important in 
that previous Commission work indicated that the scale, pace and funding for housing provision falls 
short of existing housing demand and curbing growing backlogs.  

4.6. A once-off amount of R180 million has been allocated to accelerate the upgrading of informal 
settlements in mining towns for 2014/15. This will help reduce informal settlements around mining 
towns. While these mining areas consist of people who predominantly work in mines together with 
their families, it should not be taken for granted that these households automatically prefer housing 
ownership in these mining towns as reality may differ from this assumption. Government should 
therefore consider rental options or a balanced mix in order to match supply and household prefer-
ences	on	the	basis	of	well	identified	needs	and	preferences.

4.7. Health Grants. In the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill the Commission notes consolidation of the 
nursing colleges and schools grant introduced in 2012/13 into the health facility revitalisation grant. 
The 2012/13 amalgamation had led to three components of this grant which fall way according to the 
2014 Division of Revenue Bill. The Commission supports the rationale for consolidating these grants 
because they are all related to funding of construction and maintenance of infrastructure.  

1. The National Health Insurance (NHI) Grant to fund pilot districts and test readiness of NHI roll out expe-
rienced weak spending performance in 2012/13. Only 52 percent of the grant was spent. Underspend-
ing on the grant was largely attributable to sreparedness of provinces and the NHI pilots. Furthermore, 
it is a common occurrence for newly introduced conditional grants to fail to spend allocated budgets 
fully	 in	 the	first	 three	years	of	 implementation.	This	 failure	can	be	avoided	by	carrying	out	proper	
planning and needs evaluation analysis before conditional grants are introduced. 

2. The NHI grant is complemented by the National Health Grant which is an indirect grant introduced 
in 2013/14 with 3 components:

a.	 The	first	is	the	national	insurance	grant	for	district	piloting.	The	Commission	views	this	grant	as	du-
plication of the NHI grant. The grant also funds piloting of the districts for NHI roll out. There needs 
to be one grant that funds districts piloting (streamlining of grants which have same purpose) 
to avoid creating confusion in reporting lines and measuring what has been achieved by each 
grant. This component of the grant is based on a premise that national government can make 
pilot districts perform better. If the national government is not going to take over the current pilot 
districts	and	given	the	constitutional	dispensation,	 it	 is	necessary	that	a	well-defined	transition	
plan is laid out for management of districts by provincial governments. 

b. The second is the infrastructure grant intended to fund construction, maintenance, upgrading 
and rehabilitation of health infrastructure. This grant again has the potential of duplicating the 
functions of the health facility revitalisation grant as the objectives are the same. Therefore the 
Commission proposes streamlining all health infrastructure related grants.

c. The third component is the Human Papilloma Virus (HPV). The Commission welcomes the intro-
duction and the roll out of the HPV vaccine as HPV is the root cause for cervical cancer amongst 
women. The Commission is concerned, however, that the grant has too many objectives that may 
hamper effective attainment of intended outcomes. The Division of Revenue Bill indicates that 
the HPV vaccine would be funded under the National Health Grant for 2014/15 and 2015/16 and 
thereafter	will	be	incorporated	into	the	PES.	Proper	financial	planning	and	infrastructure	is	needed	
in relation to the roll out of such a critical vaccine. Funding the vaccine via the conditional grant 
and then phasing into the PES is unlikely to be sustainable given how expensive this vaccine is. 
In other countries such as Kenya the vaccine is funded through Public Private Partnerships (PPP). 
Government is urged to explore funding this vaccine through the PPP vehicle to enhance sustain-
ability. 

4.8. Education Grants.	There	is	a	new	grant	called	‘occupation	specific	dispensation’	for	education	
therapists, counsellors and psychologists which funds costs of implementing the OSD agreement. The 
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grant would be allocated for 2014/15 and 2015/16 after which it is phased into the PES.  The Commis-
sion welcomes the funding of the OSD through the grant and this approach is in line with its 2012/13 
recommendation that full cost of OSD implementation must be undertaken, with national government 
taking full responsibility for funding. Once this grant is phased into the PES, there would be need to 
ensure	that	provinces	spend	efficiently	and	that	allocated	budgets	are	not	overspent	on	personnel	at	
the expense of other priorities. 

4.9. Agriculture Grants. The 2014 MTEF baseline allocation for the Comprehensive Agriculture Support 
Programme (CASP) increased by R209 million largely to implement the recently approved Fetsa Tlala 
strategy. The strategy is aimed at bringing a million hectares of productive land into operation by 2019 
with the intention of creating 300 000 jobs.  On aggregate though, agriculture grant allocations have 
declined largely due to under-performance on these grants. The main reasons for underperformance 
are	poor	planning,	procurement	challenges,	late	submission	of	business	plans	and	skills	deficit	in	some	
of the provincial agriculture departments. The view of the Commission is that the sector should explore 
how it can leverage private sector partnerships, better absorb available funds, improve coordination 
with other sector departments, quality of spending and remove existing duplication and cross-overs 
with other departments.

5. LOCAL GOVERNMENT FISCAL FRAMEWORK AND ADJUSTMENTS TO CONDITION-
AL GRANTS

LOCAL EQUITABLE SHARE

5.1. The local government equitable share (LES) allocation amounts to R147.6 billion over the 2014 
MTEF. This translates to an average (real) growth rate of 10.4 percent. The Commission supports the 
increased resources afforded to municipalities in recognition of their service delivery responsibilities. 
It is also important that such increases are sensitive to the greater cost of delivering basic services 
whilst also recognising the potential squeeze on local government revenue sources due to volatile 
economic conditions. 

5.2. The Commission supports improvements in the distribution of the LES funds to municipalities with 
the new formula and continues to engage Government in its capacity as a member of the technical 
task	team	that	oversees	and	refines	the	formula.	

5.3. The revised LES is a welcome departure towards revenue equity amongst municipalities. Equally 
important	objectives	include	building	financial	capacity,	ensuring	certainty	and	accountability	and,	ul-
timately	effective	service	delivery.	Initiatives	aimed	at	ensuring	and	strengthening	financial	capacity	of	
municipalities are ongoing and include the Financial Management Grant, Municipal Systems Improve-
ment Grant and more recently the Infrastructure Skills Development Grant. These all aim to ensure the 
development of critical mass of skills at the local level. Coherence and synergy between attempts at 
improving capacity is central and requires attention when one considers the various conditional grants 
and interventions underway. 

5.4. With respect to stability and certainty, adherence to the concept of the MTEF, which enables organs 
of state to better plan their operations, should prevail. Whilst policy reprioritisations are natural and 
expected in a society sensitive to the needs of its people, it should be borne in mind that the shifting 
of focus should aim to be as smooth as possible with little disruptions to areas of existing good perfor-
mance. In terms of the important aspect of accountability, the Commission is pleased to see a strong 
focus on eliminating corruption, a process that has already been actively pursued in municipalities 
such as Buffalo City, eThekwini and others.

5.5. In light of increased pressures on local government revenue sources due to increases in costs 
associated with higher demands for service delivery, and the manner in which general fuel levy is 
shared with metros, the Commission welcomes the review of own sources of revenue for metropolitan 
municipalities that is currently being undertaken. The Commission will continue to engage with Gov-
ernment in its capacity as a member of the task team.

5.6. Although various reviews of local government revenue instruments underway is a welcome de-
velopment,	the	overall	ability	of	these	reviews	to	solve	fundamental	fiscal	issues	holistically,	given	that	
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there remains uncertainties over the powers and functions of local government should be questioned. 
This includes the existence of unfunded mandates faced by local government and the uncertain-
ties around the powers and functions of district municipalities relative to local municipalities. Having 
adopted	the	principle	of	“funding	following	function”,	 it	 is	difficult	to	design	an	appropriate	revenue	
framework when ambiguities around function assignments still persist. The Commission is concerned 
that little progress has been made on the Department of Cooperative Governance’s review of the local 
government	functional	and	fiscal	framework.	This	review	needs	to	be	concluded	to	ensure	appropriate	
design	and	functioning	of	the	local	government	fiscal	framework.	As	part	of	this	review,	the	Commis-
sion also recommends a review of Section 84 and 85 of the Municipal Structures Act which details the 
division of powers and functions between district and local municipalities and conditions under which 
adjustments to this division can occur. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT CONDITIONAL GRANT ADJUSTMENTS 

5.7. Conditional grants to the local government sphere increased from R34.3 billion in 2013/14 to 
R36.1 billion in 2014/15. One new conditional grant, the Human Settlements Capacity Grant, has been 
established in 2014. 

5.8. Local government conditional grant funding over the MTEF period includes R131.6 billion in respect 
of infrastructure-related grants and R12.2 billion for capacity building grants. In terms of infrastructure 
grant allocations, direct grants to municipalities increase by R104.6 billion while indirect grants by R27 
billion over the MTEF.

5.9. As with the 2013 Budget, the 2014 Budget makes downward adjustments to certain grants in order 
to redirect funding to priority areas (e.g. efforts to eradicate the bucket system). Over the 2014 MTEF 
period, these downward adjustments will affect grants such as the Municipal Infrastructure Grant (MIG) 
and the USDG. This is the second time that the MIG will see a downward revision in its allocation as a 
result of reprioritisation. The 2013 Budget Review indicated a R2.4 billion downward revision to the MIG. 
As part of the 2014 MTEF reprioritisation process, MIG is projected to decline by a total of R850 million 
over the two outer years of the MTEF. The USDG is set to decline by a total of R130 million over the 2014 
MTEF period (R50 million in 2014/15, R45 million in 2015/16 and R35 million in 2016/17). 

5.10. The Commission welcomes the prioritisation of the eradication of the bucket system but cautions 
that progress in this regard should not come at the expense of developments in other sectors. As a 
result, the Commission advises that the sector departments responsible for the MIG and USDG grants 
ensure that existing plans and projects being funded via these grants are not derailed as a result of the 
reduction in allocations. 

5.11. With respect to the Rural Household Infrastructure Grant, a new development for 2014 MTEF is 
to divide the grant into a direct grant (for those municipalities deemed to have capacity to implement 
sanitation projects themselves) and indirect grant (for municipalities lacking capacity to implement 
sanitation projects on their own). While this development may be a good one in acknowledging differ-
ences between capacities of municipalities, the Commission is of the view that recipients of this grant 
are mostly rural municipalities lacking capacity to implement sanitation projects. Therefore the direct 
grant is unlikely to yield required results unless the department has done a comprehensive capacity 
assessment. The Commission therefore advises that allocations in respect of the direct component of 
this grant be based on an assessment of the capacity required within the recipient municipalities to 
successfully implement the program and fund the maintenance of the alternative sanitation service 
that replace the bucket system. 

5.12. The Commission appreciates Government’s efforts to entrench a differentiated approach to 
funding municipalities. In this regard the Commission notes grants allocated based on varying levels 
of capacity. For example the Water Infrastructure Grant now contains both direct and indirect compo-
nents whereby municipalities with capacity will (through the direct component of the grant), implement 
the grant themselves. With respect to recognising spatial differences, the Commission notes that the 
Neighbourhood Development Partnership Grant will, as of 2014, be split into two components focusing 
on urban areas on the one hand, and towns and rural areas on the other hand. Given how heterogene-
ous South African municipalities are, this differentiated approach to grant funding and implementation 
is a positive and welcomed development. 
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5.13.	Capacity	constraints	still	remain	a	concern	that	hampers	the	ability	of	local	government	to	fulfil	its	
service delivery mandate. The Commission has previously raised the general failure of capacity building 
grants and capacity building programmes in improving municipal performance. In this regard, govern-
ment should consider a review of the capacity building grants and programmes in terms of its design, 
implementation and outcomes. Such a review is important given the numerous capacity-related inter-
ventions at the local level including the establishment of the Municipal Infrastructure Support Agency 
(MISA). The outcomes of such a review could assist in mapping out a more coordinated approach 
to	capacity	building	and	can	serve	to	fine	tune	the	role	and	subsequent	 impacts	of	grants	vis	a	vis	
national interventions such as MISA. The challenge confronting the local government sphere is to 
generate greater improvements from the plethora of capacity interventions focused on municipalities.

5.14. A Human Settlements Capacity Grant will be introduced in 2014. An amount of R900 million will 
be allocated over the 2014 MTEF period. The purpose of the grant will be to fund capacity related to 
the development of human settlements in cities. Given the imminent assignment of the human settle-
ments function to certain municipalities, the Commission agrees with the need to build and strengthen 
capacity to undertake the function. The Commission however emphasises the need for coordination 
between this intervention and various other capacity-related grants and interventions so as to avoid 
unnecessary overlap and duplication with respect to capacity building at the local level. 

5.15. The Commission welcomes the review of local government infrastructure grants that is currently 
being undertaken and reiterates its full commitment to working with other stakeholders in this process.  
This review is important given the greater demand for local infrastructure and the funding constraints 
faced by local government in rolling out such infrastructure. This is in line with the Commission’s 
research	that	found	a	vertical	fiscal	gap	in	funding	municipal	capital	expenditures.	The	Commission	
research highlighted the poor repairs and maintenance of municipal infrastructure and its potential 
repercussions for the long-term sustainability of local government. A proper system for ensuring 
adequate asset care should be central in the review of the conditional grant system. In reviewing these 
grants, it is important that the broader issues of governance and capacity be considered as this impact 
on successful implementation of any grant framework.  

6. GOVERNMENT RESPONSES TO COMMISSION RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1. The Commission tabled its Submission for the Division of Revenue 2014/15 to Parliament in May 
2013. As required by the IGFR Act, Government published its response to these recommendations 
when the Minister of Finance tabled the Division of Revenue Bill with the annual budget in the National 
Assembly. The recommendations by the Commission where structured into 13 chapters. 

6.2. Chapter 1 and 3 of the Commission recommendations address issues relating to budget consolida-
tion and funding of further education and training.  Government agrees with Commission recommen-
dations. In response to Chapter 1, Government further indicates that issues pertaining to consolidation 
or public sector wage bill moderation are primarily concerned with management of staff and remu-
neration policies. The Commission’s view is that the issue is not only about personnel management but 
also requires Government to put in place norms and standards for managing personnel.

6.3. Owing to persistent poor design, spending and performance of conditional grants, Chapter 5 rec-
ommended that government legislate through the Division of Revenue Act mandatory consultation 
with the Commission when introducing and planning for conditional grants.  Government supports 
the recommendation but proposes that the requirement to legislate the requirement not be followed 
as it feels that the IGFR Act and FFC Act appropriately provide for consultation with the Commis-
sion. The Commission maintains that requirements for proposing and introducing conditional grants, 
including consultation with the Commission, as per Section 214 (1) of the Constitution and the FFC 
Act. . New conditional grants are still introduced at the tail end of the budget process thus inhibiting 
proper planning and timely spending on the part of implementing spheres. The Commission’s analysis 
indicates that part poor performance of conditional grants is largely attributable to poor grant design, 
poor preparations and lack of implementation risk management and its recommendations seeks to 
circumvent such problems.

6.4. The Commission welcomes Government’s response to Chapter 7 wherein it supports the recom-
mendation for an appropriate balance between wage and non-wage components. The Commission 
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feels that norms for frontline versus administrative staff to total expenditure per sector and/or by 
specific	occupational	categories	are	of	critical	importance.	The	treasuries	and	sector	departments	as	
well as the Department of Public Service and Administration should collaboratively establish mandatory 
norms and standards relating to the functions of the public service, the organisational structures and 
establishments of department and other organisational and governance arrangements in the public 
service as required by Public Service Act (1994).

6.5. The Commission commends Government for taking active steps to reign in the public sector wage 
bill. Support provided in the form of costing and budgeting guidelines by National Treasury to assist 
institutions	is	welcomed.	Nevertheless,	the	Commission	notes	with	concern	continued	fiscal	pressures	
being placed on provincial budgets by education and health functions largely due to cost pressures 
emanating from compensation of employees. The Commission would like to re-emphasise recom-
mendations	made	previously	on	containing	employee	costs	and	the	need	for	Accounting	Officers	to	
take	 responsibility	 to	ensure	a	balance	between	 frontline	and	back	office	staff,	maintain	affordable	
organograms and enhance employee productivity.  There should be consequences for Accounting 
Officers	who	recruit	outside	of	their	approved	establishment.	Personnel	information	systems	should	
also be improved substantially, especially given the adverse Accountant General human resources 
related	audit	findings.

6.6. With respect to Chapter 9 on effective intergovernmental planning and budgeting for better 
outcomes, Government is in support of the recommendation for explicitly aligning the budget process 
with the outcomes oriented delivery approach.  The Commission welcomes the newly implemented 
functional budgeting approach to enhance collective planning, delivery and accountability.  Going 
forward, it is important that the functions are aligned to the outcomes as per the respective service 
delivery	agreements	and	not	retrofitted	between	the	outcomes.		

6.7. Government support for recommendations of improving performance of municipalities through incen-
tives based grants is welcomed.  As discussed earlier, the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill proposes additional 
incentives for promoting spatial planning and integration through the Integrated Cities Development Grant. 
These incentives must be carefully institutionalised without being scattered across different grants.

6.8. Following on the agreement reached between the Commission and the Minister of Finance, Gov-
ernment has responded only to recommendations that are deemed directly or indirectly related to the 
division of revenue. The Commission’s recommendations not only address issues pertaining to division 
of revenue but also other legislation enabling its constitutional mandate including but not limited to 
the Financial and Fiscal Commission Act and the Money Bills Amendment Procedure and Related 
Matters Act.  The Commission would like to draw Parliament’s attention in particular to Chapter 2 on 
economic	and	social	value	of	social	grants;	Chapter	6	and	10	concerning	assessing	and	 improving	
the	fiscal	performance	of	provinces	and	measuring	fiscal	stress	in	local	government;	and	Chapter	12	
regarding challenges, constraints and best practices in maintaining and rehabilitating water and elec-
tricity distribution infrastructure. Recommendations contained in these chapters have an important 
bearing on fundamental constitutional principles upon which the division of revenue is determined 
and	are	necessary	to	maintain	the	sustainability	of	the	intergovernmental	fiscal	system.		The	Commis-
sion	invites	parliament	to	note	these	important	recommendations	that	were	not	responded	to	and	find	
an alternative vehicle to the IGFR Act to process them.

7. GOVERNMENT RESPONSES TO STANDING AND SELECT COMMITTEES ON  
APPROPRIATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1. Government has tabled responses to recommendations by Standing and Select Committees 
on Appropriations as they relate to the division of revenue. The Commission has been requested to 
comment on these responses.

7.2. Priorities in provincial and municipal budgets. The Commission agrees with the proposals 
and	Government’s	responses	to	ensure	that	provincial	and	local	government	reflect	national	priorities	
in their budgets and the weighting attached to the various components of equitable share formulae. 
Alignment between budgets and priorities must be fostered through established intergovernmental 
forums and through active and robust consultative processes of setting priorities. 
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7.3. Avoiding unnecessary rollovers in health grant. Government indicates that the shifting of 
funds between different components of conditional grants is necessary to prevent under-spending 
and thus address the Committee’s concern regarding potential unnecessary roll overs.  The real issue 
for the Commission here is readiness and capacity of grant recipients to spend additional funds, per-
petuating	service	disparities	and	restricting	flexibility.		While	shifting	of	funds	is	necessary	to	expedite	
implementation, care should be exercised not to undermine the importance budgetary planning and 
spending as planned. 

7.4. Addressing sanitation backlogs. The Committee recommends that shifting of funds away from 
Municipal Infrastructure Grant should not compromise delivery of sanitation services. Government is 
of the view that the creation of Municipal Water Infrastructure Grant and the new bucket eradication 
grant will fast track delivery of sanitation services. The Commission’s view is that the grant framework 
should tighten the conditions to ensure that there is accountability in ensuring that the objectives are 
met within a predetermined time frame and an exit strategy is put in place.

7.5. Monitoring of Free Basic Services. The Committee’s recommendation that National Treasury 
and other relevant national departments should monitor provision of Free Basic Services (FBS) is 
welcomed by the Commission. This should be done in conjunction with improvements in the Monitor-
ing and Evaluation systems of municipalities and the Department of Cooperative governance.

7.6. Grant Design. With respect to building the capacity of national departments to design and monitor 
conditional grants, the Commission is of the view that sector departments do not commit to effectively 
resourcing the design of grants and performance monitoring as Government indicates in its response.  

7.7. Support for municipalities on maintenance. In response to the Committee’s recommenda-
tion about budgeting for infrastructure repairs and maintenance, government indicates that a standard 
norm of eight percent of total operating expenditure for maintenance is enforced.  International best 
practice calls for maintenance spending to be informed by the nature and condition of an asset as well 
as the risk appetite and asset failure information that a municipality has at its disposal.

7.8. Provincial expenditure. The Commission agrees with the Committee recommendations to 
ensure that provincial treasuries improve their projections and expenditure monitoring. Provincial 
treasuries	mainly	require	appropriate	staffing	to	carry	out	the	functions	described	in	the	PFMA.		

8. CONCLUSION

8.1. The Commission is in agreement with the overall thrust of the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill. Against 
a background where economic growth forecasts have been downgraded, Government has succeeded 
in	sustaining	a	deficit	reduction	programme.	

8.2. The thrust of several clauses and provisions that have been included in the 2014 Division of Revenue 
Bill to institutionalise better planning for infrastructure at provincial level and drive towards compact 
and integrated cities is supported. The requirements balance appropriately achievement of greater 
revenue	equity	and	other	competing	objectives	such	as	furthering	financial	capacity,	certainty	and	ac-
countability	and	their	operational	efficiency	and	service	effectiveness.	This	is	notwithstanding	conflicts	
between these service effectiveness goals and the equity objective which has been addressed by 
catering for existing provincial commitments in the 2015/16 allocations.  

8.3. The Commission notes the increased frequency with which functions are being moved around 
between provincial, local and national government without consulting the Commission and with poor 
baselines.

There is also concern with the presumption that centralising functions to national will 
solve problems automatically as shown by the massive increase in indirect grants. It 
should not be taken for granted that indirect grants would always be the appropriate 
instruments for dealing with weaknesses of conditional grants and government delivery 
systems.  Often weaknesses in conditional grant spending are due to faulty grant design 
and the Commission has offered to provide assistance to Government in the design of 
new conditional grants from conceptualisation phase.
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Annexure E: 2014 Submission on Fiscal Framework and Revenue Proposals

1. BACKGROUND

1.1 The submission is made in terms of Section 4 (4c) of the Money Bills Amendment Procedure 
and Related Matters Act (Act 9 of 2009) which requires Parliamentary Committees to consider any 
recommendations of the Financial and Fiscal Commission (FFC) (hereafter the Commission) when 
considering Money Bills. It is also made in terms of the FFC Act (1997) as amended which requires the 
Commission	to	respond	to	any	requests	for	recommendations	by	any	organ	of	state	on	any	financial	
and	fiscal	matter.		

1.2 In its submission on the 2013 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement (MTBPS), the Commission 
noted	that	Government	had	done	a	commendable	job	in	signaling,	through	its	fiscal	policy,	its	intent	
and commitment to implementing the National Development Plan (NDP) but that the Commission 
would be interested to see further detail being tabled with the 2014 Budget. NDP goals around building 
a	capable	state	and	maximising	the	efficiency	of	public	expenditure	as	well	as	fighting	corruption	and	
increasing accountability amongst public servants, are particularly pronounced in Budget 2014. The 
Commission	welcomes	the	strong	emphasis	on	entrenching	fiscal	discipline	as	evidenced	by	the	cost-
containment instructions issued by Government in January 2014. Similarly spending reviews currently 
underway	and	which	aim	to	bring	about	efficiency	and	value	for	money	at	the	provincial	sphere	 in	
particular and across government in general are welcomed and should be extended to local govern-
ment as well. These reviews are very consistent with the Commission’s recommendations that were 
first	tabled	in	2009	and	subsequently	reiterated	in	2013.

1.3	The	Commission’s	view	is	that	attainment	of	the	NDP	should	be	predicated	on	enhanced	efficiency	
in the use of resources and scaling up investment in both human capital and infrastructure investment 
so as to enhance economic growth, employment and reduction in poverty and inequality.

1.4	This	submission	on	the	2014	fiscal	framework	and	revenue	proposals	is	informed	by	the	impera-
tives listed above and consists of six sections. The second section gives an overview of the economy 
and	 public	 finances.	The	 third	 and	 fourth	 sections	 look	 at	 global	 and	 domestic	 developments	 and	
risks	respectively.	Section	5	discusses	the	fiscal	framework	and	revenue	proposals	for	2014.	Section	6	
evaluates long term debt challenges while section 7 discusses developing South Africa’s infrastructure. 
Section 8 concludes. 

2. OVERVIEW OF ECONOMY AND PUBLIC FINANCES

2.1	It	is	almost	six	years	since	South	Africa	was	first	hit	by	the	most	damaging	global	economic	and	
financial	crisis	in	generations.	The	crisis	led	to	prolonged	and	previously	unforeseen	fiscal	deteriora-
tion that has left the country with serious challenges. The height of the crisis is now well past, but its 
aftermath remains pervasive, with South Africa still some way from restoring strong and sustainable 
economic growth rates per annum required by the NDP. These developments have directly affected the 
level and composition of public debt.

2.2 The economy was in a negative growth situation commencing in 2008, but the full effects of the 
international crisis played out in the domestic economy in 2009, with a negative growth rate for the 
year	of	1.5	percent.	Although	financial	institutions	remained	stable	and	robust	over	the	financial	crisis	
period, the economy was severely affected by the fall-off in exports which resulted from the reces-
sionary conditions in major developed economies to which country is a supplier. The economy was 
able to recover to growth rates slightly above 3 percent in 2010 and 2011, still with slow demand for its 
exports to developed countries. However, with the continuation of poor developed economy growth, 
and somewhat slower growth in large developing economies, the economy struggled to achieve 
growth rates much above 2 percent in 2012 and 2013.  Growth for 2012 came in at 2.5 percent before 
slowing to 1.9 percent for 2013, which had immediate consequences for tax revenue derived from 
corporate income tax.  

2.3 Through this period of uncertainty, Government’s countercyclical policy has protected the economy 
and helped drive the current modest economic recovery. Budget 2014 is formulated against the 
backdrop	of	global	signs	of	recovery	from	the	effects	of	the	2008	financial	crisis.	Whilst	tax	revenue	is	
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projected to be R1 billion higher than what was predicted when Budget 2013 was tabled, economic 
growth is at 2.7 percent, falling short of the 5.4 percent growth rate cited by the NDP as what is needed 
to achieve national goals around job creation and poverty reduction. Government is pinning advances 
in the level of economic growth on targeted investment in transport and electricity. A relatively more 
aggressive	approach	is	being	taken	to	reduce	the	deficit	towards	the	end	of	the	2014	Medium	Term	
Expenditure Framework (MTEF) period. Plans in this regard are heavily based on containing expendi-
ture,	thus	bringing	into	sharp	focus,	efforts	at	more	efficient	and	effective	spending	by	government	
departments.

3. GLOBAL DEVELOPMENTS AND RISKS

3.1. From the Commission’s perspective, Budget 2014 faces three key global risks: the euro area 
sovereign	 debt	 crisis,	 the	 United	 States	 of	America	 (USA)	 ‘fiscal	 cliff’	 and	 tapering	 in	 USA	 Federal	
Reserve	 quantitative	 easing;	 slowing	 Chinese/emerging	 markets	 growth.	 A	 more	 complex	 global	
picture has emerged over 2014, with an easing of some tail risks42, particularly in the euro area. The In-
ternational Monetary Fund (IMF) has issued forecasts that have seen an upward (instead of downward) 
revision	 of	 economic	 growth	 forecasts	 for	 the	 world	 for	 the	 first	 time	 in	 three	 years.	 Advanced	
economies are expected to accelerate growth to 2.2 percent and 2.3 percent in 2014 and 2015. But 
political	and	economic	risks	remain,	for	example	the	USA	fiscal	risks	and	further	slowdowns	in	several	
major emerging markets. In addition, the possibility that the USA Federal Reserve will slow the rate of 
monetary	policy	asset	purchases	has	triggered	significant	movements	in	global	capital	flows.

a. The USA is forecast by the IMF to have growth strengthening in 2014, despite the impact of the 
March	2013	sequester	(automatic	spending	cuts).	The	USA	fiscal	and	economic	outlook	in	2014	is	
dependent	on	the	progress	of	further	budget	and	fiscal	negotiations	scheduled	for	later	in	the	year.	
The USA Federal Reserve has also signaled that it will begin to slow the pace of asset purchases 
in the coming months, but the exact timing is dependent on the underlying USA economic outlook 
and	fiscal	negotiations.	It	should	also	be	noted	that	the	existing	decline	in	quantitative	easing	from	
$85 billion to $75 billion has precipitated a depreciation of the exchange rate, thereby exacerbating 
the	already	concerning	current	account	deficit.

b. The euro area is a key market for South African exporters.  In the case of the Euro-zone, following 
negative	growth	 in	2013,	recent	positive	growth	figures	for	several	European	countries,	augurs	
well for the maintenance of positive growth in 2014 and 2015, albeit modest, of 1.0 percent and 
1.4	percent	respectively.	This	followed	an	improvement	in	financial	market	conditions	throughout	
2013, as policy decisions such as the ongoing effect of the European Central Bank’s announce-
ment of Outright Monetary Transactions, alongside a gradual process of macroeconomic rebalanc-
ing in the key vulnerable countries, have lessened risks. Despite this improving economic outlook, 
activity across the euro area remains subdued.

c. There are concerns that a slowdown in the growth of the Chinese economy and the switch towards 
a more consumption- rather than investment-oriented dispensation in that economy will cause 
the demand for commodities from emerging markets to diminish. Many of these markets have 
already	seen	their	current	account	deficits	expanding,	in	part	due	to	declining	export	performance.	
Currencies of such economies have been sold off heavily, especially in the case of the so-called 
“fragile	 five”	 (Brazil,	 India,	 Indonesia,	Turkey	 and	 South	Africa),	whose	 current	 account	 deficits	
are widest relative to their gross domestic product (GDP). Nonetheless, many of these emerging 
markets are still growing at rates more than double the pace of advanced economies. Their public 
debt levels remain at about half or even less of those of advanced economies, while their demo-
graphic	profiles	remain	far	more	conducive	to	more	rapid	economic	growth	in	the	longer	term.

3.2. Further to these international risks, oil prices in 2013 peaked in August at $117 per barrel in response 
to instability in the Middle East. However, prices have since fallen back, and at around $108 per barrel, 
the 2013 average has been slightly down compared with recent years. The pressures created by rising 
prices between 2009 and 2011 have largely worked through the system. Nevertheless, risks remain, 
and	a	significant	commodity	price	shock	has	the	potential	to	destabilise	the	South	African	recovery.

>>
42 Tail risk refers to the risk 
of an asset or portfolio of 
assets moving more than 3 
standard deviations from its 
current price or, less strictly, 
refers to risks at the tail end 
of a distribution with the least 
probability of occurring.
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4. DOMESTIC DEVELOPMENTS AND RISKS

4.1. The key domestic risks South Africa’s economy remains vulnerable to include labour 
unrest,	 inadequate	 education	 and	 skills	 base,	 insufficient	 infrastructural	 investment	 and	 service	
delivery,	perceptions	of	rising	corruption	and	stress	on	consumers	to	cope	with	increased	inflationary	
pressures.

a. The impact of strikes and labour-related violence continues to cause damages to 
economic growth. The Government should consider establishing levers that can serve 
to strengthen accountability of both employers and unions in the collective bargain-
ing framework. Such an approach is particularly urgent given that the mining sector, 
where most of the strikes currently emanate, is also a key foreign exchange earner, 
which places further pressure on the current account. 

b. Growth prospects for 2014 and the medium-term will continue to be plagued by structural factors 
such as inadequate education and skills base. High economic growth needs to be accompanied by 
improvements in skills and education. South Africa faces enormous pressure to upgrade human 
capital skills. The country suffers from competitive disadvantage in terms of quality of its human 
capital, its investment in research and development (R&D), and information and communication 
technology penetration. South Africa will need to increase investments and quality of spending 
in education and bolster spending on R&D. These supply-side factors constitute most pressing 
key long-term challenges confronting South Africa and necessitate consideration of long-term 
fiscal	risk.	The	Commission	is	aware	that	at	the	basic	education	level	Government	has	initiated	a	
process to enhance quality improvements whilst at the post school level, the Department of Higher 
Education has implemented a turnaround strategy in a bid to address the challenges described 
above. It is hoped that these interventions will be capable of yielding the required outcomes in 
terms of better and appropriately skilled and competitive human capital.

c. Coupled with the perceived inability on the part of the State to deliver fully on implementing its 
own public investment programmes, the reluctance of the private sector to invest is contribut-
ing towards lower-than-anticipated capital investment and overall economic growth. This relative 
dearth of direct investment has been exacerbated by fears of electricity shortages in many busi-
nesses. 

d. Growth of household consumption expenditure has been slowing down markedly. The continuing 
fairly sharp depreciation in the value of the Rand over the last 2½ years has resulted in upward 
pressure	on	inflation,	which	has	contributed	towards	both	depressing	consumer	confidence	and	
eroding disposable income. The low rate of employment creation has also dampened consumer 
spending. 

e. Recent tightening of monetary policy in the wake of quantitative easing and foreign exchange 
depreciation is an important domestic risk.

4.2.	In	summary,	South	Africa	is	faced	with	limited	fiscal	space	alongside	international	market	pressure	
to speed up consolidation. Limited room to push taxes up further constrains the economy.

5. FISCAL FRAMEWORKS AND REVENUE PROPOSALS

FISCAL FRAMEWORK

5.1. Government tabled a total national budget of R3.3 trillion over the 2014 MTEF period to be spent 
amongst	the	three	spheres	Government.	A	significant	portion	of	this	allocation	is	directed	at	national	
(47.6 percent) and provincial level (43.4 percent), while the local government receives 9 percent of this 
allocation. Most municipalities fund the majority of their spending through charges and taxes. 

5.2. In line with the 2013 MTBPS, a total of R1.4 trillion is allocated to provinces over the 2014 MTEF 
period. This represents a net increase of R11.2 billion when compared to the 2013 MTEF provincial 
baseline allocations. Increases in the provincial allocation are mainly to fund carry through costs of 
higher	than	projected	inflation	on	the	2012	wage	agreements;	construction	of	facilities	for	substance	
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abuse;	 new	 vaccine	 for	 papillomavirus;	 housing	 acceleration;	 infrastructure	 repairs	 due	 to	 floods	
and	the	increased	cost	of	provincial	bus	services.	Taking	inflation	into	account,	a	real	annual	average	
growth of 1.25 percent is projected for the provincial allocation over the 2014 MTEF period. 

5.3. Funding to local government is targeted at the acceleration of the provision of bulk water and 
sanitation,	promotion	of	more	integrated	and	efficient	cities	and	to	build	capacity	for	development	of	
human settlements. Local government receives an allocation of R300 billion over the 2014 MTEF (R91.9 
in 2014/15, R101.4 in 2015/16 and R106.7 in 2016/17). Increases to discretionary funding to munici-
palities are aimed at funding delivery of basic services to poor households whilst funds to incentivise 
improved spatial planning particularly within metropolitan municipalities are being funded through 
conditional grants.

Table 1. Medium term expenditure framework division of  
revenue (R’Billion)

 
Division of Revenue 2013 

Budget
2013 

MTBPS
2013 MTBPS

Real 
Annual 
Average 
Growth 

Rate 
(2014/15-
2016/17)

2013 M/Term 

Estimate

2013/14 

Revised

2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

National Allocations 452.5 452.5 487.9 520.4 550.1 0.60%

Provincial Allocation 414.2 415.8 444.7 478.2 507.8 1.25%

Equitable Share 337.6 338.9 362.5 388.0 412.0 1.01%

Conditional Grants 76.6 76.9 82.3 90.2 95.8 2.22%

Local Allocations 84.7 84.8 91.9 101.4 106.7 2.09%

TOTAL 951.4 953.1 1 024.5 1 100.0 1 164.6 1.02%

Source: 2013 MTBPS, Commission’s calculations.

5.4.	For	2014/15,	the	budget	deficit	is	at	4.0	percent	of	GDP,	with	government	planning	to	reduce	it	to	
2.8 percent of GDP by 2016/17. Government’s plan at the time of the 2013 MTBPS was to reduce pro-
gressively	the	budget	deficit	from	4.2	percent	of	GDP	in	2013/14,	to	4.1	percent	of	GDP	in	2014/15,	3.8	
percent	of	GDP	in	2015/16	and	3.0	percent	of	GDP	in	2016/17.	Budget	2014	deficit	reduction	forecasts	
particularly	 over	 the	 two	outer	 years	 of	 the	 2014	MTEF	 reflect	 a	much	more	 aggressive	 approach	
relative to what was projected at the time of the 2013 MTBPS. 

Table 2. Budget deficit as % of GDP, 2013-2016

 2013 2014 2015 2016

Budget 2013 -4.6% -3.9% -3.1%  

MTBPS 2013 -4.2%		 -4.1%		 -3.8%		 -3.0%		

Budget 2014 -4.0%	 -4.0%	 -3.6%	 -2.8%	

Source:	Budget	Review	(2013,	2014);	MTBPS	(2013).
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REVENUE ESTIMATES AND TAX PROPOSALS

5.5. On aggregate, tax revenue estimates presented in Budget 2013 have been revised upward by 
R1 billion, thus increasing total tax revenue for 2013/14 to R899 billion. Table 3 presents revisions to 
revenue sources by comparing the 2013 MTBPS estimates with the 2014 Budget estimates. 

5.6. Government was able to accommodate personal tax relief to compensate for the effects of 
bracket	creep	arising	in	an	inflationary	environment.	An	amount	of	R9.25	billion	was	allocated	for	such	
purposes. This reduced the burden of personal income tax within overall tax revenue. 

5.7.	The	increases	in	other	forms	of	taxation	are	less	in	line	with	inflation.	There	have	been	significant	
upward revisions to the fuel levy since MTBPS 2013, with the fuel levy increasing by 12c per litre in 
2014/15.	This	is	in	line	with	inflation	and	lower	than	the	increase	in	2013/14.	

Table 3. Revenue source revisions

Source:	MTBPS	(2013);	Budget	Review	(2014);	Commission	Calculations.	

5.8. The Commission supports the establishment of the Davis Tax Committee to review the country’s 
tax system. In this regard, the Commission did not expect major changes to the current tax structure 
before the Committee tables its full recommendations. 

5.9. An interesting and welcoming trend in the 2014 Budget relative to the 2013 budget is the better 
performance of direct taxes, notably corporate tax. However, VAT is expected to slow down, possibly 
indicating lower consumption in the economy. 

EXPENDITURE REDUCTION AND PRIORITISATION

5.10. The important question arises as to how so much from a tax point of view could be afforded in the 
context of relatively low economic growth. The answer is readily discernible from the statement that 
real growth in expenditure is budgeted to amount to no more than two percent per annum over the 
next three years. To cater for increased spending pressures over the 2014 MTEF period, Government 
has reduced the contingency reserve allocation and reprioritised funding away from underperforming 
items	with	a	specific	focus	on	conditional	grants.	

5.11. Allocations in respect of the contingency reserve43 are markedly lower than Budget 2013. The 
contingency reserve allocation is reduced by R3 billion and R4 billion in 2014/15 and 2015/16 respec-
tively (Table 4). The space for reducing this further without creating a risk of having too low reserves 
should an emergency situation arise is the danger of excessive draw-downs on this resource.  

R'million 2014 Figures

2013 MTBPS 2014 Budget % Change

Persons and Individuals 340 574 335 944 -1.4%

Companies 190 490 198 935 4.4%

Value Added Tax 266 930 267 160 0.1%

Secondary Tax on Companies 18 750 19 249 2.7%

Specific Excise Duties 30 080 31 079 3.3%

Fuel Levy 44 810 47 516 6.0%

Customs Duties 50 830 50 300 -1.0%

<<
43 The contingency reserve 
refers to an amount set 
aside but not allocated in 
advance to accommodate 
changes to the economic 
environment and to meet 
unforeseeable spending 
pressures (Budget Review, 
2014).
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Table 4. Adjustments to the contingency reserve, 2013/14-2016/17

R’Billion 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

Budget 2013 4.0 6.5 10.0  

MTBPS  2013  3.0 6.0 18.0

Budget 2014  3.0 6.0 18.0

Source:	Budget	Review	(2013;	2014);	MTBPS	(2013).

5.12.	The	main	budget	deficit	 is	partly	offset	by	 the	cash	surpluses	of	 social	 security	 funds,	public	
entities	 and	 provincial	 governments.	While	 government	 is	 borrowing	 to	 finance	 revenue	 shortfalls,	
these institutions are accumulating reserves. The projected cash balances of public entities have been 
revised	upwards.	While	the	2013	Budget	projected	deficits,	these	entities	are	now	expected	to	run	a	
combined surplus over the MTEF period. Government’s expenditure ceiling is set at main budget level, 
but	the	cash	flows	of	social	security	funds	and	public	entities	affect	the	consolidated	deficit.	

5.13.	Table	5	reports	changes	to	the	2014/15	financial	year,	comparing	MTBPS	2013	and	Budget	2014.	
Welcome developments include upward revisions of science and technology, economic services, 
education and related functions, local government, housing and community amenities and health. 
Prioritising expenditure on such functions indicates government’s aim to promote long-term economic 
growth with increased investment in human capital and research and development. 

Table 5. Expenditure component revisions (functional classification)

2014/15 Figures
% Change 
from 2013 

MTBPS 
to 2014 
Budget

R’Billion 2013 
MTBPS

2014 
Budget

Defence, public order and safety 163.6 163.6 0.0%

Economic infrastructure 94.1 92.8 -1.4%

Communication 2.9 2.6 -9.5%

Fuel and energy 8.9 8.6 -3.7%

Transport 82.3 81.6 -0.8%

Economic services 48.7 50.0 2.7%

Education and related functions 250.2 253.8 1.5%

Employment and social security 60.0 57.3 -4.5%

General public services 65.3 65.1 -0.3%

Health 144.2 145.7 1.0%

Local government, housing and community amenities 141.2 142.9 1.2%

Science and technology and environmental affairs 18.1 18.7 3.1%

Social protection 145.0 144.5 -0.4%

Source:	MTBPS	(2013);	Budget	Review	(2014);	Commission	Calculations.
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5.14. The following areas were revised downwards: economic infrastructure, employment and social 
security, social protection and general public services. Given the emphasis on electricity and transport 
as drivers of growth, downward revisions to these allocations are surprising. Expenditure in respect of 
social protection and employment and social security provide an important buffer for the poor, making 
the marked downward revision to employment and social security a concern. 

5.15. While post-apartheid South Africa has witnessed many positive developments, unemployment 
and poverty remain serious challenges. Unemployment has been consistently very high in the last 
two decades. Unemployment increased from 1995, and from 1996 rates remained stubbornly above 
the	20%	threshold.	Persistently	high	unemployment	has	many	negative	repercussions	on	individuals,	
families,	government	and	broader	society.	Not	only	does	it	place	psychological	and	financial	strains	
on	those	unable	to	find	work	and	their	families	especially	given	the	high	dependency	ratios	in	South	
Africa, it also places budgetary pressures on the national government and on provincial and local 
governments, as tax revenues decline and expenditures increase. In the long term, unemployment 
erodes skills thereby reducing future national productivity and income44.

a. Government has maintained focus on job creation as a key priority over the MTEF. Job creation and 
social security expenditure increased with 68.3 percent of this allocated for social security funds. 
The total social security funds include unemployment insurance fund, compensation funds and 
road accident fund.

b. The budget also makes provision for other job creation initiatives such as expanded works 
programme (EPWP) and community work programme (CWP). Through its coordination of the 
EPWP, the Department of Public Works aims to create 3.7 million work opportunities by the end of 
2016. In addition, it also makes provision to support the work of the Commission for Conciliation, 
Mediation and Arbitration in preparation for amendments to labour legislation. The EPWP Inte-
grated Grant and the Social Sector EPWP incentive grant for provinces are the main job creation 
funding	streams	 identified	 in	 the	Appropriation	Bill	 for	provinces.	Both	grants	steadily	 increase	
over the MTEF and are solely for job creation projects. Several other grants also have a job creation 
component, but there are also other objectives these grants have to achieve. For example, the 
grants under the Provincial Departments of Agricultural all aim to create jobs, but also include ob-
jectives such as training, and capacity development, technical advice, disaster relief and support.

c. At the local sphere, CWP grant provides work opportunities for historically marginalised communi-
ties and is projected to grow over the MTEF period. The EPWP Integrated Grant for Municipalities 
is a conditional grant aimed at promoting greater use of labour intensive methods in delivering 
municipal	services.	On	their	own,	the	initiatives	are	unlikely	to	make	a	significant	dent	on	unem-
ployment. Part of the problem lies in the inability of municipalities to effectively spend allocated 
resources. 

5.16. In terms of current payments, compensation is the largest item, accounting for just under 40 
percent of consolidated non-interest spending (Table 6). Over the 2014 MTEF period this item is 
projected to grow marginally by a real annual average of 1 percent. Whether this subdued level of 
growth in compensation will be realised given that the three year wage bargaining cycle is coming to 
an end, remains to be see and will be particularly important in light of Government plans to ensure 
moderate growth in spending over the MTEF period. Growth in transfers and subsidies is relatively 
higher when compared to compensation and capital payments – growth in this expenditure component 
is driven mainly by transfers to households in the form of social grants. 

<<
44 A critical ingredient in 
attaining NDP goals around 
poverty reduction and job 
creation involves fostering 
better partnerships between 
government, business and 
labour. Government has 
increased funding and incen-
tives for special economic 
zones and increased 
support and tax relief for 
entrepreneurs and small 
businesses. Other ways in 
which the commitments 
towards the implementation 
of the NDP are expressed 
include the introduction 
of the Employment Tax 
Incentive, as well as the 
funding of various educa-
tional institutions and the 
development of educators. 
Finally, the government 
has also outlined various 
infrastructural investment 
projects as well as extracting 
efficiencies from public 
expenditure, such as fighting 
corruption, improving the 
machinery of state and 
increasing accountability 
amongst public servants for 
what is spent.
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Table 6. MTEF growth in operating and capital expenditure items, 
2013/14-2016/17

R’Billion 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17

Real Annual 
Average 
Growth 
2014/15-
2016/17

Compensation 312.1 317.3 322.6 323.4 1.0%

Current transfers and 

subsidies

236.9 248.0 257.9 258.4 2.1%

Capital payments 59.5 65.9 68.1 68.6 2.0%

Source:	Budget	Review	(2014);	Commission	Calculations.

5.17.	There	is	a	significant	slowdown	in	the	growth	of	Government	spending	which	had	increased	in	
real terms at a rate of around 9 percent per annum between 2003/04 and 2009/10. While the Com-
mission applauds Government for the idea of setting an expenditure ceiling that has proven effective 
in controlling expenditure and maintaining stability for following periods, going forward Government 
should give guidelines on scope of the ceilings (e.g., will they apply to all expenditures or will there be 
exceptions and basis for that), setting of the precise level of the ceiling and assessment of whole of 
Government’s performance against the ceiling and progressive realisation of constitutional mandates. 
Importantly, while expenditure ceilings have been guided by issuance of circulars and practice notes, 
the approach will need to be put in legislation such as the PFMA in order to avoid confusion between 
the output and outcomes based PFMA and the input controlling thrust of expenditure ceilings.

6. LONGER TERM DEBT CHALLENGE

6.1. In recent years, South Africa’s debt has increased considerably. Prior to the global economic 
crisis policy succeeded in the sense that the public debt to GDP ratio fell enormously from close 
to 50 percent of GDP at the time of the arrival of democracy in 1994 down to 45 percent from 1995.  
Measures from 1996 had the result of forestalling further increases in the debt level, but it was not 
until	the	year	2000	that	measures	were	sufficient	to	gradually	reduce	the	debt	level	as	a	percentage	
of	GDP.	The	surpluses	and	low	deficits	thereafter	were	able	to	bring	the	debt	level	materially	down	to	
reach a low of less than 24 percent in 2008. From there, the percentage to GDP inevitably increased 
as	deficits	were	incurred	in	light	of	the	international	crisis	and	local	economic	consequences.	The	debt	
level exceeded 36 percent of GDP in 2012 and will continue to increase over the next few years as 
deficits	continue,	though	the	increase	is	moderate.	Thus,	some	fiscal	adjustment	becomes	compelling	
in order to stabilise the debt dynamics.

6.2. The total balance of government debt in relation to the domestic bond market is high, and govern-
ment bonds are a major determinant of the characteristics of the local bond market.  The value of new 
government	bonds	being	raised	in	the	domestic	market	has	increased	significantly	over	time,	and	is	
markedly higher currently than it was during the decade 1990 to 2000. The proportion of foreign debt, 
foreign bonds in particular, has been far higher in recent years than it was in 1995 to 1998, during which 
it comprised only around 5 percent of total government debt.  It has expanded by a multiple of 8.6 
times in rand value since then.  These characteristics already give an indication of a need for careful 
consideration to be given to the extent and manner of raising new public debt.

6.3. Figure 1 shows that real gross debt is increasing over the medium term and also that growth in 
real state debt costs, while still increasing, is slowing. Increasing debt levels coupled with slowing 
growth	in	debt	costs	reflects	Government’s	continued	debt	restructuring	efforts	through	the	switch	
programme45, which was announced during the 2012 Budget.

6.4. The Commission noted in its response to the 2012 MTBPS that while the switch programme reduces 
the current debt burden and limits the consolidation measures that are imposed on South African 

>>
45 Switch programme entails 
the exchange of near-
maturing bonds for longer 
dated debt in order for the 
Government to manage 
redemptions.



citizens (which is necessary in order for government to have the necessary resources to stimulate the 
economy and maintain the social net), sluggish economic growth may put pressure on Government 
to	extend	its	switching	programme.	Refinancing	near-dated	debt	with	longer	term	maturity	bonds	is	
likely to put pressure on bond yields as investors will likely seek to be compensated for increased risks 
associated	with	deteriorating	economic	conditions	and	a	wide	budget	deficit.	Hence,	although	South	
African bonds are currently still over-subscribed, extending the duration of public debt combined with 
higher yields could result in increased costs for Government in the future. Further downgrading of 
South Africa’s sovereign credit rating will further exacerbate the situation in that it may also negatively 
affect the longer-term prospects of debt sustainability in South Africa as it is likely to result in higher 
costs	of	borrowing	due	to	negative	investor	perception.	This	will	not	only	affect	the	national	fiscus	but	
also metropolitan municipalities which have accessed the capital markets in recent years as well as 
State Owned Companies (SOCs) which increasingly borrow on the strength of their balance sheets in 
order to fund infrastructure-led growth strategy.

6.5.	As	positive	as	 the	 reduction	of	 the	principal	consolidated	government	budget	deficit	might	be,	
the overall public sector borrowing requirement is still set to increase sharply. This is because the 
borrowing requirement for SOCs has been increased markedly compared with the 2013 Budget. For 
2013/14, this borrowing requirement for state-owned enterprises has been raised by R20.8 billion, to 
R78.7 billion, for 2014/15 it has been raised by a further R25.2 billion, to R68.8 billion and for 2015/16 
it has been in increased even further, by R36.7 billion, to R82.7 billion. This makes for a cumulative 
increase in the SOCs borrowing requirement, of 82.7 billion. This might be interpreted negatively both 
by the ratings agencies and by the domestic bond market.

  Figure 1: Gross Loan Debt and Growth in Real State Debt Cost
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Source:	Budget	Review	(2014);	Commission	Calculations.

6.6. High levels of public debt risk undermining growth and economic stability because (1) high levels 
of debt damage growth through a number of channels, including by increasing levels of taxation, by 
crowding-out private investment and by increasing uncertainty, (2) high levels of public debt limit the 
scope to absorb the impact of future economic shocks and (3) high debt interest payments crowd out 
spending	on	public	services.	The	interest	payable	on	government	debt	is	already	a	significant	item	in	
government	annual	expenditure,	estimated	at	R100	billion	for	the	current	fiscal	year.	This	is	close	to	10	
percent of government expenditure. This is in an environment of exceptionally low interest rates, with 
the Reserve Bank just coming out of a policy regime of low rates in view of tardy economic growth 
and	the	slow	recovery	 in	major	economies	 from	the	financial	crises	of	 recent	years.	 If	 the	Reserve	
Bank	feels	compelled	to	continue	increasing	interest	rates	significantly,	which	could	easily	occur	given	
continuing quantitative easing tapering intent following upbeat USA growth expectations, the effect on 
the ability of government to effect other desired expenditure could be compromised. For instance, if 
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the policy interest rate were increased successively to reach 10 percent, the likely long bond rate could 
then move to 13 percent, and the annual commitment to debt servicing costs would increase by 50 
percent	on	account	of	the	interest	rate	change	alone.	This	could	take	the	figure	to	around	R150	billion	
under that situation, with a R50 billion annual constraint on other expenditure. In addition, placing 
pressure on the domestic bond market in raising new government debt could increase the spread 
of	 long	bonds	 relative	 to	short	 term	financing,	which	would	place	 further	strain	on	 long	 term	debt	
financing.	The	situation	could	easily	be	worsened	further	if	the	actions	and	policies	of	government	are	
such	as	to	cause	some	doubt	on	its	ability	to	meet	repayment	terms	of	its	bond	financing.		This	would	
increase	the	risk	portion	of	bond	interest	rates,	as	well	as	making	it	more	difficult	to	raise	new	bonds	
to the full extent sought. With an ambitious set of goals under the NDP, circumstances could thereby 
arise	whereby	it	becomes	difficult	or	impossible	to	meet	the	financing	requirements	to	enable	the	plan	
to	be	translated	into	reality.	The	financial	pressures	recently	experienced	by	the	country	have	brought	
to light the need for an analysis of debt sustainability accompanied by an appropriate management of 
the	debt	in	the	more	difficult	external	and	domestic	environment	faced	by	the	country.

6.7. South Africa therefore faces a long-term challenge in reducing debt levels. Ongoing work at the 
Commission shows an illustrative scenario for debt reduction from 2019-20 onwards. A two percent 
deficit	is	broadly	in	line	with	the	average	deficit	over	the	five	years	before	the	financial	crisis	and	would	
be	consistent	with	meeting	the	fiscal	tenets	of	the	NDP.	It	would	leave	debt	at	an	elevated	level	through	
to	2035	and	beyond	creating	significant	economic	vulnerabilities.	If	sustained,	running	a	small	surplus	
would	lead	to	a	significant	improvement	in	the	path	of	debt	over	the	longer	term.

7. DEVELOPING SOUTH AFRICA’S INFRASTRUCTURE

7.1. Infrastructure is the backbone of the economy, vital to growth and generating jobs now and in the 
future. The government is committed to providing the infrastructure necessary to address a legacy of 
historical under-investment and for South Africa to be competitive. At February 2014 budget, the Gov-
ernment set out a long-term programme of capital investment, committing to publicly fund a pipeline 
of	specific	projects	worth	over	R847	billion	over	the	next	MTEF,	including	for	transport,	science,	housing	
and	flood	defence.	The	National	Infrastructure	Plan	2013	provides	more	detail	on	the	projects.

7.2. Table 7 indicates that much of the investment in infrastructure takes place within municipalities 
and is channeled to the local sphere through conditional grant funding. There is particular emphasis 
on water (through the newly created Municipal Water Infrastructure Grant) and electricity (through the 
Integrated	National	Electrification	Programme).	
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Table 7. Public sector infrastructure expenditure by sector - February 2014

R Billions % of Total

2013/14-
2016/17

2014/15-
2016/17

2013/14-
2016/17

2014/15-
2016/17

Energy 268.90 188.30 24.45% 22.22%

Water and sanitation 144.30 111.90 13.12% 13.21%

Transport and logistics 425.70 347.10 38.70% 40.97%

Other economic services 55.10 42.20 5.01% 4.98%

Health 43.20 33.40 3.93% 3.94%

Education 53.20 41.00 4.84% 4.84%

Other social services 55.30 41.40 5.03% 4.89%

Justice and protection services 21.30 16.40 1.94% 1.94%

Central government services 32.90 25.60 2.99% 3.02%

Total 1099.90 847.30 100.00% 100.00%

National departments 56.40 45.10 5.13% 5.32%

Provincial departments 176.60 134.80 16.06% 15.91%

Local government 238.80 183.60 21.71% 21.67%

Public entities 86.00 69.60 7.82% 8.21%

Public private partnerships 12.90 9.90 1.17% 1.17%

Public enterprises 529.20 404.40 48.11% 47.72%

Total 1099.90 847.40 100.00% 100.00%

Source:	Budget	Review	(2014);	Commission	Calculations.

7.3. Historically, municipalities have not been able to spend infrastructure budgets effectively. Perfor-
mance has been characterised by delays, poor planning, lack of project management capacity and 
poor oversight on the part of provincial and national government. If planned investment is to foster 
stronger economic growth, these challenges will need to be overcome. Existing capacity building initia-
tives such as the Infrastructure Skills Development Grant and the recently established Municipal Infra-
structure	Support	Agency	reflect	attempts	to	address	these	long-standing	issues.	Given	that	these	two	
interventions are relatively new, it would be premature to judge their performance at this early stage. 
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7.4. A general concern with Government’s infrastructure investment plan, particular in the core areas 
of electricity and transport, is around the capacity of the entities that deliver such infrastructure. State 
Owned Companies and municipalities roll out electricity and transport infrastructure. There continues 
to	be	financial	and	capacity	challenges	within	certain	State	Owned	Companies	and	municipalities	in	
general, bringing into question the ability to support the infrastructure investment plans. 

7.5. The Commission would like to emphasise that alongside investment in new infrastructure, there 
is a pressing need to maintain and renew existing infrastructure adequately. Research conducted as 
part of the Commission’s Submission for the 2014/15 Division of Revenue indicates that municipalities 
underfund	and	underspend	on	maintenance	and	renewals,	thus	putting	at	risk	the	potential	benefits	
that could be reaped as a result of Government’s large investment in infrastructure.

7.6. Infrastructure Development Bill: In 2013, Government introduced the Infrastructure Development 
Bill and subsequently passed it in 2014. Its intentions are to speed up and improve the delivery and 
implementation of social and economic infrastructure and to maximise the developmental impact 
through provisions that deal with structures, time frames, processes and outcomes. The Bill provides 
a legal mandate of the Presidential Infrastructure Coordination Committee (PICC)46 established by 
Cabinet in 2011. Given that this legislation will have IGFR-wide implications for all three spheres, the 
Commission is in the process of reviewing the Bill. Key issues being evaluated include the interface 
between what the Bill is proposing and existing municipal planning processes in particular integrated 
development plans (IDPs) which set out the development vision for a municipality in terms of infra-
structure investment and planning as well as the newly introduced built environment performance 
plans (BEPPs) for cities. 

8. CONCLUSION

8.1. Budget 2014 places strong emphasis on resource allocations in relation to the implementation of 
the NDP. The Commission welcomes these ongoing efforts to attain the targets set in the NDP. On the 
whole, the budget is very much in line with the Commission’s expectations expressed when it made 
its	 submission	on	 the	2013	MTBPS.	Government	has	 succeeded	 in	pursuing	 fiscal	 discipline	whilst	
balancing priorities and investment in constitutionally mandated basic services like education, health 
and water.

8.2.	Despite	the	positive	outcomes	for	the	state	of	fiscal	finances	at	present	and	the	downward	revision	
of	budget	deficits	 for	 the	next	 three	years	 incorporated	 into	 the	2014	Budget,	 ratings	agencies	still	
remain	cautious	with	regard	to	confidence	that	the	South	African	government	will	indeed	succeed	in	
achieving	its	deficit	reduction	programme.	To	address	the	perceived	risk,	Government	needs	to	ensure	
that the 2.7 percent and 3.2 percent economic growth rates used in the budgetary parameters in the 
2014 Budget for domestic economic growth translate to reality. The Commission’s view is that there is 
a	significant	likelihood	that	economic	growth	will	improve,	albeit	moderately,	in	the	next	two	years,	on	
the back of improved global economic growth and increased exports arising from the enhanced com-
petitiveness of South African production as a result of the steep depreciation of the Rand’s exchange 
rate in recent years. 

8.3. It is essential for Government to ensure that the rising trend of public debt to GDP is staved off. The 
public debt to GDP has already risen from a low point of 22 percent in 2007, to close on 40 percent of 
GDP	at	present,	and	is	projected	to	peak	at	a	level	of	45	percent	of	GDP	in	two	years’	time.	The	deficit	
reduction programme incorporated into the latest budget has to be achieved to prevent the rising 
trend of the public debt. 

8.4. The Commission welcomes Government efforts at setting an expenditure ceiling. Government 
should give guidelines on scope of the ceilings as well as an assessment of whole of Government’s 
performance against the ceiling and progressive realisation of constitutional mandates. While expendi-
ture ceilings have been guided by issuance of circulars and practice notes, the approach will need to 
be put in legislation such as the PFMA in order to avoid confusion between the output and outcomes 
based PFMA and the input controlling thrust of expenditure ceilings.

>>
46 The PICC is chaired by the 
President, with the Deputy 
President as deputy chairper-
son. In addition membership 
is composed of ministers, 
premiers and metropolitan 
municipality mayors as well 
as the chairperson of the 
South African Local Govern-
ment Association (SALGA)
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Annexure F: Additional 2013/2014 Commission Submissions

1 Xhariep District Municipality Advisory on Equitable Share

2 Western District Municipality Advisory on Equitable Share

3	 Road	Traffic	Management	Corporation	on	eNaTIS	fees	Advisory

4 South African Local Government Association (SALGA) Implementation of the Administrative Ad-
judication	of	Road	Traffic	Offences	Act,	2008	S	Advisory

5 Nama-Koi in-year budget allocations changes Advisory, 

6 Department of Human Settlements assignment of the administration of national housing pro-
grammes to six Metropolitan Municipalities by MECs Advisory

7	 Parliament	December	2011	National	Government	Intervention	in	the	administration	of	financially	
distressed Provincial Government Departments

ANNEXURE F
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Appendix G: Publications and Output of Research and Recommendations Programme

A. ADVANCEMENT OF IGFR KNOWLEDGE-GENERATION AND DISSEMINATION  
– BOOK CHAPTERS AND JOURNALS 

Title of Publication Nature of Publication

1
Impact	 of	 fiscal	 policy	 in	 an	 intertemporal	CGE	model	 for	
South Africa

Peer Reviewed Journal Article

2
The impact of the international economic crisis on child 
poverty in South Africa

Peer Reviewed Book Chapter

3
Analysing Job Creation Effects of Scaling Up Infrastructure 
Spending in South Africa

Peer Reviewed Journal Article

4
Assessing	 Interregional	Equity	and	Efficiency	Effects	of	 In-
tergovernmental Transfers in South Africa

Peer Reviewed Journal Article

5
The impact of climate variability on water and energy 
demand: the case of South African local governments

Peer Reviewed Journal Article

6
The Economy-wide Impacts of the South African Child 
Support Grant : a Micro-Simulation-Computable General 
Equilibrium Analysis

Peer Reviewed Journal Article

7
An	Analysis	 of	 the	 Efficacy	 of	 Fuel	 Taxation	 for	 Pollution	
Control in South Africa

Peer Reviewed Book Article

8
Economy wide Consequences of Attaining Millennium De-
velopment Goals in South Africa

Peer Reviewed Journal Article – In Press

9
Directions for Quantitative Development Economics in 
Africa Economy wide Approaches: Contributions, Chal-
lenges and Opportunities

Peer Reviewed Journal Article

10
The Impact of the Global Economic Crisis on Sub-National 
Government – Lessons from the Free State Province in 
South Africa 

Peer Reviewed Journal Article – In Press

11
Double Dividends of Additional Water Charges in South 
Africa

Peer Reviewed Book Article

12
Funding Devolved Units in South Africa’s Intergovernmental 
Fiscal Relations System

Forthcoming Peer Reviewed Book Article
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B. ADVANCEMENT OF IGFR KNOWLEDGE-GENERATION AND DISSEMINATION – TECHNICAL REPORTS AND 
WORKING PAPERS

Title of Publication Nature of Publication

1
Budget Consolidation in South Africa: A Disaggregated 
Approach

Technical Report

2
Quantitative Analysis of Impact of Social Grants in South 
Africa

Technical Report

3
The Effects of Social Spending on Economic Activity in 
South African Provinces

Technical Report

4
Managing Provincial Wage Bill to Contain Fiscal Stress 
and Build a Capable State

Technical Report

5
Fiscal Distress in the South African Local Government 
Sector

Technical Report

6
Improving the Fiscal Performance of Provinces in South 
Africa

Technical Report

7
Understanding the Dynamics of Rural Tax Bases and its 
Influencing	Factors	

Technical Report

8
Challenges, Constraints and Best Practices in Rehabili-
tating Water and Electricity Distribution Infrastructure

Technical Report

9
Effective Devolution Of Transport Functions To Munici-
palities: Towards An Optimal Transport System

Technical Report

10
Funding of the South African Further Education and 
Training (FET) Sector

Technical Report

11 Financing Research in Higher Education Technical Report

12
Improving the Performance of Municipalities through 
Performance-Based Grants

Technical Report

13
Effective Intergovernmental Planning and Budgeting for 
better Outcomes

Technical Report

14
Pro-Poor Tax Policy Changes in South Africa: Potential 
and Limitations

Working Paper

15
Exploring Alternative Finance and Policy Options for 
Effective and Sustainable Delivery of Housing in South 
Africa

Technical Report

16
The Provision and Funding of Child Welfare Services in 
South Africa

Technical Report

C. BETTER STEWARDSHIP OF PUBLIC FUNDS/VALUE FOR MONEY

1. Submission on the 2014 Division of Revenue Bill

2. Submission on the 2014 Fiscal Framework and revenue Proposals

3. Submission on the 2013 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement

4. Annual Submission for the Division of Revenue Bill
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